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Water, Sound and Magnets: The Divine Solution 

 

“Water, water everywhere, / Nor any drop to drink” 
           “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” by Samuel Taylor Coleridge 

 

Our Challenge:  

The acidification and temperature of the ocean and lack of clean water is the 
biggest challenge humanity faces. If we wait for science to prove what we 
already know about water and sound in their traditional ways, we will run 
out of time for the children that will inherit this catastrophic problem. 

The number of people dying in our world of disease and thirst for clean 
water in developing nations is staggering. Even here in the United States 
there are a vast number of people becoming sicker and sicker from the lack 
of good, purified water.  

The Solution: 

We each must take responsibility for the water we drink and stop buying 
bottled water. 

Pray over the water, infusing it with love and joy every time we can. Use 
sound frequencies of Oxygen, Hydrogen and the Sun to enhance the water 
and revitalize and clean your water with magnets, filters, frequencies or 
minerals.  

The audio tracks containing the frequencies for water as well as all my audio 
tracks are available free for download at www.soundtherapysolutions.com. 
The water titles are: Holy Water with magnesium, New Water, Manish Songs 
of Gratitude with Sacred Water, Preset of Joy, Gold, Bacterium Coli, and 
Vitamin C. 

Start to play these water programs in drinking water and bath water and use 
magnets at the source of the water that comes into your homes.  

Play these frequencies on every boat and ship in every body of water, 
making the vessels large speakers to help purify the waters. 

All life depends on the water of this planet, and this very simple solution 
may in fact allow our grandchildren and great grandchildren to know clean 
water. 
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Simply broadcasting the sound of the heartbeat of the dolphins would begin 
to neutralize the toxicity in our oceans and lakes. Playing Ode to Joy and 
other classics with choirs singing with the intention to bring Joy and Love 
back into the oceans would bring about so many blessings it cannot be 
accurately measured.  

Occam’s razor is a principle or philosophy. Suppose there exists two 
explanations for an occurrence. In this case, the simpler one is usually 
better. 

The solutions may just be so simple that they could be overlooked. However, 
I believe we are all so connected that those who care about a better life for 
our immediate and global family will see, hear and feel the truth that we do 
have the power within us to begin a meaningful shift towards clean water for 
everyone. 

                                              

Many others will have brilliant inspired solutions to our water problems. Be 
vigilant and open to them because the time for change is now. As we begin 
with the water within us, the ripple effect cannot be stopped and our own 
health can improve dramatically. 
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Dedicated to the New Earth 

        and all beings upon it 
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                                  Introduction 

I have had a love affair with water my entire life. A bath has been my 
healing gift of love to myself as far back as I can remember. I always 
recognized its healing power. I needed to bathe daily with baking soda as a 
way of cleansing my energy body, and to prevent migraines and vomiting 
that I suffered from even as a child whenever things were stressful. 

 WATER IS LIFE!  Awareness of the power we possess to affect water in 
our cells and the planetary waters is paramount to our own health and 
happiness. Thank you for coming this far into the process. I believe this 
book holds many simple solutions to bringing water back to Joy and Joy back 
to water.  

I began preparing for this book by reading Gerald Pollack’s groundbreaking 
book “The Fourth Phase of Water”. He specifically states that acoustics 
create the EZ Zone in water. Professor Pollack’s definition of the 
Exclusion Zone is: 

The “exclusion zone” (EZ) is the unexpectedly large zone of 
water that forms next to many submersed materials, got its 
name because it excludes practically everything. The EZ contains 
a lot of charge and its character differs from that of bulk water. 
Sometimes it is referred to as the fourth phase of water.  

He also states: 

“Acoustic energy can also do the job. These energies plausibly 
dissociate bulk-water molecules from one another, freeing them 
from one another, freeing them to build the EZ (Exclusion Zone). 
Drawn toward the growing EZ by charge attraction, the freed 
water molecules assemble onto the lattice. This results in EZ 
growth and attendant separation of charge. In this way, the 
interfacial battery gets charged.” 

“The EZ excludes almost anything suspended or dissolved in water” 

This is the most important sentence in the book, and is the reason for 
the common person to start playing healing frequencies into the water. I 
explain a little more about this in the chapter dedicated to the EZ Zone. I 
know from my plant experiments that music with negative energy will not 
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have a positive effect on plants and they live from the water that is exposed 
to the music. I must conclude that the better the intention of the music and  
frequencies, the better the results.  

Our emotions have a direct effect on the water in our cells (99% of every 
cell is water). When we are fearful, angry, and so on, we are damaging 99% 
of the life force in our body. Because of this fact I also have my workbook, 
Emotional Sound Techniques, included in the eBook section of the Sound 
Therapy Solutions site. Emotional Sound Techniques is a step-by-step 
process of how to alter our beliefs and thinking as well as to release the 
emotions stuck within the tissues and organs of the body. This begins 
healing all the water in us. Begin by healing yourself first and the ripple 
effect will do the rest. 

The bottom line is that we affect everyone with every thought we have. That 
is not only what I believe but the teaching of many spiritual teachers 
throughout history. I will be referencing the works of well-respected doctors, 
researchers and scientists throughout the book with the hope of leading you 
to the same conclusion that I have come to, that we must act, first with 
our thoughts; second, by ceasing to buy bottled water. Next, super charge 
your water with sound and magnets and send pure love, gratitude and joy 
into the water. Raising your personal vibration by deleting stuck emotions 
daily, observing detrimental thought patterns in ourselves, and taking 
responsibility to change them is a key component of health. 

I have contributing authors that are currently working in the field of water 
and sound, Joe Reilly, Mary Milroy and Kathleen Haden that I am so honored 
to have as colleagues in this field. Finally, my website 
www.soundtherapysolutions.com, was created by my 18-year-old grandson 
as a gift to me. I would often share my work with him. He seemed to 
understand my heart’s desire to get the frequency infused music programs 
easily to the world. He knew I had not yet found the solution to my 
dilemma. He found a way to make all my Frequency Infused wave 
medicine programs free from any smartphone. His name is Kylan Coffey. 
When I asked him why he did this for us, he said simply, “I was bored”. I 
believe he was listening to his angels. The youth on planet earth are our 
greatest treasure and hope for the generations to come. Once I realized he 
solved the problem, I was determined to write this book then retire into the 
world of taking care of the family I have in front of me: my husband, 
children and grandchildren, sisters and nieces and nephews. Thank you, 
Kylan. Since my introduction to sound and its power to heal in 2004 I have 
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focused my life’s work in the direction of bringing sound therapy instantly to 
the world just by turning on your phone, computer TV or Mp3 player. 

 

                                      Part One: Water 

Chapter One                      Dr. Luc Montagnier Water Memory 

Chapter Two                      Professor Gerald Pollack 

Chapter Three                    Frequency Specific Microcurrent 

Chapter Four                      Flow: For the Love of Water 

Chapter Five                      The Mysteries of Water                   

Chapter Six                       The Miracle of Magnets: The Fountain of Youth 

Chapter Seven                   Kathleen Hayden: Bodywork in Water 

Chapter Eight                     Acidification of Ocean 

                                     

                                    Part Two: Sound 

Chapter Nine                      The Father of Vibration Dr. Raymond Royal Rife 

Chapter Ten                       Bztronics  

Chapter Eleven                   Frequency Infused Vibroacoustic Music 

Chapter Twelve                  From a Tuning Fork to VibraSonic Pillows 

Chapter Thirteen                Frequencies Infused into Vibroacoustic Music 

Chapter Fourteen               Selecting Programs 

Chapter Fifteen                  Solfeggio Programs 

Chapter Sixteen                 The Chakra Programs 

Chapter Seventeen             The Flash Drive 

Chapter Eighteen                Pets and Plants 

Chapter Nineteen                 Preemies and Special Needs Children 

Chapter Twenty                   Fungus Hormones and Thermography 

Chapter Twenty-One            Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s 
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Chapter Twenty-Two            Radiation Detox 

Chapter Twenty-Three          The Voice and Jonathan Goldman 

Chapter Twenty-Four            The Sound of Color: Joe Reilly and Mary Milroy 

Chapter Twenty-Five             Dr. Mitchell Gaynor: My Hero 

 

Testimonials 

Product Suggestions and Instruction 

Massage Table Vibroacoustic Conversion DIY 
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                                          Chapter One  

                    Dr. Luc Montagnier Water Memory 

                                      Nobel Prize Laureate 

                               For Identifying the AIDS Virus 

 

I remember the night in 2011 that I put my feet into a footbath with 
waterproof speakers playing a Frequency Infused Music Program. As I put 
my feet into the water I was thinking that I may get electrocuted. Once I 
realized I did not, it felt like my feet were in Champagne. I called it 
“Champagne for Soul”. 

Going back to 1998, I have another clear memory of going to confession 
with a local retired priest who devoted his life to those afflicted with the 
AIDS virus. Once inside the confessional, I admitted to him that I was not 
there to confess my many sins but to plead with him to let me work with 
him. I was a certified licensed Massage Therapist in the city of Las Vegas. 
This is no easy task in Las Vegas because of the prevalence of prostitution. 
Massage Therapist laws and licensing are so strict to clearly differentiate the 
two professions. I took my National Board Test at the age of 46, long past 
the time of test-taking in my life. The Boards are not at all easy, needing to 
memorize the origin, insertion and action of every muscle in the body, along 
with so many details of anatomy and physiology, Chinese Medicine and 
technique. I accomplished all that just to bring massage to a population that 
did not normally have access to healing touch. The priest assured me that I 
could not work with him but there was another priest, Father Joseph O’Brian 
that I should contact. He was the Director of The St. Therese Outreach for 
HIV and AIDS. He was pretty sure he already had a massage program up 
and running in Henderson, Nevada, only 45 minutes away. It was a dream 
come true. The best news I ever received in confession. The next day I 
called Father O’Brian for an interview. It went very well until the last 
question. He stated that it was the law and a Dioceses requirement that I 
wear gloves when I massage the clients. He asked me how I felt about that. 
I hesitated and said, “If I have to wear gloves, that defeats the entire 
purpose of why I wanted to massage AIDS patients in the first place, and it 
would be a deal breaker”. Father O’Brian said, “If you didn’t say that, I 
would not ask you to work here.” Father was as good at breaking the rules 
as I was going to be.  
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Now for the Science 

Back to Luc Montagnier, Virologist. He shared the Nobel Prize for identifying 
the AIDS virus and changed how the virus was treated. He is now actively 
working to use sound and water in the treatment of AIDS, at significant risk 
to his reputation. He wants to make this a reality in his lifetime but, as you 
know, working within a system so corrupt may delay acceptance for decades 
to come. Dr. Montagnier is driven by curiosity about the work of Jacques 
Benveniste, the French immunologist who sought a solution to disease 
through the theory of Water Memory. Because his theory would completely 
turn the medical world upside down, he was discredited and lost all funding. 
In 2005, Dr. Montagnier found electromagnetic signals in the blood plasma 
of HIV patients, and plunged into the world of Water Memory. 

In 2012, Dr. Montagnier presented to the world his proof of Water Memory 
and how water and sound can heal not only the HIV virus but so much more. 
He knows this is a red-hot issue and will turn the pharmaceuticals upside 
down, and he finds this very exciting. He wants to shake things up. My kind 
of guy. A true rebel and rule-breaker who will throw caution to the wind 
because he already has the coveted Nobel Prize. His only desire is to hear 
that his work has succeeded to convince the medical world. Researchers of 
water and sound are actively working together to make this happen. Dr. Luc 
Montagnier, Dr. Pollack, and many sound researchers are in collaboration as 
this is being written. 

https://youtu.be/R8VyUsVOic0 

In the documentary, “Water Memory 2014 (Documentary of 2014 about 
Nobel Prize laureate Luc Montagnier)”, you can see the story of Benveniste 
and Montagnier. Also featured in the video is Marc Henry, Professor of 
Chemistry and Quantum Physics. He states, “Signals or frequencies get 
locked into what is called the coherent domain. When enough research is 
done over decades, medicine will allow doctors to treat patients with signals 
and water. Water is the first thing that should be taught in biology class. Not 
only do people fear being treated with sound waves, the pharmaceuticals 
fear it the most. If we treat with frequencies, not medicine, it becomes 
extremely cost effective. It costs nothing to treat with frequencies that 
would mean there would be no social security deficit. Treating from your 
iPhone is not far away”.  
 

I have been teaching people to do this for well over five years, but it took 
me until April of 2017 to make it free and easy from any internet-connected 
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device. There has not yet been a shift by the population in this direction but 
it will not be long before the necessity to reduce the costs of healthcare 
brings this information to light, and people will wake up to the fact that we 
have had the power all along. We can change our own vibration, but until we 
master that art, the programs available on your phone through 
www.soundtherapysolutions.com  is the next best thing. 

It is my hope that those with the HIV or AIDS virus begin to treat 
themselves with those programs freely available to them, along with 300 
other programs from the Bztronics sound generator that we used to make 
the sound wave medicine from. The most immediate way to change the cells 
is with bone conduction headphones from Elesound, available on Amazon. I 
prefer wired headphones, not Bluetooth, to minimize EMF exposure to the 
brain; however, we also offer a program to help with that as well called 
Radiation Detox. The reason bone conduction headphones work so well is 
that they use magnets and copper coils to amplify the sound onto the 
cheekbone. We still cannot fully understand this amazing combination of 
magnets and copper on skin and bone. A magnet with a (North - charge) is 
important and healing to be in earphones for many reasons explained in 
Chapter Six on magnets. It is also very rare but the Elesound brand has this 
side of the magnet touching the skin, augmenting the healing properties of 
the sound frequencies. The majority of headphones have the south side or + 
field of the magnet against the ears creating a less than optimal magnetic 
field in that area. Another highly effective way to treat is with the waterproof 
speaker and an amp listed below. But the best part is choosing to self-treat. 
It is an empowered action that adds the spiritual aspect to the mix. Once 
that happens, anything is possible.  

 

Dayton Audio DTA-1 Class T Digital AC/DC Amplifier 
15 WPC 
 

 

Dayton Audio DAEX25W-8 Waterproof 25mm Exciter 
10W 8 Ohm 
 

These are available at Amazon.com and Parts-express.com 
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The Speakers can also be placed directly on the body and act as digital 
tuning forks. This works very well. The SanDisk Clip Jam Mp3 is the one I 
use and is also available on Amazon. The side of the speaker with the writing 
is the negative north charge and it is best to place that side on the front of 
the body or on the pain or organ your treating. This is the same setup for 
treating drinking water and bath water. Only one speaker is needed. Total 
average cost is less than $80. Just the speaker from the phone or laptop is 
sufficient to have a healing effect. 

 

 

                                      Chapter Two 

                             Dr. Gerald Pollack 

                                   The Exclusion Zone 

Professor Pollack’s definition of the Exclusion Zone from the Fourth 
Phase of Water is: 
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The “exclusion zone” EZ is the unexpectedly large zone of water 
that forms next to many submersed materials, got its name 
because it excludes practically everything. The EZ contains a lot 
of charge and its character differs from that of bulk water. 
Sometimes it is referred to as the fourth phase of water.  

 

Studying water is something most scientists shy away from due to the 
mysterious properties, and the extensive list of scientists that lost their 
credibility and funding in this field. In the book “H2O a Biology of Water,” 
Phillip Ball explains this better than anyone can in a detailed history of water 
and those who have studied it and failed. That was before the theory of the 
Exclusion Zone was presented to the world by Professor Gerald Pollack. His 
team and lab are located the University of Washington. To put it very simply, 
the microscopic part of water that touches the edge of its container has 
more organized and highly charged properties than the rest of it. This is a 
good thing. A container can be a cell in your body, or a swimming pool, or a 
glass you drink out of.  

His studies of muscles started him on his journey to this breakthrough. You 
can learn so much more about this from his book, available on Kindle, as 
well as in hard copy on Amazon. The EZ, for short, has greater potential 
than the rest of the water.  How to expand the EZ has consumed a large part 
of his research. The “exclusion zone” excludes almost anything suspended or 
dissolved in water.  

If this means what I think it means, then the EZ is waters’ natural 
way of cleaning itself, like a self-cleaning oven. If acoustics create the 
EZ, then sound frequencies in water have the greatest power to clean and 
structure. This began a parade of many distinguished scientists, like John 
Stuart Reid and Gary Robert Buchanan to include the research of frequencies 
and how they affect water at the annual Water Conferences. They are 
published on YouTube in their entirety for those of us obsessed with the 
sciences that help humanity.  
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My friend picked this infection up at 
UCLA while attending to her 
husband having a tongue 
replacement due to advanced 
mouth cancer. Her husband died 
shortly after but no one there or in 
Las Vegas could help her with this 
horribly painful skin issue. A 
physician I work with in Egypt, Dr. 
Hani-Bdr on Facebook, sent me the 
frequencies of Vitamin C and said 
to try them. When she applied the 
speaker to the bottom of her foot, 
the wound started burning even 
worse. After a few minutes, it 

subsided to a tingle. That made her believe this could work. 

 
We do not need thousands of dollars’ worth of equipment to infuse sound 
into water or a huge budget to test things we already know work. And why 
do we need the medical community to prove your headache went away or 
your lungs got better when these things have been happening for decades? 
Steve Jobs predicted we could heal ourselves from an iPhone, and it is 
already true. I receive reports, literally hourly, about results people are 
getting. Health care costs are one of the biggest problems in the world today 
right up there with problems with water, pollution, corporate and political 
corruption, and global warming. 
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Abstract 

We devoted this short piece to highlight one recent article published in Science, 

which revisited the anti-cancer efficacy of high-dose vitamin C. Using isogeneic 

KRAS- and BRAF-mutated colorectal cell lines, the authors were able to 

demonstrate selective anti-tumor affects among the KRAS- and BRAF-mutated 

cells in culture, and in ex-planted animal models treated with high-dose vitamin 

C. Their elegant and in-depth studies unequivocally tied the tumoricidal affect to 

the heightened sensitivity of the mutant cells due to the increased vitamin C 

uptake, leading to lethal accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). This 

report will certainly rekindle enthusiasm in revisiting the case of vitamin C, 

pushing for more definitive cancer therapy trials. 

Keywords: BRAF, Cancer, Chemotherapy, KRAS, Vitamin C 
 

For decades, high-dose vitamin C, in either oral or intravenous form, has been 
examined for its efficacy in anti-cancer therapy.1 So far, studies of vitamin C have 
been plagued with inconsistencies. When it was used alone in in vitro and animal 
tests, high-dose vitamin C appeared to show beneficial effects in suppressing the 
growth of certain types of cancer cells. However, the combinations of vitamin C 
with other chemotherapeutic agents largely failed to show a complementary 
affect. Decades of clinical trials dating back to the late 1970s met the same ill 
fate. Vitamin C, either as a stand-alone agent or in combination with other 
clinically approved chemotherapeutic agents, has yet to prove itself a “cure” in 
anti-cancer therapy. 
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A substantial knowledge gap exists in understanding how vitamin C, as a redox 
agent, can potentially target malignant metabolic pathways to halt or kill cancer 
cells. To fill this gap, an article published in a recent issue of Science investigated 
the potential mechanism underlying the anti-cancer affects of vitamin C using 
isogenic KRAS- and BRAF-mutant colorectal cancer cell lines.2 The authors were 
able to demonstrate selective anti-tumor affects among the KRAS- and BRAF-
mutated cells in culture and in ex-planted animal models treated with high-dose 
vitamin C. Their elegant and in-depth studies unequivocally tied the tumoricidal 
affect to the heightened sensitivity of the mutant cells due to the increased vitamin 
C uptake. This, through intermediary biochemical steps, led to a lethal 
accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) within the mutant cancer cells. In 
this outstanding work, the authors laid out a clear and compelling rationale that 
vitamin C has a promising role in cancer therapy, particularly in light of the fact 
that KRAS- and BRAF-mutated cancer cells are prone to resistance to certain 
classes of chemotherapeutic agents. This report will certainly rekindle enthusiasm 
in revisiting the case of vitamin C, pushing for more definitive cancer therapy 
trials. 

Ample clinical trials have demonstrated that what worked in cell lines or mice 
may not be reproducible in human subjects. In addition, vitamin C is not totally 
free from side effects, especially when given in high doses. If KRAS- and BRAF-
mutated cancer cells are indeed sensitive to ROS induced by high levels of 
intracellular vitamin C, which leads to the inactivation of glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), one would wonder if it may be more 
effective to explore strategies to target GAPDH directly without the need to 
administer high doses of vitamin C. Due to the controversial history of the 
previous vitamin C trials, especially those in conjunction with other 
chemotherapeutic agents, the question remains whether the “C” can stand for 
“cure” this time around. 
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To sum up, it has been proven that water has memory and can hold many 
frequencies imprinted onto the water. Each molecule of water has 440,000 
information panels that each interact with its environment differently. We 
know that certain acoustics can expand the EZ or exclusion zone. We also 
know that the EZ means that the waters charge is so strong that it excludes 
all dissolved particles, like pollutants. We also know that extra hydrogen 
molecules add so many benefits that people are willing to pay a great deal 
more for water with extra hydrogen, the smaller molecule also known as H2 
water. 

Dr. Pollack proved that the inside of each of our cells is naturally structured 
water. 99% of every cell is this structured water. The body needs a great 
deal of energy to keep it that way. When the water is already structured 
with frequencies of Hydrogen, Oxygen, Magnesium, and the Sun, the body 
can use its energy to self-heal instead of keeping the water in the cells 
structured. 

There are multitudes of studies and practices using the Sun, Hydrogen and 
Oxygen to heal diseases of every kind, including cancer, tuberculosis of all 
kinds, and skin disorders.   

40 scientific studies on humans have shown molecular hydrogen to be 
therapeutic in nearly every human organ and in over 150 human disease 
models. The purest form of vitamin D is sunlight, and most of us are vitamin 
D and magnesium deficient. In our frequency programs for water we put the 
frequency of the sun x 32 octaves to greatly enhance its value, also at 
several other octaves to add different wavelengths for a more therapeutic 
result. We also add the many frequencies of Oxygen, Hydrogen and 
Magnesium.  
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I had been testing this combination for six weeks on one patient and have 
seen remarkable results. This patient has severe COPD, causing cyanosis in 
his feet. After 6 weeks, his skin and coloring and O2 levels increased 
dramatically. 
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                                                                 Chapter Three 

                   Frequency Specific Microcurrent 

In the book, “The Resonance Effect,” Dr. Carolyn McMakin, DC discusses 
discovering a list of frequencies and a machine dating back to 1910 used by 
thousands of medical physicians until the AMA decreed that drugs and 
surgeries were going to be the only legitimate therapies. She singlehandedly 
made this a viable therapy accepted in the medical field today and covered 
by many insurance companies. She also uses an at-home self-treatment 
device (also covered). Once it became a tool that could be taught and 
monetized, it was okay to proceed. Once she made certain protocols public, 
preventing them from being patented by the pharmaceuticals, she decided 
to only release some of the list in her new and wonderful book. The best part 
of this is that most people I know still need to rely on a doctor to fix them.                          
Therefore, I highly suggest that this modality be considered by anyone who 
needs to be treated rather than to self-treat. Her website is 
www.frequencyspecific.com . She has my utmost respect and gratitude. She 
has practitioners worldwide. Microcurrent uses water to deliver the 
frequencies across the midline of the body. Her documentation and 
reputation is impeccable. Her books are available on Amazon, including “The 
Resonance Effect” and workbooks.                                          
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                                     Chapter Four 

                                        FLOW: 

                              For the Love of Water         

 

“Flow: For Love of Water” is a wonderful documentary (available on 
YouTube) about the current water crisis we are in, and clearly defines the 
crisis and the action that can and must be taken. It defines how we can help 
and why we must be part of solution and become responsible. The time is 
NOW. We each have a role to play. For me, I contribute through prayer. I 
am a producer of frequencies to help the water, a researcher in frequencies, 
and a teacher and an author. This is my part. Many will have sit-ins or 
create innovative ways to clean tap water or organize local legislation. The 
crisis is so real and the numbers of dying children grows daily. In the US, 
people are totally unaware of how we finance the enemy of water each time 
we purchase bottled water. My activist action is to be relentless in helping 
people become aware of the health benefits of cleaning your own tap water 
with filters and then adding frequencies and a negative magnetic charge to 
it. The bottled water industry is not regulated and does not have your best 
interests at heart. In many cases they actually steal the water they sell you.    
Americans are buying filthy, unhealthy water in plastic bottles for 
outrageous prices, and spend a great deal of effort to bring this water into 
your home. The plastic leaches into the already unfit to drink water, adding 
a multitude of other issues that affect almost every human system in the 
body.            
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                                     Chapter Five 

                             The Mysteries of Water 

Water was the matrix of all the world and all its creatures…..Just 
as the noblest and most delicate colors arise from this black, foul 
earth, so various creatures sprang forth from the primordial 
substance that was only formless filth in the beginning. Behold 
the element of water in its undifferentiated state!  And 
then see how all the metals, all the glittering rubies, shining 
carbuncles, crystals, gold, and silver are delivered from it: who 
could have recognized all these things in water? 

Paracelsus c.1531-5 Swiss physician 1493-1541 

 

I began taking photos on my boat in August 2005 after sunset every night. 
These photos captured giant orbs, some moving and some not. The first 
photo of the spirit body of my son was on my boat, and so many others 
happened after that. I have photos of spirts in clouds and at the time video 
from two cameras.  

 

I did not know how important those events were in teaching me about 
consciousness and water and spirit communication. Sound and water 
transcend all dimensions of time and space. When I put my giant 
underwater speaker into the Jacuzzi and invite a mother over that has a 
child on the other side, they would come out and tell me they were visited 
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by their child while in the water. I used to play the preemie program when I 
used that speaker in the Jacuzzi. That program contains the heartbeat of a 
pregnant woman that was recorded for her soon to be baby, in case it was 
born early. It was recorded during an act of love for all babies. It also 
contains a message from the Blessed Mother for all babies, channeled by 
Samara Reily, and intrauterine fluid sounds and frequencies created by 
Suzanne Jonas Ed.D..  

There are several documentaries about water and its mysterious properties. 
Each of these are done so well and hold so much profound science and 
information that one could spend the rest of their lives assimilating the 
information in them. Life gets in the way of that, so I recommend that you 
watch them. I supplied the links and names of YouTubes however there are 
a few things that I feel I must mention in this chapter.  

In YouTube https://youtu.be/LZj4pSZj8Q4 

Magnetic Water Documentary-Water Has Memory 2015 

Science has discovered 440,000 information panels in 
each molecule of water, each of which is responsible for 
its own type of interaction with the environment.  

Rustum Roy, University of Pennsylvania Professor, states: “Positive and 
negative emotions are the strongest influence on water. We pollute water 
spiritually on a huge scale” 

Allois Gruber, a researcher from Australia, states: “Water adopts all of the 
hatred, malice and stress. We must revitalize it with Love and Joy”. These 
are the same words received in a channel from the collective consciousness 
of the mermaids when I was given the information from my son John on the 
frequencies that needed to go into the water programs we produced. I also 
had an additional channel from another trance channel just to check on 
some other questions I had about how to use the water programs. They are 
both very powerful and information packed.  
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This is the transcript of the channeling from the Mermaids, through Cheryl 
Johnson, www.cheryljohnson.com. 

CHANELLINGS 

Channeling of the Collective Consciousness of Mermaids 

Question:  The book cover will have the most exquisite painting 
of a mermaid, and there is much speculation that the mermaids 
with their voices were able to create frequencies to protect and 
heal their tribe as well as the planetary waters. Is it possible to 
get a channel from the mermaid energy at this point for the 
book?  

Answer: Certainly. 

Yes, it’s coming in. It’s here you can ask anything you 
want. 

Question: How can we as individuals assist in rescuing the 
water from the corporations for the future of humanity? 

Answer: Do it the way we do it. It is a complete 
concentration upon the beauty and joy of the truth of life 
injected into the water with no fear, no 
acknowledgement, and no existence of the greed or the 
evil that is in what you are calling the corporations. It 
does not exist as a frequency when you are in that state. 
It is the ULTIMATE protection of the water because you 
hold it truly and completely in the light. Then those who 
would defile the planet will meet with such resistance 
even the buildings themselves will begin to fall apart. The 
water will cease to flow for them. It will flow only in the 
direction of the beauty of spirit. It will no longer 
cooperate because the vibrational frequencies cannot 
match. If you inject the precious water with the absolute 
knowing of nothing but love and acceptance, its frequency 
shifts so much that the greed, the negativity of those who 
would abuse it can’t touch it, they cannot access it 
anymore. It will take many individuals doing this to create 
that kind of protection, but it is the strongest protection 
that there is. It’s like the frequencies that you are putting 
in your program. Those frequencies have no knowledge of 
anything that is evil or bad. Those frequencies are pure 
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light. Water communicates with itself. A glass of water 
sitting on a counter, has direct communication with the 
ocean, with the rivers, with a sink full of dirty dishes, it is 
never separated. So, healing that is done in any water is 
done on all water. 

Question: What happens to the water when we put it in a plastic 
bottle?  

Answer: It is insulated. Think of it as if you have put a 
filter on over your face when you are trying to breathe. It 
dampens or inhibits it, it decreases the life force. 

Question: How close are we to banning the sale of plastic bottled 
water nationwide? 

Answer: NOT CLOSE ENOUGH 

It is extremely important that people begin to inject the 
positive energy into the water with no thought of the 
negative. You are looking at three to ten years before 
these regulations are put in place. 

Question: It stands to reason then that people must be made 
aware of this, is that correct? 

Answer: Yes! You have many that know that it needs to be 
done, and even some of the larger businesses are very 
willing to have it done. The problem is their fear of 
financial downfall. The only way for it to be profitable for 
them to make the changes quickly is if people CEASE TO 
BUY BOTTLED WATER OR WATER IN PLASTIC. That will 
take away the fear of the loss of financial support because 
they are already losing it. The greatest thing anyone can 
do right now is to inject the spirit of love and joy into all 
water. The water will then defend itself. The water will 
flow in whatever direction is good and kind and fits the 
vibrational frequencies. It will not be possible to abuse 
the water. 

Question: So, with this book I need to encourage everyone to 
take their own water, clean it through whatever filters they can 
afford, pray over it, structure it, inject the thought of love and 
joy into it, write these words on the glasses they drink out of, 
and provide them with the information and frequency programs 
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necessary. Even if they use labels and stickies until there is a 
mass movement to manufacture these words on the glasses. 

Answer: It’s about reminding people about the vibrational 
impact of these frequencies on a mass scale. Right now, 
everyone must take responsibility individually to the 
extent that they are able. 

Question: Does putting the frequency numbers on the water 
container, or glasses help at all? Say, for instance, the 
frequencies for healing and regeneration, or even calming or 
pain? 

Answer: It does. Water is ultimate intelligence. It vibrates 
to everything. Even just the letter or the number it 
recognizes. You might also want to put the word there for 
the human being to increase the emotional impact. Water 
is very sensitive to emotions. They really love it when 
someone has water in the crystal bowls, and they do that 
thing around the rim that make the sound, the clear 
frequency, and set the intention. Water is alive. It is a 
sentient, omniscient life form. All knowing all feeling. 

Question: Dr.  Gerald Pollack, University of Washington professor 
of bioengineering and author of the “The Fourth Phase of Water” 
states that acoustics can create the “EZ Zone”, referring to the 
exclusion zone. I am wondering if he will begin to do more 
research into this. 

Answer: He is being pulled into it, but he is reluctant. He 
doesn’t feel it is his area to deal with. Not his area of 
expertise. He is going more in the direction of the science 
of the water. 

Question: So basically, it must be people reporting results. It is 
not going to happen through science, right? 

Answer: Not through mainstream science; it will happen 
in the fringes, much as some medical healing has come 
about through people like Dr. Chopra. It will come 
through in that way. One of them just said, “Water is the 
Blessed Life, everything must be in Harmony. Light and 
colors. It is all creative force. Creative force is PURE JOY! 
There is nothing else but JOY! That is what water is in its 
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native state. That is what we are always; that is what the 
earth is in its natural state. That is what all human beings 
are when we allow ourselves to be. That is why those that 
you think of as Ascended Masters are so happy. Whether 
it is peace, calm, joy, laughter, living life quietly in the 
recesses of a loving life or full blown and going like a 
house of fire, they leaped into that.” 

It really is just that thing you call GOD. It is just God, so 
simple. 

 

This is the transcript of a channeling session between me and Jen Ashton. 
The date is June 10, 2017. She is a trance channel who lives in Las Vegas 
and focuses her work in health. She is not in any way limited to the heath 
arena but with the help of her spirit guide, she is able to access universal 
information in many areas of science and personal information as well. I 
have worked with many channels over the last 25 years and found Jen to be 
an exceptionally clear vessel for this work. 

I am referring to my latest frequency-infused program that I call Holy Water. 
It was carefully constructed with the intention to alter water with frequencies 
of Oxygen, Hydrogen and the Sun to give the water an enhanced ability to 
heal. It was then placed into an older recording where Susan Goetke 
channeled St. Michael and Archangel Gabriel through her gong for assisting 
lower vibrational entities to the light. It begins with an audible prayer by 
Susan, and continues with inaudible prayers from me to the team of 
Archangels that assist with this purpose. 

Question:  I have finished producing 350 frequency-infused 
vibroacoustic musical or frequency-only audio and video health 
programs. These are delivered through smartphones and any 
internet connected device on a free site, along with the book 
that explains everything about this project and the science 
behind it. My last project was created to greatly enhance, charge 
and structure water for bathing, drinking, purifying the planetary 
waters or even just put directly into the body with bone 
conduction headphones. The frequencies we used are those of 
Oxygen, Hydrogen and the Sun in a very specific formula. 
Because 99% of each cell is water, it will go directly to the water 
in each cell. The frequencies will be carried via the magnetic 
transducer and copper coil that touches the cheekbone. I prefer 
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to place the headphones around my neck resting on the 
collarbone. My concern is if it good for everyone, including the 
very young, old, sick, and even those in transition to drink and 
bathe in? 

Answer: We do not see how this charged water can create 
a negative outcome. We do, however, see what may be 
cause of shock to the system. This does NOT mean 
Negative. Healing in any capacity can create a shock to 
the system when your cells, your own molecules, reject 
healing. This does not mean negative results. It is a 
process of acceptance of higher frequency, higher charge, 
healing, to transform the body. To transform the energy, 
the vibration, the charge of the cells of the body. A body 
may reject healing. A person may choose to go slow and 
ease into a higher dosage. As with any medication, start 
small, gradually increase. You will have less resistance 
within a sick or diseased body. You will have less mental, 
emotional, and physical resistance within the cells and 
molecules. But most importantly less energetic resistance. 
You must understand the darkness, weight and power of 
disease. It will fight the light. It will fight the charge. It is 
what the cells will do but it will not cause negative 
effects, discomfort or results. There is no need for 
concern. 

Question: What about those that are very ill and even in 
hospice?  

Answer: The energetic weight of this water is one of 
comfort, ease, blessings and light. Changing the 
frequency in the body to one of light can help to 
transition. It can help the energetic mind, the emotional 
mind, the mental mind, changing this frequency to one of 
comfort, to one of ease with this transition. It can change 
the vibration within dying cells to one of less resistance, 
and to ease and comfort. Changing the energetic body, 
lightening, less weight, less to take with you as you part; 
less regret, less pain, more comfort. It is changing the 
frequency of the energy that is leaving the body, allowing 
it to let go of that which weighs it down. 
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Question: How are the waterproof speakers best used for the 
bath? 

Answer: If you wish, you can submerge the waterproof 
speakers and infuse this sound, create this vibratory 
pattern within the molecules themselves, but you can 
have additional healing by having speakers outside of the 
water, placing one speaker in the water and one outside 
charging the water vapor. This helps any part of body 
outside of the water. You must remember that the human 
body is made up of water. What is submerged will be 
charged, what remains outside the water line can 
continue to be healed by the water. There is no need for 
these speakers to remain in the water while a person is 
submerged. You may charge the water before or during, 
and you may charge the air surrounding the bath. As you 
submerge within the bath, there will be water vapor 
rising. This will be on the skin and in the air, and come 
into the body through the breath. So, if you wish to have 
speaker without being in the water, it will continue to 
charge this water as it leaves the water line; it continues 
to charge the body. It will also continue to charge the 
water within the body that is not submerged. You have 
many variations. Before, during, under and above. Again, 
this will depend on how much healing this body requires. 

Question: How will playing the DVD help when it is being played 
in the home. 

Within the light, darkness cannot remain, and what is 
light but a higher vibration, higher frequency. As you raise 
the vibration of your own energy, your own soul self, your 
own physical body; you will drive out darkness. This is 
your truth. By continuing to vibrate your surroundings, 
the air you breathe, the space you occupy, you will 
continue to drive out darkness. Where there is light, there 
is no dark. Darkness cannot remain within the light. If the 
frequency of that which you transmit is that of light, that 
of high vibration, that of healing, that of clearing, pure 
energy, it will keep this darkness at bay. It will heal the 
space, it will protect the space, and it will protect all those 
within the space. Even those who are of lower vibration 
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that enter this space will feel a transition, they will feel a 
pressure, and they will feel the darkness begin to leave 
their bodies, for it cannot exist within this light. This is 
your message. 

Question:  I live on a man-made lake and it is not properly 
filtered.  It is struggling to stay clean due to the lack of oxygen it 
is receiving now. I want to play these frequencies on the boat, 
effectively making the boat a large speaker. Will this heal the 
water in my lake, and will this process work on any body of 
water with larger boats, say even on the ocean? 

Answer: You must understand that the lake that needs 
healing is no different than the human body that needs 
healing. They are both made of water. They both carry 
this weight. What you have created that can heal the 
human body can heal the water body. Think of this water 
body no different than the human body. How it heals, its 
own echo system, its own living mechanisms, and organs 
that help it to survive. Sending this vibration, this charged 
frequency into these water molecules will help heal this 
body, will help reduce the pressure, will help raise its 
vibration.  

Question: I have been putting the waterproof speakers into the 
rose quartz crystal bowl and playing the programs into the water 
to evaporate into the air, thinking it might help purify the air. Is 
this a possible benefit from doing this? 

Answer: We see that this crystal bowl, its properties help 
to project this sound, to project this energy. Imagine it 
like a movie projector, projecting energy in all directions 
as this bowl is round. It is an amplifier used to amplify 
this energy. What you create within the bowl, within this 
water, amplifies. It is as if you created your own unique 
speaker, your own unique projector of energy. This 
energy can also be stored within the crystal itself; 
therefore, when the water is removed, you still have this 
frequency, this energy within the crystal itself. You will 
see that this tone, this frequency can still be amplified 
even without the water. You are creating an all-
encompassing speaker and projector of energy, with or 
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without the water. It is also a storage facility of this 
energy contained within the crystal itself. 

Question: So, this idea is for anyone who wishes to use this 
method with their crystal bowls anywhere in the world; using the 
waterproof speakers and the holy water program in their homes? 

Answer: This is the truth. They can contain the energy by 
this process, they can project energy as if it is a projector. 
As if it is an amplifier, sending energy out, strong 
vibrations out, but when it is not in use, this bowl acts like 
a battery storage, storing this energy once it is contained 
within the crystal.  

This is the latest YouTube documentary that I have found on Water uploaded 
by Aerospace Engineering that I highly recommend watching.  

https://youtu.be/R5NJaUlohT8 

The Mystery of Water Documentary 2017 

Photos I took on the water: 
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In this photo, taken on my friend Cattel’s birthday June 21, 2008, I noticed 
that 2 specific faces appeared in the photo. One just above her right hand 
one to her left slightly lower. I printed out the photo and sent it to her in the 
mail the next day. On the 4th of July, she opened her mail and saw the face 
of a friend that had just passed away. She wasn’t aware of who the other 
person was. I find it very interesting that this person’s face showed up as 
spirit even before he passed away. 

 

This is the image of my son’s spirit as he is hovering over my sister on my 
boat. She was undergoing chemo for breast cancer at the time, and going 
for the first of two 18-hour surgeries at UCLA for Moya Moya, a vascular 
disease that was causing her to experience many strokes. She has been fine 
ever since her second surgery in 2008.    
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In this photo, the young man was so excited at his first really nice birthday 
party that I gave him that I could phtograph right through him. His vibration 
made him, and even the package he was about to open, completely see-
through, just like water. 

Can sound expand water? 

Up until now, it was believed that there is a certain point in heating and 
cooling water where it expands and contracts. One unexpected occurrence 
that happens with infusing the frequencies of Hydrogen and Oxygen into 
water is that it expands. This does not need to be tested in a lab. It can be 
seen in water within an hour of using our water programs. Several people 
have reported this happening. I think this is unbelievable unless you try it 
for yourself. Fill up a bottle and mark the line with a marker. Set the bottle 
on a speaker and play the Holy Water program for an hour or two. Come 
back and check.  
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This is a photo I took of the ocean at night. It is teaming with orbs.  

Excerpt from this article: 

Orbs 101 – What Do Orbs In Your Pictures Mean? 
Orbs in Your Pictures Explained 

 
Klaus Heinemann Ph.D. 
 

What are Orbs?  
Millions of people have been noticing opaque circular features in their flash 
photographs taken with digital cameras and have wondered what they mean. 
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By making use of digital photography, it appears that Spirit Beings have devised 
a means to provide irrefutable evidence of their existence. 

 In the book I co-wrote with Gundi Heinemann titled, Orbs, Their Mission and 
Messages of Hope,  we report our rational and intuitive evaluation of a large 
number of orb pictures with regard to the specific messages that may be 
contained in them. 
 
After years of orb studies and consideration, we have found common qualities of 
orbs such as high velocity, the ability to expand and contract in size extremely 
quickly, and a high degree of consciousness. They appear through an 
emanation into our physical reality. 
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                                             Chapter Six 

                            The Miracles of Magnets 

                             The Fountain of Youth 

When I worked as a volunteer at an assisted living facility, I was intrigued by 
a woman who was about to turn 100 that month. She walked the hall at high 
speed with her walker constantly. She was beautiful. I asked her what her 
secret was. She said “My husband was diagnosed with terminal cancer over 
25 years ago. They told me to take him home to die. I bought a magnetic 
mattress, and he recovered and lived another 10 years. I slept on that 
mattress too. It seems to have worked pretty good for me as well”. 

 

Is it possible that DNA began in vortexed water which was vibrating to the 
earth’s frequencies? Magnetized vortexed water and the frequencies of 
Oxygen, Hydrogen, the Sun, Joy, Love, Gold and Magnesium might be the 
Fountain of Youth. 

Things such as light, water, sound, gravity and magnetism are taken for 
granted. The human intellect cannot fully understand them and we have 
barely scratch the surface in trying to understand their truth and power. 

“Magnetism” by Alfred Roy Davis and Walter C Rawls Jr 

This book is the result of years of investigations into the laws of magnetism 
and is one of the best books written explaining how magnetism affects your 
life and the life of all living systems around you. Biomagnetics is an all-
natural science based on the nature of life itself. The scientific community 
can no longer overlook the fact that when properly applied, a magnet's 
energies can be used to program improved forms of intelligence and offer 
additional years to the normal life span of the living system. Information 
presented in this book is reproducible and factually illustrated. 
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Just as the importance of proper hydration is overlooked, the science of 
magnetic therapy has also been largely overlooked by the medical 
community. They are both too simple and cannot only keep us healthy but 
they can restore health even after serious health issues arise. 

I used magnets on my water supply in the early nineties and have worn 
magnetic jewelry forever as well as used my electromagnetic massage 
device pictured below more than any other tool on acute and chronic pain in 
the last 12 years as a practitioner in the healing arts.  

 

 

They are available for $69 at www.magnetictherapysales.com  along with 
every possible magnetic tool, jewelry, pads, books and even a magnetic 
water bottle at the best prices I have found anywhere. 

Water charged with magnets also has some amazing health benefits for 
humans, plants and crops. Agriculture and farming have used magnets on 
their water supply for decades. It is nature’s way of revitalizing water. 

After months of studying and working with therapeutic magnets, the must-
read book is “Conquering PAIN: The Art of Healing with Biomagnetism” by 
Peter Kulish. The website is www.biomagscience.net and Peter Kulish is also 
on Face Book. His email is office@biomagscience.net and answers your 
questions in a very timely manner. 

There are many confusing things about magnets and the history of the 
science about them is very intriguing. Having been a practitioner in the 
healing arts for twenty years, it was such a surprise to me that I had 
overlooked this until the research began for this book. Because I was aware 
of the magnets in the speakers and headphones that I used in my sound 
therapy, it came as such a shock to me that I needed to pay attention to the 
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polarity that I was using with speakers and headphones that touched the 
body. 

There are many research studies being conducted now in magnetic therapy 
for the treatment of Depression, Parkinson’s and Autism with very promising 
results. The important thing to know is that there are many different 
opinions and protocols available and as usual the experts do not agree with 
one another on many points. This is true in most areas; magnetic therapy is 
no exception. My feeling is to go slow, test things out for yourself and 
consider what all the experts say and decide for yourself. If possible employ 
muscle testing, even daily. There are so many moving parts to how life 
functions that even though the experts may disagree in some area there is  
much common ground that we can rely on.  

Biomagnetics Pairing 

http://en.univich.com/bmtc/#learn  

Based on the work of Richard Broeringmeyer and Dr. Isaac Goiz Duran. The 
above link is to an online class anyone can take to learn these protocols. 
This work uses magnets with protocols that are fundamentally different from 
most magnet therapy and worth considering. Based on a 2009 study of 129 
proven cases of various issues with before and after documentation this 
therapy provides much hope for the many sufferers of Chronic Fatigue and 
Fibromyalgia as well as the quickest relief from pathogens and fungus in the 
blood. Once you consider the amazing benefits of the simple act of wearing 
magnets properly or incorporating the diagnostic value alone into your life, it 
is not easy to look the other way. Although I have not yet begun training in 
biomagnetic pairing, I fully intend to do so within a very short time. I will 
document my experiences in my blogs. 

https://youtu.be/2cFQEkaw3Xc This YouTube show the results of the study 
in 2009. 

Magntico Sleep Pad 

There is a brilliant Dentist, Dr. Dean Bonlie inventor and researcher at 
www.magnetcosleep.com and his inventions in the field of magnetic therapy 
are being tested in many ways holding great promise in the field of healing. 
Dr. Bonlie has many interesting lectures on YouTube and I will be purchasing 
his sleep pad myself this week and will begin to blog about my experience. It 
is important know that if you have many mercury fillings that the sleep pads 
will begin to detox the metal from your brain and a small dose of DMSA may 
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be required to assist with the detox as well as a small dose of copper, per 
Dr. Bonlie. 

 

Each of us has unique needs and they change every day and there is never a 
one size fits all in any of the sciences. One person may need water 
desperately and another could be overtaxing her kidneys. One person may 
respond well to a magnetic mattress and another may get very sick based 
on the amount of mercury in the blood. Some people are so sensitive to 
sound and may experience a healing crisis if used too much and others may 
have a built-in resistance to healing. We must become aware of how we are 
feeling and learn to discern what is best for us through our own intuition. 

. 

The Vortex 

I remember playing in the 3-ft. high round above-ground swimming pool at 
my cousin’s house as a child, and being obsessed with getting everyone to 
go in a circle as fast as we could to get the water spinning in one direction, 
then letting the spinning water carry us. Then we would go in the opposite 
direction. This to me was the best thing about being in the water. I realize 
now it was creating a vortex. The definition of vortex is “a mass of air or 
liquid that pulls things into the center”. We can picture this in a tornado. 
Later in life, when a trip to Sedona was my favorite getaway, the word 
vortex was used in a unique way. They are described as powerful and 
transformational energy centers. 

The important thing is that something amazing happens to water when it 
runs through a vortex and is exposed to a small electromagnetic field. 
Although it remains H2O, the structure and weight of the oxygen and 
hydrogen change. 

Taken from the book Dancing with Water: “Vortices can spiritualize the 
elements in water. Strong forces with a rapidly spinning vortex break 
molecular bonds releasing elements in their mono-atomic or di-atomic form. 
These spinning elements, referred to as ORMUS, shrink in size and weight. 

ORMUS elements have superconductive potential within the human body, 
capable of transmitting signals and other information. Although many 
methods have been devised to create the ORMUS state, spinning water 
within a magnetic field is one of the easiest. The combination of velocity and 
magnetic field induces the high spin state. By incorporating a small amount 
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of unprocessed salt in the water the concentration of ORMUS increases and 
becomes more stable. Many different effects have been reported by those 
who have consistently taken ORMUS elements for a prolonged period of time 
– everything from improved clarity and greater focus to heightened 
awareness. As soon as I read this I ordered the vortex magnetizer on the 
website, www.dancingwithwater.com . 

Vortex Magnetizer 

 

The vortex magnetizer connects two water bottles together. It connects one 
on top of the other. The bottom one is filled and the top empty. By turning 
them upside down and creating a spin, the vortex is created. I noticed 
positive changes the moment I drank my first sip, and the benefits seem to 
increase daily. I feel confident that all the products on her site are well 
researched and assist the water and its ability to help us feel better, heal, 
and grow spiritually. 

Of all the books I read about water, this one is a must-read. My heart was 
pounding as I read and reread the information in this book. Probably 
because they referenced the science behind what I knew to be true about 
bathing in and drinking water charged with the frequencies that I put into 
the music which I produced. 

The water programs are Holy Water with Magnesium, New Water, and 
Manish~Songs of Gratitude. I also make the frequencies without music 
available on my site. The hydrogen frequencies in the programs imprint 
hydrogen into the water allowing for the body to heal on every level. In 
1992, Vladimir Volkov, head of the Laboratory of Biorhythmic Research for 
the Russian National Institute of Health, proposed that the cause of disease 
and aging was the absence of the hydrogen proton. 

My Current Method of Preparing Water to Drink 

My current method of making water for my husband and I to drink consists 
of placing magnets on the incoming lines to my home. I also have them on 
the Adya Clarity System for added cleaning by taping one on each side of 
the container. The magnets I use were purchased from 
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www.biomagscience.net in the Wellness Kit I use every day as part of 
maintaining my health. 

 

 

Using Tap Water: 

I use tap water to fill the Adya Clarity container pictured above. Notice the 
magnets taped to the side providing magnetized water. I purchased them at 
www.biomagscience.net  

All production information about Adya Clarity is in the product section of this 
book or at www.adyaclarity.com 

 

I include a large crystal in the top part of the system as well as Anchi 
Crystals in a pouch on top and Qelby balls inside the bottom of the System. 
This is my personal choice to raise the waters vibration. Anchi Crystals and 
Qelby balls are both available in the product section of 
www.dancingwithwater.com 

Add one teaspoon of the Adya Clarity minerals to the water, stir and cover. 

I place the speaker on top and play several water programs while the water 
goes through the system. I use Manish- Songs of Gratitude, Holy Water with 
magnesium, Vitamin C and bacterium Coli frequencies. Within a few hours 
the water is ready to drink or refrigerate. This is simple and easy to do and 
the cost is less than .60 per gallon with no plastic bottles to dispose of. In 
my personal experience it is much easier than purchasing bottled water, less 
expensive and a real boost to your health eliminating the cost of several 
essential vitamins and minerals. The minerals in the Adya Clarity and the 
sound are very pure. 
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The video series on my YouTube Channel, “Water Sound and Magnets: The 
Divine Solutions” Parts one and two, gives you a visual of this process. It 
seems like a time-consuming and complicated process until it becomes 
second nature. Then it becomes a fun and loving ritual. It only takes 40 
minutes to structure the water with sound; however, I do not know if the 
frequencies last more than 48 hours. I have good reason to believe that if 
the sound programs were ever tested scientifically, the oxygen frequencies 
alone might purify the water. Magnets structure almost instantly as the 
water runs through the waterlines into a system. I also believe that, because 
these frequencies are from God and cannot be patented, that very soon the 
water purification industry will use them. Once that happens, the scientific 
community will follow and begin testing. The magnetic vortex vitalizer is a 
favorite of mine as it is so much fun to do. The most important part is to add 
loving gratitude to the water before you drink it as well as your intention. I 
also use these programs directly on my body, with sport wired bone 
conduction headphones, and in my baths with baking soda. Baking soda 
clears the aura. This turns the bath into an emotional clearing chamber that 
rejuvenates and heals the spirit. You can add sea salt or Epsom salt as well 
as lavender oil. For children under the age of 2, I do not suggest the 
frequencies in the bathtub. Over the age of one, I might only use the Holy 
Water or songs of Gratitude when the baby is stressed. I use baking soda in 
the bath as a stress relief for all babies and children, as they are so sensitive 
and pick up the stress levels from their parents and the environments they 
live and play in. Another way to gain benefits from these enhanced waters is 
to put it into a cooling system for summer by HoMedics called “My Chill 
Space”, available at Bed Bath and Beyond. This way I breathe this perfect 
water into my lungs and the microscopic mist touches my skin. I sleep with 
this on in my bedroom and love it. 

Magnets in Headphones 

Chapter 8 in Dancing with Water 2nd Edition, “The Influences of Sound and 
Vibration” was the most exciting for me. According to Rudolf Steiner, sound 
can provide the energy required to bring liquid crystalline structure to water. 
The next important statement in the book that really had my heart racing 
was “The F# Major Chord Derived from Geometry”, F# =180 Hz, with 
octaves at 360, 720, 1449, 2880. 

Below is an excerpt from my free eBook on my website, Sound Therapy 
Solutions. In that book, I tell the many details of some of the conversations 
I have had with John who is deceased but advises me from the other side if 
the veil. These events helped me complete his work on this side. This story 
relates to the F# major chord and Divine Intervention. 
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Molly Lord’s Introducing Thomas J Dawson Jr. 

Molly Lord and I were in the first movie of the KEYS Trilogy, The Keeper of 
the Keys. This is also where I met Kathleen Haden and John Anthony, the 
only other musician I know, other than Richard, that embeds frequencies 
into Vibroacoustic Music. www.thekeymovies.com  

I rarely answer my phone when I do not know who is calling, but I did 
answer this call from a Colorado number. It was in early October 2015. It 
was Molly Lord and I was thrilled to reconnect with her. She asked me if I 
would talk to a friend of hers. He is the Musical Director of the famous band 
The Commodores. I said “of course”. Our phone call was fruitful, and 
Thomas related his desire to use music to heal at the most powerful level. 
He asked 

me to explain what I was doing using music. We spent at least an hour 
talking on Molly's phone and I knew I had overwhelmed him. Thomas would 
be performing in Las Vegas and asked if he could come to my Sound 
Lounge, see how I set it up and meet Richard, who embedded frequencies in 
his compositions. This phone call began an entire new chapter for all of us. 

The Elusive F# Low Tone 

After our meeting, Thomas composed a song called Allison’s Song for a 
special friend suffering from Glioblastoma. Thomas asked Richard to put in 
the low tones to make it vibroacoustic and the frequencies for Glioblastoma 
from the Bztronics generator. We were thrilled. On special occasions, John 
will wake me up and give me very specific instructions that I usually do not 
understand. This was no exception. He told me that Richard would not be 
able to put in the proper low tones in Thomas's song. He told me to ask him 
what chord the song was composed in. He went on to tell me to ask Richard 
to use one low tone and embed that note continuously in the song. 

This made no sense to me but I just waited for Richard to call me and see 
what he had to say. Of course, Richard called the next morning and said he 
could not possibly put in the low tones for Thomas' song. I asked him what 
chord the song was composed in and he said F#. I told him what John said 
about the F# note. Richard said he never thought about using one note in 
F# as a low tone but he would do it. He went on to say that musically it does 
not make sense. He followed John’s direction. 

http://www.gizapyramid.com/Leone1.htm 
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The above article, “The Four Fundamental Frequencies of the Universe” by Al 
Leone, led me to believe that we needed to compose another song in F# 
minor. John told me the F# low tone is a carrier wave into the brain because 
the bone of the skull is such a contained structure, and bone carries sound 
deep into the cranium. A $30 headset, combined with a composition of F# 
Minor with and F# low tone, could have the maximum effect. 

Once John told me that, I brought an Mp3 player to James, a young boy with 
Glioblastoma. This was a year after he was diagnosed, January 2015. Once 
James put the headphones on and started listening to Alison’s Song, his 
mother found him on the bathroom floor sobbing. She asked him what was 
wrong and he just said, “The music; it is so beautiful”. James loves his Mp3 
and bone conduction headphones and started school again this year. He is 
doing fine 18 months later. 

https://youtu.be/qyKVKOHDHic  Listen here Thomas J Dawson Jr 
Glioblastoma  

This week I will be filling him a new Mp3 player with all the water programs, 
as well as the Gentle Spirit version of Cancer General and Glioblastoma. I 
will bring him waterproof speakers for the bath and teach his mom how to 
use the magnetic water vitalizer, and add a crystal bowl and a bottle of Adya 
Clarity water to enhance the entire purifying process. You can follow James’s 
Journey on Face book. 

This is the day I met James in January 2016. He is wearing his bone 
conduction headphones and has used them throughout his chemotherapy 
treatments. 
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Once James decided to stop chemotherapy in August of 2017, I brought him 
the Adya Clarity minerals and a water speaker set up. 

Once I began my research into magnets I contacted the expert Peter Kulish, 
founder at Biomagscience Corp. about James. He urged me to check the 
polarity of the bone conduction headphones I was suggesting for people, 
especially those with cancer. He told me in the cases of brain issues and 
cancer that only the north – polarity is good when touching the brain. He 
said it was possible to remediate the effects of the South Pole by placing a 
north – side of biomagnet on the sternum or the base of the neck at the 
hairline for those that continue to use the Aftershockz bone conduction 
headphones. The Aftershockz tested south +, Panasonic and tested north -. 

I immediately sent James the Panasonic headphones with the North – 
magnetic field touching the brain. At the same time, I discovered that 
Panasonic discontinued their wired headset but found the Elesound, a better 
version than the Panasonic for about the same price of less than $26. There 
is a direct link to them on my website because they are not easy to find. 

We have no way of knowing if all the headphones manufactured have the 
same polarity or if it is a 50/50 chance because no one has ever answered 
me. Therefore, one should check the polarity of the magnet touching the 
body or ear if brain cancer is involved or if you want to be sure it is North. 
This is also an arduous process because of the testing equipment. The best 
way is to use a magnet that is marked. https://youtu.be/zGyL2q7q1oA This 
YouTube demonstrates how I test the headphones. 

I am so grateful to James because if I had not met him I would never have 
made the connection with Peter Hulish and become aware of the importance 
of the magnets in headphones. I believe the process of sound frequencies 
for brain cancer is much like Focused Ultrasound except that it is available 
for the everyday person. www.focusedultrasound.org . 

They have done extensive research on brain tumors and ultrasound. John 
Grisham wrote a thriller, “Tumor”, about the organization Focused 
Ultrasound and made it a free download to bring awareness to how sound 
can work on tumors. The brain is mostly water, the perfect medium for 
sound. 

Based on this information and testing with the magnets in headphones it 
seems to me that 99% of all magnets in headphone are in the “Not so 
healthy category” meaning that a + or inflammatory reaction from the South 
magnetic field can over time cause problems. So many people are addicted 
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to earbuds and headphones now and completely unaware of the issues of 
magnetic fields and Wi-Fi radio waves from Bluetooth. 

The best way to resolve the polarity and Wi-Fi issue in headphones is to 
wear a North – biomagnet at the base of the scull in the back of the neck 
when using headphones. 

 

 

Each of us has unique needs and they change every day and there is never a 
one size fits all in any of the sciences. One person may need water 
desperately and another could be overtaxing her kidneys. One person may 
respond well to a magnetic mattress and another may get very sick based 
on the amount of mercury in the blood. Some people are so sensitive to 
sound and may experience a healing crisis if used too much and others may 
have a built-in resistance to healing. We must become aware of how we are 
feeling and learn to discern what is best for us through our own intuition. 

Chakras  

Another amazing book on Kindle is Biomagnetic and Herbal Therapy by 
Michael Tierra. It is a wealth of information with uses not mentioned in other 
books I have read, especially for the chakras. Many Reiki practitioners add 
chakra balancing to their practice and should know about the protocols in 
this book. Many references to Cancer and studies on why magnets work and 
clear instruction on how to self-treat. It is an easy to read interesting book 
written for the lay person. Many of the books on magnet therapy are not 
available on Kindle so if you are like me and love to read at the spur of the 
moment, this is a great starter into the field. This book contains many 
research references that are not found easily on the internet. 
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Contraindications 

Pregnancy, epilepsy and those with pacemakers are listed contraindication. 
Exceptional care should be used with children and over the eyes and heart. 
My personal experience with children is putting a magnet immediately on a 
bump or bruise and it seems to work like magic making the boo-boo all 
better right away with almost magical speed and no bruising. The only 
contraindication I feel that needs to be considered is when we are dealing 
with the very sick. I feel going extra slow is always the best course allowing 
the body to catch up with the healing taking place, staving off a healing 
crisis the body may be too sick to handle. 

 

Conclusion 

Originally the title of this book was Water and Sound: The Divine Healers. I 
thought I was finished when on July 27th I heard my son say, Change the 
name to Water Sound and Magnets: The Divine Healers. I was not happy 
because I was ready to be finished. He would wake me up and tell me what 
books to read and what to order and who to use magnets on. I was getting 
tired, working full time and my husband was getting sicker with COPD so I 
really resisted his requests. I eventually gave in after seeing such immediate 
relief on pain and other things and my own experience treating trigger points 
and headaches and water. After being knee deep in this for the last 10 
weeks, I fully understand why this had to be part of the book. I have the 
deepest respect for all those who were pioneers in this field, from Cleopatra, 
who use a magnet on her forehead for beauty to Paracelsus to Alfred Roy 
Davis, Peter Hulish and so many others especially in Europe Japan and 
Mexico. These researchers have devoted their lives to a field that is less than 
popular in mainstream medicine and are the true heroes in my eyes. When I 
read so much about this and the possibilities available for miracles as our 
health and healthcare systems are in big trouble it makes my heart sing. 

Miracles are not contrary to nature but only contrary to what we 
know (Believe) about nature. St Augustine 
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The book, Dancing with Water 2nd Edition, is the only book you need to read 
to be able to understand the science and spiritual aspects of water. It will 
make it very easy to decide what you can do for your health. 

For the very best understanding and research about pain, as well as 
products, I highly suggest you spend your time on this site, 
www.biomagscience.net. 

 

 

If you are proactive about your pain and the pain of those you love, this site 
contains the best magnet products I have seen as I researched this area of 
pain prevention. I have seen results so dramatic with the use of magnets. I 
will continue this research long after the publication of this book. 

To understand the key role that water plays in our overall health, this is the 
groundbreaking book that needs to be referred to understand the overall 
healing benefits of water. 
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                                     Chapter Seven 

 Bodywork in Water 

  

       By Kathleen Haden 
It all began when I was a child who loved to swim and be in the 
water. I was fortunate enough to live next door to a pool. I began 
swimming on a swim team, became a life guard, had a near death 
experience when I was pulled off the bottom of the pool and 
resuscitated at age 10, and started teaching swim lessons early 
on. 
 
I became interested in exercise and went on to become a 
Kinesiotherapist, Aquatic Exercise Specialist, and Massage 
Therapist. After college, I became an Aerobic teacher which 
landed me into a pool as an Aquatic Therapist. I fell in love with 
helping others in the non-gravitational forces of the water to 
overcome their pain. I soon discovered that my patients felt so 
free in the water and their pain disappeared. After taking some 
training in Watsu and other water modalities, I started putting 
all my experiences in exercise, body work, yoga, stretching, and 
floating together. As a result, my patients got better in shorter 
time frames. Water is so forgiving and takes you back to the 
feelings of the womb and range of motion is so much greater in 
the water. I developed my own programs that would be 
designed for each patient to help them improve. Everyone loves 
the non-gravitational forces of water. 
 
I left the water to pursue a career in Pilates and owning my own 
studio over the next 10 years, but always floating others in my 
backyard pool. After moving to Colorado, I discovered the 
wonderful hot springs in the area and began practicing water work 
again. 
 
While fixing his knee from a torn meniscus in the warm waters of 
the Hot springs in Colorado, I met John Anthony, an accomplished 
Musician, Wood Craftsman, Massage Therapist, and Healer. We 
developed Aqua Motion™ to help heal others in the water. In 
2011, I was fortunate to become a Healing Touch Expert in the 
movie, “The Keeper of the Keys” starring Jack Canfield, John Gray, 
and many other experts. This movie featured Aqua Motion™. 
During this amazing adventure, we offered to float the cast, and 
met Vibroacoustics expert Regina Murphy. She shared with us the 
gift of Vibroacoustics and Sound Therapy which John began to 
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work with and started composing Frequency-Infused Music™ with 
frequencies for Aqua Motion™. John began composing original 
music that would be soothing for the water, behind the music he 
would lay down specific frequencies for specific conditions. As we 
continued this journey, people started healing faster after we 
worked with them in water with the frequencies and music for 
their specific condition. We were asked for our music constantly, 
so we opened Good Vibrations Music Co. ™ to be able to sell and 
distribute our music. We decided to open it as a non-profit so we 
could give back to our world this magical gift that was given to us.  
 
The Healing Power of Water, Frequencies and Music 
 
We began researching the possible reasons for this amazing 
healing we were seeing in the water. We were both fortunate to 
have worked with Dr. Masuru Emoto and embraced his 
philosophies on the effect each of us has on water, not only the 
water we drink but also the water that makes up 70 to 80% of the 
human body and, most importantly, what happens to that water 
as we interact with each other. Emoto said water is sensitive to a 
subtle form of energy called hado which means Healing and 
Discovering Ourselves. All existing things have vibrations or hado. 
This energy is often positive or negative and is easily transmitted 
to other existing things. Emoto believed and researched the 
positive and negative effects of our thoughts and our words on 
water crystals. Negative thoughts and words created deformed 
crystals when frozen, whereas positive thoughts formed beautiful 
crystals. Hado as you can see, is integrally woven into the 
implications of water’s response to information. Hado is energy; 
when two things have the same frequency, they resonate with 
each other. It is easy to understand then, that as humans we can 
freely produce our own hado, and then other things with similar 
hado can resonate with us.  
 
Conversely, we can also resonate with other items. Each item has 
its intrinsic vibration. Our mind and body are affected by this 
depending on what intrinsic vibration we resonate with. In human 
relations, we often say that we are or are not on the same 
wavelength with someone. This is also related to vibration and 
resonance. As we continued to dive into this world of hado, we 
discovered that our emotions are directly linked to our physical 
conditions. It is said that “Worry is the cause of illness” When your 
emotional conditions improve, your illness often moves toward 
recovery. 
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After moving to South Florida, we began working with more and 
more people in the water. We saw how true this was. Then upon 
adding our Frequency-Infused Music™ for specific emotional, 
physical, and spiritual conditions into the water via an underwater 
sound system, everything began to change. The people we were 
working with saw changes in their own hado. Not only did their 
emotional health get better, so did their physical illnesses. The 
stories people began to share with how they felt they had returned 
to the womb, or experienced a heaven like feel continued to 
intrigue us. What we also noticed was what happened to the 
molecular activity of the water itself. Upon dropping our speaker 
into the water, the water was cleaner, less chlorinated, and had a 
silky texture to it. So, we noticed if we went to a pool that had 
chemicals, and maybe a little dirty by our standards, that after 
just a few minutes it became clear. We started testing the water 
before and after the music was playing and it was amazing, if the 
chemicals or PH were off, after a few minutes of the frequency-
infused music™ playing the test results were perfect. We began 
realizing how we could accomplish our biggest vision of having 
healthy, drinkable and clean water for the entire planet. What a 
miracle this was for us. We realized that as Practitioners, we also 
needed to set our intention with our clients for the best results 
possible. We added the Hawaiian healing prayer that goes like 
this; Water I am sorry, Water please forgive me, Water Thank 
you, Water I love You. We would say this along with the intention 
of healing for our clients. Our clients and the water continued to 
get better. 
 
We were so fortunate to work with a group of hado practitioners 
who began educating us on how we needed to apply Hado to the 
waters of the Atlantic Ocean and the Intercostal. The group of 
Emoto hado practitioners developed the Sacred Water Tribe. This 
tribe began once a month ceremony on the ocean with the 
intention of healing the waters of our world.  
 
Dr. Emoto came, visited and spoke with the Tribe before he 
passed in 2014. His biggest message was that we must pay 
respect to water, and feel love and gratitude and receive 
vibrations with a positive attitude. Then water changes, you 
change, and I change. Because you and I are water.  
 
2005 marked the beginning of the United Nations Decade of 
Water. Water is our most precious resource on our planet, to 
help shift the consciousness through our thoughts, our words, 
our prayers, and through our commitment to respect each other 
with love and gratitude. May our understanding of water help 
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bring peace to all humankind. The Sacred Water Tribe now has 
over hundreds of ceremonies the first Saturday of every month 
across the globe with the same intentions. We as a company 
believe that your intentions, thoughts, words, actions and beliefs 
can change our world and our water supplies. We are fortunate 
to be able to start to bring our Frequency Infused Music™ and 
vibrational products into places such as hospitals, clinics, hotels, 
spas, workplaces, sound lounges, and homes to improve the 
vibration of the planet. 
 
Please visit our website to listen to our music and see how you 
can make a difference in your own world, then make an effort to 
change the world. 
 
www.goodvibrationsmusicco.com 
The Sacred Water Tribe 
www.oceanandahealing.com 
 
 
 

 

 

 

                                           

 

                                       Chapter Eight 

                      The Acidification of the Ocean 

                           potential Hydrogen 
The “p” stands for potential and the “H” stands for Hydrogen. Okay, so that 
makes it as clear as mud. What is potential Hydrogen? A scientific 
explanation would state that pH refers to the plant's ability to attract 
hydrogen ions. A less scientific explanation says pH is the acid/alkaline 
balance. 

 

It has been said by many scientists that when the pH of our bodily fluids 
drops below 7, we begin to get sick. Simply put the pH (potential Hydrogen) 
of the ocean is dropping rapidly due to absorbing carbon emissions CO2 from 
the earth’s atmosphere. Therefore, the ocean is getting very sick, very fast.  
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The results 10 years from now are assumed to be catastrophic. Tests in both 
the ocean and in laboratories show that this will affect the entire food chain 
that we rely on.  It is not only the pH that is a problem; the temperature is 
rising as well. I am not a scientist, so I have no way of knowing if pH and 
temperature are related. The thing we do know for sure is that carbon 
emissions can be controlled with willingness and discipline. Water is 
conscious and responds to our thoughts and emotions. This has been proven 
but is rarely looked at as part of the problem as well as part of the solution. 

Dr. Emoto was the first researcher that I am aware of to prove that our 
emotions affect water. Since then, many scientists at many universities have 
also spoken those words. There is a spiritual answer to everything, including 
this seemingly impossible problem. Prayer, emotional self-management, and 
clean energy are all part of the solution. Awareness of this is key. It is an 
advertising issue. We can advertise with our hearts and make a habit of 
loving every drop of water we encounter every day: talking to every cloud; 
thanking the water when we brush our teeth and flush the toilet; blessing 
the water as it goes down the drain in a shower. Water is conscious. Love 
the clouds. Teach the children to love the clouds and water, and to say 
thank you and I love you to every glass of water they drink.  

The ocean is also responsible for 50% of the oxygen we breathe and the 
oceans moderate our weather. Become grateful for every breath we take. 
Become grateful for the weather. We are aware that this thing we call 
weather is what keeps us alive to finish our personal life journey and, 
hopefully, for so many generations to come.  

When I added the frequencies of Oxygen, Hydrogen and the Sun to my 
drinking water and bathing water, there seemed to be incredible results. 
People with lung issues and circulation issues, pain and skin issues are 
getting better from this these frequencies in their baths and drinking water. 
Even my one Mercury filling fell out 60 days after I started drinking the 
water, with no side effects. But it doesn’t stop there. The best I have seen to 
date was on the very dirty man-made lake I live on in a place called Desert 
Shores in Las Vegas, Nevada. I was ready to sell my boat due to the slimy 
film and smell on the lake. Then I decided to play the frequencies and the 
music containing the frequencies 24/7 to see if it could help. By using the 
boats sound system, it effectively makes the boat into a giant speaker. It 
seemed that the first morning the film was gone and I could see the bottom 
of the lake for the first time in years. I then read about using frequencies for 
cleaning water based on the program for Bacterium Coli. I made the 
program the next morning and played it on my boat. As soon as I started 
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playing that frequency program, I noticed bubbles coming from under the 
boat. I believe this was a sign that those particular frequencies also assisted 
the lake water to clean itself. 

 

 

Many of my friends walk around that lake every morning and noticed the 
difference as well. I did not think to test the pH of the water before I 
started. However, there are a few more lakes in my area so I will try to get 
someone to help me play the frequencies on the other lakes. My dream is to 
have a university test this and validate the findings. If all the ships on all the 
bodies of water played these frequencies, it may reverse the dropping pH 
levels, save our coral reefs and food chain. This will mean that our unborn 
grandchildren may still have a planet as beautiful as I know it can be.  

There are Ted Talks about Ocean Acidification and an article in Scientific 
American that details the studies currently underway.  

The Netflix documentary “Chasing Coral” shows us that 30% of our coral 
reefs died in 2016. It is a shocking tear jerker and a wakeup call to all of us. 
On the website www.chasingcoral.com, there are many solutions for each of 
us. Any Google search on the subject will get the scientists among you 
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enough information; you want to help the cause if you care about future 
generations.  

Also in 2016, we reached the dreaded number of 400 parts per million of 
CO2 in the earth’s atmosphere. The time for changing this is now and must 
become priority one for each of us. Do whatever you can to be a part of the 
change. 

It is my grandest vision and prayer that we reverse this trend. Envision with 
me each of us awakening to the individual part we can play in the solution. 
As Gandhi said, “You must be the change you wish to see in the 
world.” 

This is an example of someone being called to be a part of the change. 

                        Saluda River: Hope Ferry Landing  
 

For quite some time I have known that it was part of my life purpose to help 
Mother Earth clean her rivers and lakes but I never knew how I would do it. 
Fighting big corporations that my town still allows to dump waste in our rivers 
didn't seem feasible to me. We have beautiful rivers and, until very recently, the 
water company was permitted to dump sewer in them. It infuriates me and breaks 
my heart. This is where we kayak and float in the summer. I needed to do 
something to help but wasn't sure what. Today I saw a post on Regina's Facebook 
page that gave me a great idea. She was using her water speakers and playing the 
healing music she has created to clean the lake. I was so happy at the thought of 
helping clean the rivers that I immediately grabbed my water speaker and my dog 

Gaia and headed to the river.  
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I sat at the edge of the water and hooked the speaker up to my phone and began 
playing Manish songs of gratitude. What a beautiful song, and to hear it coming 
from the water was just amazing. I sat in the sun on the grass playing this song 
over and over for 3 hours. My dog Gaia wanted to sit 
right beside me the whole time, which was odd for her. 
I really believe that she could feel the healing that was 
taking place. After a few rounds of Manish Songs of 
Gratitude, she began drinking the river water over and 
over again. I began to meditate and connect to Mother 
Earth, sending her love and gratitude, and became 
overwhelmed with emotion. I felt such sadness for the 
condition that her rivers and lakes are in, and asked 
her to forgive the human race, and promised I would 
continue to bring her this healing music which I felt in 
my soul was helping her more than I knew. As I 
opened my eyes I looked to my right and noticed a 
beautiful ceremony was taking place on the other side 
on the ramp. It was Hindu and they blessed the water 
with beautiful flowers. It was a sight to behold.  
 
As I was leaving, I had an answer to a problem I had been trying to solve for so 
long pop into my head. It was bizarre but I truly feel it was given to me by Mother 
Earth. She was so grateful for my help and wanted me to know it. It was a truly 
magical day, and I am so thankful for Regina Murphy and all of her heartfelt 
work that she has given to this world. Because of her I am able to fulfill my 

purpose and help Mother Earth clean her waters.  
 

Alana Johnston 
 

                                  

 

                            Part Two: Sound 
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                                 Chapter Nine 

                          Dr. Raymond Royal Rife 

It all started with Dr. Royal Raymond Rife (1888 – 1971). This video is a 
history of this amazing man. He is the father of frequency or vibrational 
medicine.  Using frequency and microscopes he designed to kill harmful 
bacteria and viruses.  His work was discredited once he could cure cancer.  
 
https://youtu.be/b7zvRvQsmjE?list=PLDCvhc9HnlyxE2a8YDxpqqc-ea_smXv-e  
 
Because of the advances in technology and sound generators, it is now 
possible to download a virtual Rife-like device into a laptop and easily use 
this technology anywhere from your laptop tablet or smart phone. It is even 
possible to text these frequency programs to your loved ones and even post 
them on all social media sites. I am sure he could never have imagined how 
easily his work would be able to be used less than 50 years after his death. 
Technically it is NOT a Rife machine, but based on Rife’s work and others in 
the field. I have been using this system since 2011 and have also made 
many of the programs embedded in music making it not only a pleasant 
experience but, in many cases, the music augments it. We make the music 
to include low tones, adding additional benefits in reducing pain and anxiety 
for the user. The use of these low tones is called Vibroacoustic and has been 
studied for almost 40 years at the NIH with stunning results. 
 
When the headphone industry began making bone conduction headphones, 
the ability to treat oneself has been made so simple because of the magnetic 
transducers and copper coils that touch the cheekbones. At the present time 
the only one with the magnetic field that I suggest is Elesound bone 
conduction headphones from Amazon. The bone conduction headphones can 
be used anywhere on the body, creating physical contact to any area in need 
of special frequencies or oxygen and hydrogen and sun. However, the most 
commonly used place with using bone conduction headphones for self-
treatment with frequencies is the neck. Once the speakers are touching the 
body, the cells resonate the needed frequencies throughout the body 
instantly. These frequencies do not harm other cells and can be used for 
prevention as well by keeping trouble areas in check. Using the Water 
programs raises the pH of the body, and the sun frequencies help the 
vitamin D deficiencies that most of us have.  
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                                    Chapter Ten 
                                      Bztronics 
 
About Bztronics (from the bztronics.com website) 

Bztronics came into existence in 1991 primarily as an advanced electronic 
hardware and software design company. It has been on the internet since 
1992. It currently has design and testing centers in Nevada and Utah. 
Throughout the 90’s it designed custom electronics, software and firmware 
for several corporations like Atlas Energy, Boeing, Imagineering, Lockheed, 
and RayTech. It had military and commercial aviation contracts around the 
globe. It set new standards for the FAA and the aviation industry, and some 
of our original concepts are still used today. Since 1992 it’s been aware of 
resonance and Rife Technology. 

In 2004, Bztronics began extensive research into new alternative health 
systems using frequencies. Our initial success shifted the company's entire 
focus to helping people and making life more livable. Since then, healing 
using frequencies has been the main engineering task of the company. 

The preliminary system was called AERT (Advanced Electronic Resonant 
Therapy). It was highly effective on numerous health issues, even back 
then. The technology was then placed in the hands of doctors and scientists 
for further development and testing. 

Through years of research and development, it made the modern PC a 
valuable asset to alternative health. The unique systems are unmatched in 
effectiveness, design and power. Rife and frequency systems that were 
previously thousands of dollars became available to everyone. With the 
company’s heavy involvement in electronic engineering design and core level 
programming abilities, they were able to advance on the concepts, 
effectiveness and usability of the systems, to become what they are today. 

The primary focus and goal of the company is to get this powerful 
technology in the hands of those who need it, at a cost that everyone can 
relate to. 
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                                   Chapter Eleven 
                  Frequency-Infused Vibroacoustic Music 

  Sound Therapy for the World: Simple Free and Effective 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to the most 
wonderful world of 

Sound Therapy, 
SIMPLIFIED! 

 Sound Therapy is the use of sound frequencies, music or both to help 
restore the body to physical, mental, emotional or spiritual balance. 

The receptors on the cells respond instantly to sound. This causes a mind-
body response. The skin cells carry the frequencies into the body and the 
bone acts like a sound board or transportation system. Think of it like a loud 
speaker that delivers instant changes in the body. This allows for changes in 
all systems effecting mood, pain levels, blood pressure, alkalinity, viruses, 
bacteria, yeast, hormones and organ balance, to name a few. Sound puts 
you back in control of your health. Clearly diet, emotions and beliefs play a 
huge part in our life experience but using sound as a major component to 
assist in real health care is the most empowering gift you can give yourself. 
Sound is the Divine Part of Healing. 

This part of the book will explain: 

a) What everyone can do for free to add sound therapy to their own life; 
b) How to super charge and oxygenate  your bath water and drinking 

water and structure it with frequencies you need, especially hydrogen; 
c) How to use Elesound bone conduction headphones to get frequencies 

to penetrate deep into the brain, making immediate and lasting 
changes in all areas of health and consciousness; 

d) How to use your smartphone as a sound healing delivery system. 
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If you are a Reiki practitioner, Massage Therapist, counselor, coach, parent, 
teacher, or someone who wants to take advantage of every opportunity to 
heal themselves and those they touch, this book will become your “Go to 
First Therapy.” With technology changing daily, we have at our fingertips the 
ability to treat ourselves. 

Sound is at the forefront of scientific research, and sound therapy is only a 
tiny part of that field. Sound frequencies are measured in Hz or cycles per 
second and is referred to as a frequency. One cycle per second = 1Hz. We 
created our first programs by starting with frequencies made by Suzanne 
Jonas, Ed.D. The exact frequencies and timing of each frequency and order 
of each frequency and sound, such as intrauterine fluids and music combined 
with its intention is called the program. Everything in the music composition 
is key as well. It becomes the carrier wave for the frequencies that we 
embed into the music.  Our first programs were for Preemies, Addicted 
Babies and Natural Births. We also added a beautiful welcome message to 
the babies that added the much-needed sound and vibration of a Mother’s 
Voice. The conclusive results from a study made at St. Vincent’s Hospital in 
Connecticut using our Preemie program in the NICU is complete and 
significant as far as leaving the hospital early, weight gain, restful sleep, 
anxiety and better oxygen. The second and very important breakthrough is 
in Suzanne Jonas’ Respiratory Relief program. The chart from the study is 
included below. 
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The study was performed at a hospital in 2014. Every area in the human 
body that oxygen can be measured had a dramatic increase in oxygen. This 
program alone has not only life-changing benefits but life-saving results 
even from just playing the YouTube on a phone in an ICU when patients 
have been given zero chance of survival. In short, humans are all suffering 
from a lack of oxygen now as our air and water quality has been so 
compromised. This program is available in CD format at 
www.soundsforselftreatment.com or from Suzann Jonas’s site 
www.musicalmedicine.net. Even though the field of sound therapy is small, it 
could take you a lifetime to educate yourself in this area. This workbook will 
get you started; it’s much like flying. It is easy to get on a plane and land at 
your destination, but an entirely different matter than understanding the 
laws of aerodynamics. For those that want to truly learn about sound 
therapy, I have the basic starter list included and from there your education 
can go on forever, to infinity and beyond. Everything vibrates throughout the 
universe. Light and Sound travel on parallel wavelengths approximately 40 
octaves apart. 
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My healing career began in 1996 as a massage therapist and volunteer 
running the wellness center at the St. Therese Outreach Center for HIV and 
AIDS in Las Vegas. I took aura photos, massaged clients, practiced EFT, and 
gave classes. Sometimes I even filled in as a food pick person. I took people 
home, broke all the rules, and had the time of my life. My vision from the 
moment I activated my first tuning fork in 2004 was to create an army of 
practitioners using digitally sustained frequencies to heal ourselves and each 
other anywhere and anytime. I have done this. I have produced well over 
100 programs with music and low tones to create a tactile experience. This 
allows for self-treatment or practitioner-assisted treatments. As massage 
therapists age or get burned out and their bodies develop issues due to poor 
body mechanics, using sound therapy in sessions is a blessing for both the 
client and the therapist. If you are giving a session with sound, you are self-
treating. It is impossible not to derive all the benefits of the frequencies. 
Since the VibraSonic Pillow units shown above in the photo are so portable, 
you can just continue your treatment at home at the end of your day. A list 
of these programs, alphabetically and by “Specific Issues” is contained in 
another chapter. It is never a complete list because we keep adding to it. 

We all have access to sound frequencies because sound frequencies cannot 
be patented and are not considered intellectual property. There are many 
free sound generators on the internet, but the one we use and highly 
recommend for every family is a downloadable software program from 
Bztronics.com. My websites are completely transparent, and I encourage 
everyone that wants to learn how to use my knowledge and experience to 
help themselves. The websites contain very interesting educational 
information. 

All our programs are free on my website and my YouTube Channel (Regina 
Murphy). They are free to Hospitals, Schools and non-profit organizations. I 
view these User-Friendly Sound Therapy programs as a free health care 
system for anyone who cannot afford it. One of the reasons for this book is 
to make all my products available to the world free and available on 
computers and smartphones worldwide. The 64 GB flash drive with every 
product I have produced is also available to the world at 
www.soundsforselftreatment.com. Many programs are frequency only from 
the Bztronics generator. The VibraSonic Pillows and bone conduction 
headphones deliver an amazing tactile experience, providing almost instant 
relief from pain and anxiety. It is my hope that this will become the most 
used addition to our current medical treatments, enabling a faster healing 
process for everyone. 

The most effective delivery into the body available to everyone that I am 
aware of at this time is the use of Elesound Bone Conduction Headphones 
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and Baths with waterproof speakers while playing the water programs, 
Vitamin C, the Preemie Program, or the specific program you need at that 
moment. Structuring water can be done with any speaker or bone 
conduction headphone placed on the water container playing the program of 
choice for one hour. I personally use the Adya Clarity water filtration system 
and keep a playlist in a SanDisk clip jam mp3 playing constantly on the 
container. The frequencies in the water last for only 48 hours. If pain 
frequencies are placed on Coconut oil or Vicks, the frequencies last two 
weeks. I prefer Vicks because it is easier to use as a pain rub. I specifically 
love the Preemie program because of the magnetic field created by the 
human heartbeat, frequencies and the love of the voice message to the 
babies. Science now recognizes that these things effect water and alter it to 
become alive again. 

With technology changing daily, we have at our fingertips the ability to treat 
ourselves. In an emergency, like a life-threatening bacterium, using a cell 
phone might be necessary. However long term, treating without Wi-Fi is 
preferred because we need to separate the harmful EMF’s from any real 
healing waves going into the body. Use airport mode whenever possible. 
Many others on YouTube are putting Rife and other programs up for free. 

Also, available from www.soundsforselftreatment.com are the physical CD’s 
and DVD’s. Playing a DVD on loop in your home is a perfect way to keep the 
energy field in your home at a much higher vibration than having the news 
on in the background or even having the TV off.  
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                                            Chapter Twelve 

                              From a Tuning Fork to  

                                 VibraSonic Pillows 

 

    My first encounter with sound as a healing tool was August 2004 

 I have been researching all the sound therapy programs from Dr. Ebert at 
www.the-tree-of-life.com since 2004. These are awful sounding frequencies 
that are sent silently through an emitter by placing the small device in the 
headphone jack of a CD player, laptop, tablet, mp3 or Smartphone.  

Picture of Dr. Ebert’s emitter that inserts into the 
headphone jack next to a “AA” battery.  

I was about to host a two-day conference in Mount 
Charleston with numerous participants when I 
developed a tremendous issue with movement because 
of acute lower back pain.  I experienced such a 
dramatic healing of my lower back in a few hours that I 

purchased Dr. Ebert’s complete collection the next week. Dr. Ebert’s sound 
frequencies are based on the level of consciousness that creates illness. He 
is the only sound frequency doctor that uses frequencies in this way that I 
am aware of. All others are addressing the physical, mental, emotional or 
spiritual body itself. Dr. Ebert’s lecture details how our thoughts create 
illness and how we can heal by affecting our level of consciousness with 
frequencies. There is a lot more to that story in my free eBook, “The Elusive 
Gift of Tragedy”, which is available on the book section on 
www.SoundTherapysolutions.com 

Or as I tell the story in 2 videos: 

http://youtu.be/0cBF_r_yj2M Part One 

http://youtu.be/l5JuTA0QFAo   Part Two 

http://youtu.be/ojPBUB6--Lk    Dr. Ebert’s Lecture 

It wasn’t long after Dr. Ebert’s lecture that I took a class in Acutonics. 
Acutonics.com is the premier tuning fork class using the Sounds of the 
Spheres to bring the body back into balance. It was a four-day intense class 
and I became propelled further into my obsession with sound therapy. I was 
also an EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) practitioner for 3 years and 
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started using the tuning forks instead of tapping, and had much quicker 
results when working with clients. 

Next was a call from a wonderful man named 
Bob Goodman of Nexneuro. The Nexneuro 
Company manufactured Smart Lounges. He told 
me that what he was about to tell me about his 
lounger would change the direction of my use of 
sound in my work, and was far more advanced 
than anything I had experienced using sound 
before. He was right. 

 It is basically a foam bed in a medical grade 
cover with transducers embedded in it. A 

transducer is a speaker that carries very low tones that are not usually 
incorporated into our current music. When the transducers are attached to a 
wood, metal or plastic board inside the mattress, the low tones vibrate the 
sound board with amazing power. This creates the feeling called “Tactile” 
stimulation or Vibroacoustic Therapy and creates the relaxation response, 
triggering relief of pain and anxiety in about 8 minutes. I had never heard of 
this therapy, even though for over forty years it was studied by the National 
Institute of Health with impressive results in the area of pain and anxiety 
reduction. I ordered that sound bed immediately and had people experience 
the sound bed from morning till night, day in and day out.  I purchased 
several within months because the demand for it was so great. 

Nexneuro had three or four songs that were amazing but I knew in my heart 
more could be done. I needed more songs so I hired Richard Plunkett, a 
musician, and turned my healing room into a recording studio. I partnered 
with Suzanne Jonas on many of my programs. In addition to the baby 
programs and Respiratory Relief, we created from her frequencies Autism, 
ADHD, and Radiation Detox. Not only is it very timely but my tests have 
shown such dramatic and immediate changes in the brain that I believe her 
programs to be divinely guided to help the world. Richard Plunkett, using the 
Bztronics downloadable sound generator programs, spent 6 years creating 
over 150 medical music programs with sound frequencies embedded in our 
music to induce a more specific bodily response. I added dolphin and whale 
video to the music, making the experience more multi-sensory, adding the 
benefits of light therapy and amazing benefits from the dolphin and whale 
sounds. 
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After Nexneuro’s owner passed away, I felt I was on my own and was never 
quite happy with other products I tried.  People really did not want to take 
time out of their busy schedules for repeated sessions on the sound bed. We 
are living in such a time-demanding culture that I knew I needed a way to 
get this to people so it was user friendly, easily downloadable, and could be 
administered by practitioners or on our own while we were watching TV, 
working on our computers, or while we were sleeping.  

One day a Facebook friend, Denise Marshal, asked if I had a 
specific frequency program for Cancer.  I met with her and 
gave her the program she was looking for, along with a very 
inexpensive I-luv portable speaker case available on 
Amazon that had metal speakers for less than $20.  I love it 
because it is comparable to a digital tuning fork.  

Denise informed me that she had a “Peace Machine” that she purchased 
after seeing it featured on the Dr. Oz Show by Oncologist Dr. Mitchel Gaynor 
and asked if I would like to experience it. As demonstrated on the Dr. Oz 
Show, a small transducer was placed on his sternum while low sound waves 
played through it. Dr. Oz was hooked up to monitors that showed an 
immediate relaxation response. The machine was bulky and very expensive. 
I went to her as soon as I could with grand expectations. I was so blown 
away by the experience I knew I had to have one of these machines, but I 
was also sure I could make it myself for pennies on the dollar compared to 
the Japanese version featured on the Dr. Oz show. I knew if I could 
minimize the bulk and add my programs and an extra speaker, my goal 
would be achieved. I worked on this for months and came up with a way 
anyone can make their own from scratch for less than $140. We called it 
“VibraSonic Pillows”. I used the Dayton DTA-1 portable amp I had been 
using with the waterproof speakers. I use two 8-ohm transducer pucks, also 
available from parts-express.com and on Amazon. We added 10-foot 
speaker wires attached for flexible use in a healing session. The sound 
source I use is an Mp3 player, or my phone. The small size makes it very 
portable, compact and light. It can fit into a purse. The 10-foot wires allow 
the therapist to place the puck in the pouches on all parts of the body while 
the client is on a massage table or other type of setting. The pucks even 
come with a sticky that lets you attach it to the wood under a massage 
table, making the massage table vibrate just enough to create a relaxation 
response, and using the other speaker directly on the body. I use it when I 
get home from work; I put one speaker on my lower back and one behind 
my neck while watching TV and in minutes all my aches and pains are gone. 
I do not sell these, but the instructions on how to make them are on my 
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website. Just go to the “Articles” tab at www.soundsforselftreatment.com and 
scroll to Building a VibraSonic Pillow. The full Protocol is in the Sound 
Therapy Solutions eBook on that site. 

If you are a Reiki practitioner, massage therapist or just want it to self-treat, 
sound therapy is as easy as using Vibroacoustic programs from 
www.soundtherapysolutions.com, or my YouTube channel, and placing a 
speaker on your body.  
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                    Chapter Thirteen 
  Frequencies Infused into Vibroacoustic Music 

As discussed above, Nexneuro had three or four songs that were amazing 
but I knew in my heart more programs should be available for different 
issues. I had no intention of opening a recording studio but, as fate would 
have it, a very talented musician, Richard Plunkett, went on the sound bed 
and experienced the Nexneuro music, and said he could record music for this 
sound bed. This was the beginning of years of working together to create 
our programs. We had no idea where to start so the first three months took 
a great deal of reading, research and failure but we were determined to 
make this work. We consulted with the best in the field of Vibroacoustic 
Therapy and Frequencies; we began working together and ultimately gave 
birth to our first project, “Baby Heart Songs”. Suzanne Jonas Ed.D., believed 
by many, that early trauma in newborns from lack of touch and eye contact 
due to life saving medical intervention could be helped by the sound of the 
mother’s voice, heartbeats, specialized prescription sounds, and frequencies 
embedded in music composed with a specific tempo. Once we mastered the 
beautiful music and the frequency concept, we purchased a sound generator 
program from www.bztronics.com .  

This opened an entire world of additional information and testing for us. 
Their program allowed us to access thousands of researched sound 
frequency programs and embed them in our music. As soon as we 
incorporated these embedded frequency programs into the vibroacoustic 
music, my results on the sound bed seemed to become dramatically more 
effective.  

The sound generator program comes with several thousand possible 
programs for us to make. Each day we would try to select the most useful 
programs out of the many possibilities and requests from individuals.  I 
added dolphin and whale video to the music which made the experience 
more multi-sensory. The DVD’s seemed to produce even more amazing 
results. Additionally, they provided visual enjoyment to clients of all ages; 
especially children. Results were getting better and better. We put as many 
of the videos up as we could on my YouTube channel, Regina Murphy.  

When my husband became very ill and I was told he would be dead in a 
month, I went to work and created the Inflammation from Kidney to Bladder 
with General Infection 1 program. That program, along with Enlarged 
Prostate, Acute Pain and Miracle Chord 727, saved his life. The full story in 
my husband’s words and medical tests are in the testimonial portion of this 
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book. Today I keep frequencies playing 24/7 to keep my husband healthy 
and as soon as I stop them, within days he gets sick. I use Dr. Ebert’s 
emitter for some things because it is a press and play setup requiring no 
other intervention, in addition to bone conduction headphones with 
respiratory programs and the structured water. He remains stable if he stays 
in his comfort zone and the frequencies keep playing. Naturally, his happy 
marriage to me is the most principal factor.  Purpose, respect and cuddling 
doesn’t hurt either.  

This is his physician Dr. Wen Guo’s video statement about his recovery using 
the frequency programs. 

http://youtu.be/UpBQxCfscvo  
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                                   Chapter Fourteen 

Selecting Programs  

With so many programs on my website, or in your Mp3 player, or even 
available on YouTube or other medical music sites, it might seem 
overwhelming to attempt to select a program. I will name a few no-fail 
programs to start with. These programs will be perfect for everyone who 
comes in for Reiki or relaxation. I’ll give you my top five and why I feel they 
are the best to start with, and a few simple ways to mix it up a bit. 

The first piece of music I ever heard on the sound bed was called Water 
World. This hooked me the first time I felt the vibrations on the sound bed. 
We put special frequencies into this song for calming and mild PTSD. I think 
everyone now can use this program. It will be called PTSD on the website 
and in your Mp3 player, and that is always a perfect program to stick with as 
you begin to self-treat or share your speakers with others, or use them in a 
Reiki session. This song inspired me to create the dolphin and whale videos. 
Here is the YouTube link for it. 

https://youtu.be/m6wxJJtpqbQ  

The next two general programs that I highly recommend are the two 
programs with 727 Hz embedded in the music. They are Miracle Chord 727 
and Ave Maria 727. This frequency has been referred to as the Rife Cure 
All. Just this one frequency is used in over 500 programs on the Bztronics 
list. We use it in our newborn and preemie programs with remarkable 
success.  

Specific Issues 

Clearly if someone arrives with lower back pain or a bladder infection, you 
might want to use those specific programs. If someone just sprained their 
ankle, muscle pain and injury would be an excellent choice as well as acute 
pain. The program names match the issue that needs to be balanced.                                                                                                

Spiritual Programs 

Many people when coming for a Reiki session are hoping to have a more 
spiritual experience. There are three Angel Therapy programs for that. 
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They each have a distinct set of frequencies from the Solfeggio Frequency 
Scale. 

There are also five chakra programs to choose from. There is also Ave Maria, 
containing all the Solfeggio frequencies. There is even one for people that 
feel they may have an Entity attached to them, called the Gong Bath. 

Guided Sessions 

Energy Psychology Guided Session: This is based on tapping on meridian 
points while thinking of an issue. It also involves installing a new belief 
system. I suggest you research EFT or Energy Psychology, and experience 
the session first yourself so you have an idea what the client may be 
experiencing prior to having them experience it. 

If you are doing a Reiki Session as well, it might be best to place the 
speaker in one place for the entire session. Under the feet or hamstrings 
might be best, but I would not leave them on the midline of the body for the 
entire session as that may be too much for the client. Always err on the side 
of less is better. I would also NOT do this if the client is experiencing severe 
PTSD or trauma. That would require someone experienced in EFT to be 
present during the session. https://youtu.be/5rWyPC2qgzc 

Embracing Self-Love Guided Session: This is more of a meditation for 
healing and creating the life you were meant to live. It is more spiritual than 
the Energy Psychology Session, and does not require active participation in 
the session. If a person drifts off during this session, it still works. 

Water Programs 

Because of the Oxygen and hydrogen and sun frequencies I feel these are 
the perfect complement to all programs and can be used with bone 
conduction headphones, open air, in your drinking water, bathing water or 
on your crystal bowl as an energy and air purifier.  

The programs are Holy Water with Magnesium, Manish~Songs of Structure, 
Joy, Vitamin C and Bacterium Coli. 

Muscle Testing  

Muscle testing or using a pendulum are great ways to select a program. The 
only real caution would be that no one is ever pushed into a sound 
session against their will or when fear was underlying the 
experience.  
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Common Problems that may require more specific points and 
programs 

Sciatica:                                                                                                                                                                                               
Use the Prone Protocol with the muscle relaxer program 
for most of the session, including these points on the 
side of the leg. If that did not completely resolve the 
problem, on the next visit try the Neuralgia and Nerve 
Inflammation program. It is always advisable to reduce 
white sugar and flour intake when severe inflammation 
of nerves is active, and sitting on a frozen bag of peas 
before bed should also help. 

Headaches:  

Ask the client to hold the metal side of the pillow on the painful area for two 
minutes. Use any program, but if you have the Headache or Acute Pain 
program that would be best. Continue the protocol with the same program 
throughout the session. 

Power Nap:                                                                                                                                                            
Place the speakers on the sole of the feet or, my 
personal favorite, one speaker below the naval and one 
under the back using the circulation or adrenal 
stimulant program.  

←Navel spots 

 

 

 

Hormonal Issues and Hot flashes:  

This issue will not be helped with one session unless you use bone 
conduction headphones. Reinstituting the program at least 2x a year to 
maintain the hormonal balance is advised. Quality herbs for hot flashes and 
hormonal balance enhance results, as well as dietary protocols that include 
fermented vegetables.  

Hypothyroid:  

Consider a quality iodine supplement and use both Adrenal Stimulant and 
Hypothyroid equally until symptoms subside. Adaptogens can help sustain 
balance between the thyroid and the adrenal glands. 
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Programs that work best when used on a regular basis from the DVD 
player on repeat: 

Heart Health, Water programs, ADHD, Autism, Anxiety and Depression, 
PTSD, Hormones, Miracle Cord 727 and, if an infection is ongoing, daily 
treatment until all symptoms are gone. 

It is always best to address the emotional component of any issue along with 
the specific program by supplementing with the Energy Psychology session 
and the Miracle Chord or Ave Maria 727 Hz programs. 

                              Chapter Fifteen 

Solfeggio Frequencies in Angel Therapy Programs 

 

If you Google the Solfeggio 
Frequencies, you will discover many 
ancient connections to the frequencies.  
Some of the history dates to Pythagoras 
and St. John the Baptist. Much of the 
history is mystical, and much of it is far 
above my head musically and 
mathematically. 

I began using the tuning fork set of the 
Solfeggio Scale in 2006 when I 
purchased a set called Holy Harmony 
Forks from Jonathan Goldman, the most 
respected sound healer today. I know 

that I could sense amazing things happening for people as these forks were 
listened to in healing sessions.  

 

The Simple and Powerful Effect of the Each of the Solfeggio 
Frequencies 

174 Hz It is a natural anesthetic reducing physical and emotional pain. This 
is my personal favorite of all the sounds and has helped with addiction. 

285 Hz Rejuvenating and energizing 

396 Hz Releases guilt and fear, turning these emotions into joy 
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417 Hz Undoing situations, facilitating change 

528 Hz Transformation, miracles and DNA repair 

639 Hz Balancing relationships 

741 Hz Problem solving and cleaning of the cells 

852 Hz Returns us to spiritual order 

963 Hz Awakens the spiritual self and connects us to the light 

 

Angel Therapy Harp music contains 396 

Angel Therapy Triad of Safety contains 174,417 and 741 

Angel Therapy Pineal Activation contains 396,639 and 963 

Angel Therapy Unconditional Love contains only 528 

 

This was at a time when I was seeing clients on a regular basis. I was aware 
of rapid changes going on within myself as I was using these tuning forks in 
the sessions. When I could have these tones created and embedded into our 
music in 2011, I also noticed some miraculous reports from the CD’s and 
DVD’s that these frequencies were contained in. 

When I began creating programs for the removal of negative energies, I 
read enough about them to understand their power was increased when the 
numerical numbers matched. Such as 396,639 and 963, 174, 417 and 741.  
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I believe this woman had an entity, and the 
photo captured it as it was leaving. I have 
many of these types of photos using these 
frequencies. 

 

The Gong Bath: This was released for the 12/12/12 event. Its purpose was 
to help release the darkness on the planet and help all those willing to raise 
their vibration. When you go into very negative environments, like a morgue 
or bar that is not filled with happy people, you can sense the energy. 
Sometimes this energy stays with you and you cannot shake it. Sometimes 
you’re aware that you are feeling emotions that are not at all yours and you 
cannot figure out what is going on. It is not always necessary, nor are we 
able to fully understand, but we can at least change the energy by playing 
the Gong Bath or any of the Angel Therapy programs. 

The Gong Bath not only has all 9 of the frequencies playing in an embedded 
track, but the person playing the gong, Susan Goecke, channels the AA 
Michael for the specific purpose of raising the vibration of a person or an 
area by taking any lost spirit to the light. On another track, I am saying 
specific prayers to the team of Angels that work with St. Michael in this area. 
These tracks are not audible; however, this audio program has such amazing 
results reported that I never doubt its power. It is played a minimum of 
20,000 minutes every month worldwide on YouTube alone and is my most 
requested and sold DVD/CD program. Much to my surprise, the next most 
popular program is The Rosary. I made this program for myself and was 
never intended for release, but it is so popular that it became part of my 
standard inventory. The embedded frequency in that program is 727Hz. Not 
only is 727 considered the Rife cure all, but it is also a sacred number. 
Another very popular video on YouTube is Glioblastoma by Thomas J. 
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Dawson Jr. This is disturbing because I feel the reason for this is partly due 
to cell phone use around babies and children. Cell phone towers and smart 
meters add to the ongoing radiation damage to young and old brains.  

 

 

 

 

                   

 

  
 

 

 

 
                        Chapter Sixteen 

  Chakra Programs 
The Chakra System is a complex system that relates to energy centers that 
govern how we function physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. We 
can go through life and never even become aware of this system. Once you 
become aware, you are usually already on a spiritual journey and can use 
these programs to help you return to balance. Learning more about the 
chakras is a wonderful part of learning about our true self, a most 
fascinating topic to the seeker. My good friend wrote an amazing 
introductory book on the chakras along with more advanced spiritual books, 
including one close to my heart on addiction. Her website is 
www.bejeweled7.com .  

The reason we have 5 programs is that many of us tend to have a set of 
chakras that go out of balance. I, for instance, am always in need of the 
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Root-Crown program because I am way too heavily in my crown and not 
enough in my root chakra. The Chakras have pairs that work best when they 
are brought into balance. We will usually tend to need that same program as 
our inherent personalities will throw us off throughout our lives. Being aware 
of this is very helpful.  

Chakra Balancing  

This program has 4 minutes of the needed frequency for each of the 7 
chakras, beginning with the root chakra embedded into the music. The video 
of this is stunning and relates to the earth chakra locations. This is great for 
a quick 30-minute balance, however, for when we know we need a more 
concentrated program for our usual issues, the 60-minute programs with the 
proper pairing is best. 

Root-Crown   

The first 30 minutes is to address the first or root chakra, grounding, 
connecting and balancing us to the earth day frequency of the root chakra, 
then after that to balance and open the crown chakra. The Crown is related 
to our connection to the Divine.                                                                

Sacral-Third Eye                                                                                              
This program is for those who let fear get in the way of their creative 
process and block the ability to see things from a higher prospective and 
operate from the intellect rather than from innate wisdom.  

Solar Plexus-Throat Chakra  

People who tend to put others needs above their own and never dare speak 
about it need this program. People who live in service to others and never 
want to rock the boat are candidates for this. 

Heart Chakra  

The heart chakra is never paired with another chakra and has the same 
frequency throughout the entire hour. It is 136.10 Hz, the sound of OM. This 
is the earth frequency that is also needed and used in space shuttles to keep 
the astronauts healthy while away from the earth’s frequency. On the 
shuttle, the lowest octave of that is called the Shuman Resonance. It cannot 
be heard or felt at that low vibration, but it is the most important. There is 
so much research today about a practice called “Earthling”. This frequency 
does that for us. In Acutonics, we pair the tuning fork of the sun, 126.22 Hz, 
with the Low Om fork, 68.05 Hz, for and amazing results. The book on 
“Earthing” is number one on Amazon as this is being written.  
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                                     Chapter Seventeen 

     The Flash Drive 

(or mini SD card) 
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It is my mission to make available, for free or for sale globally, my entire 
audio collection and bone conduction headphones. It is a health care system 
you can use for almost anything. Although the audio and video programs are 
available free at soundtherapysolutions.com and YouTube, many people still 
want physical product as a backup or other reason.  

I have put together a 64 GB flash Drive (or mini SD card) with all the 
programs on my website that are embedded into beautiful vibroacoustic 
music, plus the programs I produced in the F# minor Gentle Spirit music and 
over 200 frequency only programs. If you are a hospital, non-profit, school 
or researcher, I give this away for the cost of the hardware and postage if I 
am able physically and financially. If you would like to sell these on your 
online store, please contact me. The website programs are listed in the next 
chapter. 

The Gentle Spirit programs are: 

727 Hz 

Alzheimer’s 

Autism 

ADHD 

Cancer General 

Glioblastoma 

Hormonal Balance 
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PTSD 

Tourette’s Syndrome 

These were all selected because of the way the F# minor with F# low tone 
works in the brain and the added effects of the bone conduction headphone. 
The link to the article that led me to produce this special line of programs is 
below. 

http://www.gizapyramid.com/Leone1.htm 

When I take a bath with waterproof speakers and Gentle Spirit PTSD, I feel 
incredibly transformed and reset from the daily stress we have just by being 
on earth in these troubled times. I add baking soda, essential oil, and sea 
salt to the bath with no damage to the speakers. 

In addition to all the musical programs on the flash drive, I also have over 
100 frequency-only programs in the form of what is called a preset. This is 
when all the frequencies of an imbalance are played at once, for instance, 
Dental Foci or sore throat. These were the programs I started making for my 
friends and family once I began using the Bztronics.com generator on my 
laptop.  Some of the files might be the same purpose but in several forms. 
For instance, Immune Stimulant might be in an Mp3 format and a wave file 
and a preset wave file and an ogg file. It may be a 20-minute preset wave 
file or a one-minute ogg file. This is because of the diverse ways I used 
programs as we learned what worked, the way technology changed, and the 
person’s preference for the delivery of a program. Technology changes daily 
as do our needs. Sally will custom make anything and is the webmaster 
www.soundsforselftreatment.com 

 

 

 

 

                               

Vibroacoustic Music listed alphabetically and by specific issue 
categories 

List of all Programs available alphabetically 
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Adult Addictions                                                                                                                                                       
Adrenal Stimulant 
Asthma 
Autism 
Bladder – Kidney Infection with General Infection 
Brain Damage 
Breast Cancer 
Bronchitis 
Cancer General 
Circulation 
Colon Problems 
Constipation 
Enlarged Prostate 
Fibroadenoma Mamanae 
Gaia Double Espresso 
General Infection 
Gingivitis 
Healing Regeneration and Wound Care 
Heart Health 
High Blood Pressure 
Hormonal Imbalance and Hot Flash 
Hypo Thyroid 
Immune System Stimulation 
Insomnia 
Kidney Insufficiency 
Kidney Stones 
Liver Support 
Lupus 
Measles 
Migraines and Headaches 
Muscle Relax 
Muscular Pain Injury 
Neuralgia and Nerve Inflammation 
ODD- Oppositional Defiance Disorder 
Osteoarthritis 
Parkinson’s Disease 
PMS 
Prostate Cancer 
Rage, Anger and Hostility 
Radiation Burns and Acute Pain 
Radiation Detox -Frequencies Only 
Respiratory Relief 
Sinus Infection 
Staph Infection 
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Streptococcus General Antiseptic 
Stroke 
Uterine Cancer 
Weight Loss 

List of Programs in SPECIFIC ISSUES Category 

List of Programs in PAIN Category 

Acute Pain 
Arm, Joint and Hand Pain 
Backache and Spasm 
Muscle Relax 
Muscular Pain Injury 

List of Programs in EMOTIONAL Category 

Anxiety and Depression 
Be Set Free Fast Meditation 
Embracing Self Love 
Emotional Ties To Illness 
Energy Psychology with Earth Tones and Etheric Sweep 
Hindu Chant & Gong Bath 
PTSD 
Transcending Victim Consciousness 
Water World with Alpha Binaurals 

List of Programs in GENERAL WELL BEING Category 

Ave Maria 727 aka Dolphin Dream 
Ave Maria with Ancient Tones 
Breathe In – Out 
Chakra Balance 
Miracle Chord 727 
Water World with Alpha Binaurals 

List of Programs in MOTHERS and NEWBORNS Category 

Natural Birth 
Preemie 
Addictions in Newborns  

List of Programs in the HOSPITAL ON THE GO Category 
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General Infection 
Respiratory Relief 
Staph Infection 
Strep-Streptococcus General Antiseptic 

List of Programs in the ENERGY BODY Category 

Be Set Free Fast Meditation 
Breathe In – Out 
Creativity 
Emotional Ties to Illness 
Energy Psychology with Earth Tones and Etheric Sweep 
Etheric Sweep 
Grounding and Wake Up 
Hindu Chant and Gong Bath 
Sedona 

List of Programs in the CHAKRA SYSTEM Category 

Chakra Balance 
Root Chakra and Crown Chakra 
Sacral Chakra and Third Eye Chakra 
Solar Plexus Chakra and Throat Chakra 
Heart Chakra 

List of Programs in the ANGEL THERAPY SERIES 

Angel Therapy – 396 with Harp Music 
Angel Therapy – Triad with Harp Music 
Angel Therapy – Unconditional Love with DNA Repair 
Angel Therapy – Pineal Activation       

 

We also have the Gentle Spirit Product Line In F# minor by Thomas J 
Dawson Jr. available on the website and the flash drives. They include: 

ADHD, Alzheimer’s, Autism, Cancer, Glioblastoma, Hormonal Balance, 
Parkinson’s, PTSD, Tourette’s Syndrome, and Viral complex.  This product 
line was created in F# minor for specific use with bone conduction 
headphones. Brain tumors are being cured with what is called Focused 
Ultrasound. www.focusedultrsound.org                     
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Chapter Eighteen 

Treating our Pets and Plants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is my beautiful 
Bulldog Guinness. He is 
Eleven years old, twice 
the median age of the 

lifespan of a bulldog. I got him on the day my son died on October 2, 2005. He 
was in my son’s bed with him as he passed over and almost died of grief seven 
months later. He does not want to leave me yet so I use all my frequencies and 
delivery systems for him.  He mostly loves to drink the water from the crystal 
bowls that I make for him. I cannot keep him from drinking out of the bowl while 
the speakers are in-going. He will always choose the special water over tap water.  
These aura photos were taken prior to turning on the sound in the crystal bowl 
and after. The energy is completely different after I turned on the sound.                                            

All biology is altered by sound – Animals, 
plants, bugs, trees and even our precious 
grapes for wine. It does not need to be 
touching the body. The frequencies seem to 
influence our cats, dogs, and horses too. All 
matter is affected as well, like in the Tacoma 
Narrows Bridge that fell in 8 minutes 
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because of a resonant frequency created by the way the wind went through the 
metal, melting concrete and steel in minutes.  

     

I believe these frequencies have kept Guinness 
here and healthy for such an extended time. 

                                                                                                                             

 

                                                                                                                             

 

I have been told that my friend’s cat had kidney issues and they cleared up after 
playing the human kidney program.  I use the PTSD program for Guinness on the 
fourth of July when fireworks start to keep him calm, or if we go out and leave 
him alone. I have received many emails about how people use the pain and 
anxiety, muscle pain and injury, and even cancer programs with their pets. Also, 
how they felt the end of life experience was easier on them because of the 
programs. The possibilities are endless for our four-legged friends. 

Below is an email I received and touched my heart, so I include it to touch yours 
and show that all animals benefit from sound therapy. 

From: Maitrey - luz y sonido <evolutivonorte@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2017 9:39 PM 
To: Sally Sutton 
Subject: Re: Your Order 
Hello my dear Sally! I´m so sorry not having answered before, I 
have been just so busy with a project, gave me no time! (It’s a 
project about music too, I'll tell you later about it.) 

Sally the implementation of music to the animals was such an 
amazing experience, oh God what in the world could soothe our 
souls better on hard times than music! I left every place feeling 
it was the best thing ever to be done, and all the feedback I 
received afterwards reinforced me about it...the animals just 
desperately needed music in order to be able to get centered 
and relax again, and all that helped the veterinaries so much as 
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many animals wouldn’t allow them to touch them, and after 
music they were so much more open to love, the need for 
anesthesia for performing the wound cleaning decreased a lot, 
same for pain killers, it was all like a magic wand that helped 
both animals and volunteers so much, it completely changed the 
atmosphere of chaos pain and suffering into one of elevated 
hearts joined together for a very good reason... 

After that, last week I implemented music on a cats’ shelter and 
next week will be doing it on a dog´s shelter. I am very serious 
about getting some kind of sponsoring to be able to cover all 
shelters in Santiago, in Chile, in Latin America, in the world!! I 
mean, it´s like I could no longer live knowing there are animals 
who don´t have a home, who are ill, alone, sad and with no 
music, I just can´t! So I´m desperately looking for a way to get 
the equipments I need in order to do it. Be it a sound company 
like SONY, or an international NGO, or a private, or whatever! 
But I was really able to realize that this is something that has 
and needs to be done... 

I really thank you for your sharing your amazing beautiful music 
with me, and of course you can use the videos to spread the 
word around music for animals!! 

I uploaded many pix and videos for you, hope you like them. 

Take care! All love!! 
Maitrey 
+(569) 93485800 

www.luznatural-mentebrillante.cl  
bioresonandoybienestando.blogspot.com 
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Plants 

I set up an experiment in my home using Metallica music and Gentle Spirit 
music. I only used the music for one week for a limited time each day. It is 
clear to see that the plant that listened to Gentle Spirit did much better than 
the Metallica plant.  

Gentle Spirit 
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Metallica  

 

  

All life on earth is affected by sound. I use ultrasonic devices to keep 
household bugs away, and I know the government uses sound for crowd 
control and in homeland security at our ports. As with everything it can be 
used to heal or harm. 
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Chapter Nineteen 

Preemies and Special Needs Children  

This is what it’s all about, “The little ones that need us most.” 

It couldn’t be easier to treat our most precious ones with music but to this 
day there is no music playing in neonatal units of hospitals, or anywhere in 
the public areas of hospitals that I am aware of. The only sounds are the 
alarms going off when something is finished or wrong. The baby programs 
could be played easily from an Mp3 and a speaker 3 times a day for all 
babies, the Respiratory Relief program 2 times a day, and 727 Hz Ave Maria 
once a day. This alone would reduce the time spent on Oxygen, the increase 
in bilirubin, the level of anxiety, increased food intake, and foster an earlier 
release from the hospital. The sooner a baby is in the home environment, 
the less long term stress on the emotional body. The mothers are not 
comfortable with skin-to-skin contact in the neonatal setting due to privacy, 
so the oxytocin deprivation often continues until the baby gets home. I am 
not sure the moms are even counseled on the importance of this for 
newborns.  The studies that prove the benefits soft gentle music are never 
even read or of no interest, as though the statistics are not worth bothering 
with.  

Schools could easily play programs like Respiratory Relief, Viral Complex 
during flu season, Autism, ADHD when serious learning and test taking is 
going on, PTSD and Tourette’s syndrome in the background and notice an 
incredible shift in behavior. This example is one of many that I have heard 
through the years from teachers on Facebook that use my programs. Take 3 
minutes to listen to Father Joseph O’Brian talk about his Autism Class from 
Basic High School in Las Vegas. 

https://youtu.be/EzSK8Nj7ktQ 

Take another minute to listen to this mother of a special needs child and her 
story about the older sibling. 

https://youtu.be/UV649TN3qxs 

https://youtu.be/G1U9id2hPCo 

When a child is diagnosed with cancer and the family is told about 
frequencies, it is almost as if it is the last thing that could save their child. In 
conjunction with medical science, sound frequencies may just be the tipping 
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point for a positive outcome to a tragic diagnosis if more people knew about 
this information. It is also relatively easy to embed the frequencies from the 
Bztronics.com downloadable generator into a child’s favorite movie with easy 
to use software so that every minute they are watching their favorite movie, 
they could be augmenting any other treatment they were undergoing. 
Children love nothing more than playing in the bathtub. Adding the Water 
and Cancer program they need is the easiest way to get better outcomes to 
the nightmare parents are facing. John Grisham wrote a free eBook, 
“Tumor”, for the express purpose of getting the word out about using 
frequencies to cure brain tumors. He did this for the wonderful organization 
www.focusedultrasound.org . The bottom line is that we can self-treat. It’s 
not complicated, it’s just hard to believe. 

These miracles are so close to my heart because my own son had an 
extremely high bilirubin, thus beginning his life in emotional trauma. Here’s 
a letter from Kathleen: 

Baby Skye was born at home on a Tuesday on the full moon in a 
wonderful water birth. The home unit (amp & water speakers 
from Parts Express was used during birth with CD John made for 
Delivery including frequencies for stress, relaxation. By Friday of 
same week Skye began to show signs of Jaundice. By time he 
got admitted to hospital around 6 pm his count was 39, average 
is 3-4. They immediately told mom & dad he would need several 
blood transfusions, that he may go into a coma, and could have 
brain damage due to high numbers. We brought the same 
system but we had your MP3 player with Welcome to the World 
and whatever other music was on it from Baby Heart Beats, we 
were allowed to put it in the incubator and his first transfusion 
started at 10 pm and went till 4 am. At that time his numbers 
had come down to 19 which they were amazed. They continued 
to watch over him. We came back at 10 am and had mother 
record her voice onto player and her reading a story to him plus 
telling him how much he was loved and wanted. We did a lot of 
praying and calling on Mother Mary for a miracle. They continued 
playing for 2 hours on, 2 hours off. By Saturday night his 
numbers had dropped to 14. On Sunday his numbers were down 
to 10 and mom was able to start nursing and holding him. He 
never got lethargic, nor lost his alertness. By Sunday night he 
was down to 8 and was able to go home on Monday with his 
number being 3. The staff was amazed and what they noticed 
was all the other babies in the NNIC unit were doing better. It 
was a miracle. Then Friday after that Monday he got Pink Eye, 
the mom came over and I worked on his feet with essential oils 
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and playing 204 frequency straight for over an hour. When he 
left the Pink Eye was gone and Baby Skye is thriving at 8 weeks. 

Little Keaton was not crawling, walking, standing up, talking, or 
feeding herself at 17 months. Her mom had repeatedly told her 
Dr. about it, he finally sent her to a PT for an evaluation. She 
was told she had torticollis and therapy began. She was doing a 
little better and after 4 sessions the mom asked for a CD. We 
gave her Regina’s Autism CD and after only 5 days, she began to 
crawl, stand up, feed herself and start saying words. It has been 
just over 3 weeks and the family just returned from a week at 
Disney where I was told how amazing Keaton was doing. They 
are still playing the Cd 2x a day and Johns sleep Cd at night. 
Their entire house has gotten calmer, everyone is sleeping 
through the night and all is great so now we have Cd’s in an 89 
year old woman’s house after just being diagnosed with 
pancreatic cancer. Just in 3 days the woman is feeling so good 
and getting some energy back. She will starting Chemo in a 
week and plans to take her music with her for her treatments. 
We also got her 2 daughters CDs for Pancreatic Support so if 
they have the gene for the cancer hopefully this will keep it at 
bay. Every day more and more people are asking us for CDs and 
we are getting amazing testimonials which I will send you as I 
receive them…..Much love, Kathleen 
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                                 Chapter Twenty   

                  Fungus, Yeast, Hormones  

                 and Thermography Images 

 

I am not an expert at all in any of these areas; I am only telling what I 
experienced when my live blood cell analysis on 1/19/17 showed fungus in 
my blood at a level 4 out of 5. For those with Candida overgrowth, chronic 
fatigue is often one of the symptoms identified.  When symptoms such as 
bloating, gas, cramps, and either diarrhea or constipation are present, it's a 
clear signal that something is amiss in your digestive tract. 

When exhaustion is severe, yeast and fungus are possibly stealing your 
energy. I had a thermogram in September 2016 to see if there was any 
residual cancer after several skin cancers were removed. To my surprise the 
thermogram showed many sights that were red, meaning hot and possible 
cancer. The worst area of red was my mouth, showing infection from 
something called dental foci. This can lead to many things, so I addressed 
that and used cancer frequencies and Dental foci frequencies for 3 months. 
On December 19th, I had the follow up hoping for all the red to be gone. This 
was not the case. The dental Foci was drastically reduced, however, there 
was increased red and in more organs. Lymph and upper abdomen showed 
red and pink in the spleen and entire digestive area. Red is considered hot, 
meaning something could be up – leaky gut, metabolic syndrome, or any 
number of things.  On January 19th, I had a live blood test checking for 
tumors. He said there are NO tumors in your body, however, your blood is 
loaded with fungus of very nasty types. My only symptom was chronic 
severe exhaustion. I knew I was way too tired for a 64-year-old, and there 
needed to be a reason. Fungus was part it. Parasites, thyroid and adrenals 
were also an issue both in the thermogram and blood. 

 
There is much controversy about the cancer/fungus connection and even 
more about how to deal with this extensive amount of fungus in the blood. I 
found more conflicting information on the web about yeast, Candida, fungus, 
and what to do about it, more than anything I ever researched. Many of my 
friends suffer from exhaustion and many other things that are directly 
caused by yeast and fungal overgrowth but are afraid they cannot survive 
the 90 days of healthy eating and are not willing to give up their wine or 
cocktails. Well, I am living proof that it can be done in 45 days and without 
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giving up my nightly ritual of 2 glasses of wine with ½ oz. of gin in each, my 
favorite drink except when I substitute champagne for wine. If you have 
leaky gut, as I did in 2015 that must be addressed first. I used the GAPS 
diet with fermented veggies and bone broth for 6 weeks to handle the leaky 
gut issue. 
 
This fungus was a completely different issue also caused by decades of poor 
diet. Although I thought I was doing well since I addressed the leaky gut, I 
knew this exhaustion was something else and I was determined to find it. 
This required a radical diet change that caused massive fungal die off that 
fills the body with toxic waste when they die. I went slow and steady, using 
sound frequencies after an entire month of the program, but it wasn’t easy. I 
used all the things that felt right for me because I was only going to do this 
once. I was never hungry because I ate whole and healthy food, and ate as 
much as I wanted. When I finally used the fungal frequencies, I could feel 
the intensity of the die-off even more so. I was glad I did not introduce that 
early in the plan. In the end, my blood has NO fungal or yeast overgrowth. 
My liver was even better than in the first test, and my red cells were 
amazingly vital. I was told by the Doctor to limit bread or sugar to once a 
month, and maybe twice or three times a week would quickly return me to 
my previous state. I will cut back on the strictness of the diet but keep the 
bread and sugar out of it, adding in a few starchy veggies and grains if they 
are healthy. Now that I have accomplished this I believe anything is 
possible.  
 
There is a massive amount of us overweight baby boomers with a sugar 
addiction that must be addressed if we want to take charge of our health. 
Sound can do many things, including killing yeast, fungus and parasites, but 
these things also require a shift and a commitment. If only frequencies are 
used and no diet change, I am not sure what the outcome would be. It is 
possible to try but I feel it could be a very unhealthy loop of constant growth 
and die-off, leading to even more toxicity over time. I began week one 
eliminating all starchy veggies, fruits, bread of any kind, as well as fruit 
juice. 
 
I ate more protein and veggies, basically Paleo. After week one I did a Dr. 
Axe Salt Flush. Because I was already experiencing the toxic die off, this was 
really needed but not pleasant. I suggest if you are in poor health, get 
permission from your doctor to do this or get as healthy as you can. The 
dilemma is that this is something only you can do for yourself. There is NO 
magic pill for this and seriously doubt there are other avenues, except for 
www.mms-supplement.com, and I wasn’t willing to give up my wine so I 
went my own way. I am glad I did. 
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I did start the supplements right away on week one. There were good days 
and bad days throughout the entire process. I did not start the frequencies 
until about 20 days in. 
 
I did a second salt flush at the 3-week mark and it was a breeze compared 
to the first one. In the 4th week I was brave enough to do the fungal 
frequencies in the bath with the water speakers. I felt weak and sick for 
about an hour, went to the bathroom and was fine. I did many baths with 
frequencies over the next few weeks. The final 2 weeks is when I began the 
honey, cinnamon, turmeric protocol. I was told it was only needed for 2 
weeks and only found out about it the after I was one month in. I believe 
the universe sends us exactly what we need when we need it. I am sure that 
made an enormous difference and I am sure it could be done in the first part 
of the detox for quicker, better results. One thing I noticed is that exactly at 
the 6-week mark is when I really noticed feeling lighter and better than I 
had for well over a year. 
 
After the horrible eating over the holidays, I felt so much worse. I knew my 
back was up against a wall and I was the only one who could fix this. Even 
though my results were good, I knew I still needed to address parasites, 
thyroid and adrenal issues. I used the frequencies and supplements, kept up 
a healthy diet and tested very well with traditional medicine with extensive 
blood and urine tests. The real test is that I feel healthier than I have in 
years. 
 
Fungus was my focus at this point: 

Supplements  Coloidial Silver 4 oz a day, and Black Walnut Extract extract 
pills 6 a day, high-end probiotics and digestive enzymes every time I ate 
protein from eggs meat or fish, oregano oil, tumeric, black cumin seed oil 
capsules, Vitamin D3, magnesium and calcium selinium complex, curcumin, 
iodine. 

I drank baking soda with lemon in the a.m. while eating the mixture of raw 
or manuka honey with organic tumeric and cinnamon mixed in it (my 
favorite part of the plan). I did not mix them together but assumed that 
eating some of the honey and then sipping the baking soda and lemon 
actually mixed them better in my stomach.  

I took parts of this from different experts to create for me a plan that could 
work for me.  

Food 

Celery Juice upon awakening (suggested by the Medical Meduim) 
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30 min later, 4 oz. water with ¾ teaspoon of baking soda with a tablesppon 
of lemon juice. While I was drinking it, I would eat ¾ of a teaspoon of the 
special Honey Tumeric and cinnamon mixture. (8 oz. raw honey, mix in 1 oz. 
of organic cinnamon, and 1 oz. of organic tumeric powder)  

30 min later, 6 oz almond milk or coconut milk (no sugar) adding in while 
heating a plant-based protein mix of your choice with organic caccoa 
powder, ½ teaspoon of tumeric and cinnamon powder with vanilla. Delish! 
This can be added to your coffee making your coffee a real power drink. 
There is no reason to give up coffee if you do not want to. 

Eggs, limited black beans, black rice, sweet potatoes, salmon, tuna, beef 
and chicken or the veggie version. Lots of cabbage, spinach, avocado, 
brussle sprouts, green juicing, sauerkraut, ginger, hemp seed, and other 
plant protein, lots of garlic, healthy oils and spices. Any veggies would be 
fine; these are the ones I ate. 

Water   Start with water of the highest quality ( I use Adya Clarity System) 
and infuse the water with frequencies and a north magnetic field to structure 
it. Drink 2 -3 quarts daily or more. I do not suggest the 2 glasses of wine I 
drink every night, but I continued doing that. To help clear the fungas I used 
a salt flush every other week. I do not exercise but I have a job that keeps 
me up and moving 3 days a week.  

I created a playlist of sound therapy from my extensive collections and 
began to phase in the candida, yeast and thyroid fungal programs. Daily 
baths using water speakers were a priority, if at all possible. Respiratory 
Relief, Vitamin C, Blood Circulation and Fungus, when I felt appropriate, 
were my main choices. It is not necessary to use the waterproof speakers 
but I believe they make a huge difference. I am sure placing a speaker or 
even your phone next to the tub will help.  The main symptom of severe 
exhaustion began to decrease in week 3. It was actually worse until then, 
but I read that was the case. 

Each person needs to tailor their detox according to their tastes and other 
health issues with extensive self reasearch and muscle testing. It is 
important to research all supplements with possible interactions of any 
health issues you have or medication you may be on. We are ultimately our 
own healer, even if we choose surgery or chemo for our highest good. I 
really never want to go through the detox again, and hope I follow Dr. 
Brewers’ advice to limit sugar and bread to once a month. I have made food 
delicious and tasty and always ate if I was hungry.  
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Thermography is a non-invasive screening procedure which uses a 
specialized camera to take pictures of your infrared image from any part of 
the body. It is a clinical imaging procedure for detecting and monitoring a 
number of diseases by showing the thermal abnormalities present in the 
body. They are in many states and countries. There are extensive YouTubes 
about them, including many training videos for the doctors that read them. 

Live Blood Cell Analysis  

Live cell imaging. ... Live cell imaging is the study of living cells using 
time-lapse microscopy. It is used by scientists to obtain a better 
understanding of biological function through the study of cellular 
dynamics. Live cell imaging was pioneered in first decade of the 20th 
century. 

On March 7th my blood was healthy and completely free of nasty fungus.  

Thermography and live blood cell analysis photos before and after 

Before and after are 6 months apart and show what we can accomplish with diet 
and sound. 

 
 

I included the dental foci because it is believed that this invisible infection 
may be the cause of many of our health issues, including sudden deadly 
infections. Cancer, heart disease, and many other problems can stem 
directly from dental foci that has no symptoms. Only Thermography can 
show they even exist. As of now only surgery and frequencies can cure it.  
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                            Side View Before and After 

 

The red in the images indicate inflammation, blood flow to tumors or injury. 
It cannot diagnose cancer. It can indicate that medical testing for cancer 
may be in order. It can detect changes up to 10 years before current 
medical tests can see them due to its sensitivity to heat in the body. The 
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change from red on the right to blue, green and yellow on the left shows 
impressive improvement in the mouth, lymph, thyroid, and entire digestive 
track. The important thing is that I have my energy back, feel healthy, and 
did this myself.  

 

 

 

 

These photos reflect the change in the blood cells from unhealthy to healthy. 
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I have been taking care of my granddaughter from infant to toddler and 
getting ready for her little brother to arrive. My back pain was making it 
necessary to take 3 Aleve daily just to get me through the day. Once I 
began the baths with Respiratory Relief, I needed no Aleve at all. The 
woman who took the photos of my spine was amazed that I have absolutely 
no pain at all. Even though there was some improvement in the 2 months 
using bath with Respiratory Relief, what matters most is that I am not in 
pain. I believe that most pain is because of a lack of oxygen. I am sure if I 
used inflammation frequencies as well, it would have shown greater 
improvement in the photos. 

Testimonial from a friend 

 

This testimonial is long overdue!  I hope it is not too late to 
make it into your book.  Let me know if there is anything else I 
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can do to support your work! You are an angel on this planet and 
I am forever grateful for all you do for so many.  Much gratitude, 
Lauren 
 
I went for my annual thermal image screening of my breasts, as 
it gives you a much longer window into your breast health vs. 
mammograms which only show when problems exist, and was 
really surprised that the scan showed a lot more inflammation 
(redness) on both sides of my chest area.    It was a very large 
increase from the scan I had a year ago.  The nurse said after a 
few long "hmmmmmmmms," that she didn't think it was time to 
panic, which really made me panic!  She thought that since it 
was on both sides it might be related to lymphatic congestion or 
hormonal challenges. Per her recommendation I went for a 
lymphatic massage, but was still concerned and wanted more 
information. Since my mammogram tested fine, I decided I 
needed to get information from above!   I met with a medical 
medium who told me that I had a lot of estrogen stored in my 
body that was causing this cellular activity.  She said she saw a 
lumpiness on my chest wall, and I had to really get serious 
about clearing the estrogen out of my body to avoid this turning 
into something much more serious like breast cancer.  So this 
got my attention!   I met with a wonderful energy practitioner 
who helped me choose the right supplements, I cleaned up my 
diet, I worked on cleansing my liver and I listened to Regina's 
beautiful frequencies every day!  I listened to the breast cancer 
frequency (except I renamed it "Breast Love” in my iPod!  I 
didn't want to make any suggestions to my body or brain! ). I 
also listened to "Hormones, hot flashes and sleep", “Gentle Spirit 
", "Vitamin C", "Liver Treatment" and the "Miracle Chord".  I 
wore bone conduction headphones and enjoyed them each and 
every day.  It was beautiful music and beautiful medicine, and it 
made me feel like I was doing everything I could do to improve 
my health.  I knew I was on the right track.  Well 3 months later 
I went in for a follow up scan and had amazing results!   I have 
attached the before and after photos below.  Thank you Regina 
for making this so available, so easy to use, so enjoyable to use, 
and so effective!  I am truly grateful!  We are all so lucky to 
have access to this powerful healing medium!  Thank you for 
giving us tools and information to help heal ourselves! 
  
With gratitude and love, 
Lauren, AZ 
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HORMONES 

 

 

The above photo are my hormones. The top is taken before using the 
hormone program with bone conduction headphones. The center line is 
where the hormones should be; when the graph goes to the right, it is an 
excess; to the left is a deficit of the hormone.  When it crosses the other line 
that means it is out of balance, creating a physical effect. Because I was 62 
when I did this test, the two hormones that show way off in the bottom 
photo will always remain that way due to age. The rest of them are either 
perfect or practically perfect.  
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In this photo, you can clearly see that the Serotonin was brought into 
perfect alignment and the I Dopamine within acceptable range. The 
implications of this are so huge in Parkinson’s and mood disorders it is 
impossible to calculate. 
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                    Chapter Twenty-One 

               Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s  

 
The first photo on the top left is Mr. and Mrs. Eric Hilton. On the day, this picture 
was taken Bi Bi Hilton called me to bring the Mp3 player with Parkinson’s and 
Alzheimer’s programs for her husband, Eric. We had known each other for about 
four years and she was very familiar with my work. His diseases progressed so far 
that he could hardly say hello on the phone for the board meetings he needed to 
attend at the Hilton Foundation. At the time, Eric was so frustrated with his 
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circumstances that he became combative to the point that something drastic 
needed to happen in his care. When I arrived, he was hardly responsive to my 
questions. Once I put the bone conduction headphones on him, it was instantly 
evident that the lights went on. Mrs. Hilton kept them on for many days and, within 
two weeks, Eric was back at the Bellagio Casino gambling two days a week until a 
month before he passed over a year later. The second photo is Eric 3 months later, 
and me, as he gave me a tour of his new home. He detailed everything in his home 
with a fabulous story. He pointed out his artwork, memories of his father, and the 
great Grand Openings of the Hilton Hotels that were legendary. The bottom photo 
is just 6 weeks prior to Mr. Hilton’s passing where he was being honored for the 
amazing accomplishments of his food rescue program, Three Square, a model for 
the world that he founded.  

There are many stories about these two programs but I will just let this YouTube 
make the point. 

https://youtu.be/9ZvN0BcVfh4 

If these programs were played in the background of Assisted Living 
communities this free, non-invasive sound therapy program could transform 
the environments and lives of all who live and work in them. Many of them 
have TV’s off, or playing other music, or CNN blasting 24/7. This minor 
change is so easy to implement but I have yet to see anyone with the power 
to make that change open to these programs. I have tried for years but 
have fallen short of implementing the shift, with a few exceptions. 
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Chapter Twenty-Two 

Radiation Detox 

As Susanne Jonas and I began working together, I would from time to time 
ask her to make a program. One day I asked her to make the Radiation 
Detox program. I did not know it then that I would consider it the most 
important detox program needed in the world today. I realize this is a 
sensitive and controversial subject so I saved it for last. I also believe it is 
the most critical issue at hand today. I have tested this program on myself 
using the Electro Interstitial Scan. I have results on myself for 6 years so, 
when something has a profound effect on my results, I know I’m onto 
something important. My brain results were consistently bad, always 
showing in blue and darker blue throughout all areas of my brain. This 
concerned me as far as my ability to drive, or worse, chronic depression or 
Alzheimer’s. When I tested the before and after Radiation Detox, my brain 
was mostly -35 and various shades of blue. I played Radiation Detox with 
bone conduction headphones for an hour and then retested. To my surprise 
and amazement my brain was grey on the scan. This meant NO issues 
existed. The range was between 3 and 7. Even my carotid arteries went 
from -50 to -7.  This is the type of response that basically falls into the 
category of miraculous or unbelievable. It also led me to go deeper into the 
areas of cell phone radiation damage, cell towers, and smart meters. It led 
me to wonder why Glioblastoma is always in my top 10 YouTube programs 
out of 250 videos. I believe we are being cooked by all this wireless 
technology, and this is another toxin being thrown at us that we are 
completely unaware of. I believe everything from Autism, to brain cancer, to 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s must do with sensitivity to these EMFs. I have 
no proof here but the evidence is mounting. Once you start your own 
research in this area, you might find this program to be one of your regulars 
on your personal playlist. If is for sure on mine.  
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           Before                                                    After 

I go to great lengths to protect my grandchildren from EMF’s. If parents 
knew how to protect their children from the moment of conception, there 
would be a great deal less childhood cancers. Once a child is diagnosed with 
glioblastoma, it is the beginning of pure hell for the family and the child. 
First is the removal of the tumor, then Chemo. Once that happens, if the 
child was to keep the glioblastoma program playing as much as possible 
along with baths with Water programs every day, it is possible to prevent a 
recurrence. This is only my personal belief; it has never been tested. If it 
were my grandchild I would make a baseball cap with 6 transducers playing 
the Glioblastoma program as much as the child would let me. My only hope 
is that someone will read this and try it. If it worked, I pray they would 
spread the word to the many parents who walk the path of childhood cancer. 

Unfortunately, with many childhood cancers like Glioblastoma, the belief is 
so strong and rock solid that there is no cure. Many children that could be 
cured actually die from the belief that those who love them cannot change. 

 

Fortunately, there are ways you can protect yourself from the dangers, including: 

 Avoid placing a wireless router in your kitchen or bedroom. 
 Do not keep the phone in your pocket. 
 Use wired phones when at home to reduce electromagnetic radiation. 
 If you’re pregnant, don’t keep the phone close to the belly. 
 Make sure you keep your phone at the other end of the room, or on the seat  

of the car. 
 Use texting more than talking. 
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 Do not use wireless baby monitors, as they all operate on microwave frequency. 
 Disconnect all Wi-Fi devices before going to sleep. 
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Chapter Twenty-Three 

The Voice, Bees and Jonathan Goldman 

Jonathan Goldman is the truest sound therapy expert of our time that I 
know, and he has been a relentless researcher in the field. His books were 
the first introduction to the science of sound for me. He and his wife, Andie, 
are the most respected in the field, and whatever book of his you read is a 
treasure. His latest book, “The Humming Effect”, teaches the most useful 
exercises in the simple healing tool of humming. Self-induced internal 
vibration is probably the most healing and self-soothing of all. His book is 
easy to read, small, and powerful enough to save your life. Anyone with 
sinus or breathing issues should employ his strategies. 

An interesting fact in the book was about bees. As many of you know, bees 
are in big trouble and are a key aspect of this planet’s balance. They are 
dying quickly. I believe it may have to do with cell towers and other radio 
waves. The colonies seem to die very quickly once they become sick and 
then they all die at once. It was discovered that if the sounds of bees are 
played in a specific manor they get better. The reason I feel this is 
interesting is that there are two excellent researchers that also use the 
recorded sound of the self as major healing tools. The first is Dr. Alfred 
Tomatis.  

The Founder 
Alfred A. Tomatis was born in Nice on January 1, 1920 and died in 
Carcassonne at Christmas 2001. A Doctor of Medicine from the University of 
Paris, he specialized in Ear, Nose and Throat and in Speech Therapy. As 
early as 1947 he identified the relationship between the ear and the voice. 
This discovery was made official in 1957 by the Academy of Science and 
Medicine in Paris, with the name "Tomatis Effect", and is the basis of the 
techniques he has created for the treatment of listening and communication 
problems.  
 
Alfred A. Tomatis is also the author of many books and scientific articles 
covering the different fields he has worked in: Education, Psychology, 
Linguistics, and Philosophy.  
 
The Tomatis Method 
This discovery was made following research, started in 1947, in several 
disciplines, namely: Audiology, Phonology, and Psychology. Research carried 
out on the linguistic function has led to the development of techniques that 
structure the control circuits of voice and language by acting on listening. 
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Alfred A. Tomatis showed that listening starts with the fetus in the womb, 
which was a highly innovative idea at the time. 
 
The Mozart Effect 
 
One of the most famous Tomatis Method publications is Don Campbell's 
“Mozart Effect: Tapping the Power of Music to Heal the 
Body, Strengthen the Mind, and Unlock the Creative Spirit”. It has a 
simple but life-changing message: music is medicine for the body, the mind 
and the soul. 

The latest technology they use is a headset that records the person’s voice 
and it is played back through bone conduction headphones instantly in real 
time. This bypasses the delay of how we actually hear our voices and seems 
to help many conditions. I am a huge believer in bone conduction 
headphones to deliver my programs because of the magnet and copper coil. 
You can learn everything about The Tomatis Method that at 
www.thelisteningcenter.net 

The second technology, called Metatones, takes a recording of the voice and 
plays it back to you in many different octaves. This is a unique approach to 
using sound. I have personally used this as well as photographed many 
before and after changes in the energy field when my cameras used to 
capture images to teach me. 

I believe that this technology has more spiritual benefits than some other 
technologies. You can research this at www.metatones.com  

In the next several photos I will explain a few things I learned about sound 
and voice.  

I believe that we can learn to chant or tone, record it on our Smartphone, 
and play it back to ourselves with bone conduction headphone to recreate 
that place of inner peace we had when we recorded it instantly. There are 
many times a day that we experience a frustration we might get stuck in. I 
think this method can be a very quick way into a better place. It is not easy 
to take the time in this hectic world to chant and receive the amazing 
benefits of that, but it is easy to play a recording back to yourself in a more 
passive way and receive the benefits in that way. 
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This is my friend Madison. She was upset about 
something, although she doesn’t look it because 
of the smile on the face. In the photo, her 
energy showed frustration and anger. I 
perceived that based on the reddish color 
around her head, and the yellow is a form of 
fear. I asked her to try something for me. 

 

I asked her to listen to the sound of the OHM 
tuning forks. These are weighted 136.10 tuning 
forks. As you can see her energy field was 
clearing up. 

 

 

 

In this photo, Madison was chanting the OHM 
sound along with the sound of the tuning fork. 

To me this was a very large shift in her energy 
and she no longer felt upset. 

I love using the tuning forks to help me chant 
the OHM sound.  

 

 

 
I learned about tuning forks at the level 1 training from www.acutonics.com 
in 2004.   

There are many teaching courses, along with sets of tuning forks.  All are 
wonderful. “There’s No Place Like OHM” is by far a classic book, and I have 
read the first 15 pages so many times; each time it brings me back HOME. It 
is only available on the Acutonics site, and is an incredible way to introduce 
yourself to the Sounds of The Spheres. 
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                          Chapter Twenty-Four 

                           The Sound of Color  

By Joe Reilly and Mary Milroy 

Wisdom is found in many counselors, and developing the Sound of Color protocol has proved no 
exception. This story involves a music therapist, a nun, a mathematician, a medical intuitive, and 
finally, a colorpuncturist. First came an interest in sound healing, then color became part of the 
equation, and finally the Sound of Color Protocol was born over many years with the insight of 
these gifted individuals. 

I formed Tune-Up Network Enterprises ( T.U.N.E.) in 2001 after several years of service as staff 
music therapist at a large urban teaching hospital in the city of Philadelphia, Albert Einstein 
Medical Center. I had some experience in graduate school doing research with gesturo-musical 
response of psychiatric in-patients using traditional music therapy interventions. But nothing in 
my formal studies, which began in 1988, could have prepared me for my baptism into the new 
world of sound healing. 

 

My story starts in 1989, when Sr. Jean Anthony Gileno, who ran the Department of Music 
Therapy at Immaculata University, brought me to New York City to attend the Arts and Medicine 
Conference. There we viewed a short film made by Jeff Volk and featuring Jonathan Goldman, a 
fellow music therapist from Boulder Colorado. 

The subject of the video was Sir Guy Peter Manners, a British physician who had developed a 
machine called the MK3, which he claimed could mimic the sound of various organs of the body, 
as well as muscle, bone, nerve, and tissue, etc… 
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Anyway, his study had to do with kidney disease and Dr. Manners said that he could produce the 
sound of healthy kidney cells with the MK3* and that he was sending that audible information to 
the diseased kidney cells of his research subject. (*Note: The MK3 is the prototype of later sound 
healing devices- the CYMA 1000 and the AMI 750 developed by Mandara Cromwell. Mandara is 
the founder of Cymatechnologies, Inc. and the International Sound Therapy Association (ISTA), 
both based in Atlanta, Georgia.)He also maintained that the actual sound combinations, which 
he termed “commutations” contained, not 1, but 5 different electromagnetic wave forms- each 
wave targeting one of the five known stages of cellular development. 

The patient was treated for 45 minutes, twice a day, for 45 days. The stunning biopsy result was 
healthy virgin kidney cells in the subject’s organ generated solely by sound! At this point, Sr. 
Jean Anthony leaned over to me and said, “Joe, this is the medicine of the future.” A minute 
later, the New York City maxillofacial surgeon sitting on my left remarked, “This guy is a 
definitely certifiable.” 

My first thought what a simple, elegant solution this could be to healing disease. I pictured five 
beautiful sonic choirboys singing the childhood melody “THIS IS THE WAY THE KIDNEY 
SINGS, THE KIDNEY SINGS, THE KIDNEY SINGS…” However, like the medical man next to 
me, just couldn’t believe it could be that easy. But the seed idea of cymatics had been planted 
and the possibility that I could now move the focus of my practice as a music therapist from the 
realm of improving psychological, emotional, and cognitive health to actual physical healing 
really excited me…. 

My crash course in energy medicine came four years later in 1993, while I was presenting my 
research on gesture-musical response using the LIGHNING module invented by Don Buchla for 
the Institute for Music and Healing at Immaculata. At that point in my professional life, I was 
absolutely devoted to proving the efficacy of traditional music therapy protocols within the 
existing medical model of a general hospital. After my presentation and on my way to lunch with 
Sr. Jean, I was introduced to a woman named Kay Gardner who was also presenting at the 
Institute on the subject of sound healing. Kay was an accomplished composer, flute player, and 
recording artist. She took one look at me and said, “You are surrounded in a purple light!” I 
smiled nervously and gazed over to Sr. Jean silently voicing, “What the heck is this lady talking 
about?” Then Kay continued, “Oh, and purple is a very spiritual color.” So, I just said 
“thanks”, but really, I was thinking how come we just can’t have a nice peaceful lunch without a 
strange woman spouting what seemed like mumbo-jumbo! 

Kay Gardner was the first person I met who could see the energy field that surrounds us, 
commonly called the aura or Human Energy Field (HEF). She gave me a copy of her CD aptly 
titled THE RAINBOW PATH, which has a piece of music designed specifically for each of seven 
energy centers that were positioned in front of the body called chakras. Also, each one of the 
chakras had a color associated with it. According to her, these colors ascended up the body in 
the order red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet- the order of the rainbow, no less. 
Again I had two diametrically opposed thoughts: one was how simply and beautifully ordered 
our bodies were; the other was-as with my first exposure to cymatics- I was totally skeptical of 
even the existence of the chakras. Also, I genuinely believed that Kay Gardner may have been 
delusional and possibly hallucinating like many of my patients! Bottom line though, another seed 
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thought had been planted. This time, I learned how the energy of color was part of our biological 
make-up. Now here is how it came together for me: 

In 2005, I received a grant from Connie Achilles and the Meton Foundation to begin the study of 
vibrational medicine. Connie Achilles is both a brilliant mathematician and a devoted witness to 
the fundamental power of number in the make-up of our wonderful world. If Pythagoras had a 
daughter, she would be her! My wife Judye and I, as well as my friend and chiropractor, Dr. Joe 
Norpel travelled to Atlanta to finally meet Mandara Cromwell, acquire her CYMA1000 cymatics 
device, and receive training in its’ use. We attended this conference and heard story after story 
of how cymatherapy had incredible results with all sorts of medical conditions. The actual list of 
cymatic commutations contained 688 codes for almost every condition of mind and body could 
have. What really caught my attention was a list of healing sounds for the chakra systems and a 
list of the sounds of different colors as well. I could hardly believe it. Our first journey to Atlanta 
had proved amazingly fruitful! The other part of the Meton Foundation grant provided for the 
purchase of a Gas Discharge Visualization camera from Russia. The device measured the bio-
electric field around the human body commonly called “the aura”. Simply put, this specialized 
camera made visible the energy that Kay Gardner- and a handful of other healers- could see 
with the naked eye. Dr. Beverly Rubick, founder of the Institute for Frontier Science, gave my 
wife and me our initial training sessions on the GDV camera. Judye and I learned that part of 
the software program could measure the energy of the chakras. 

I was absolutely intrigued that these invisible centers. Apparently, they resided a few inches 
ABOVE the organs of the endocrine system, the system responsible-among other things- for 
regulating self-healing in the physical body. That was way more than a coincidence, wasn’t it? 

Red hovered above the adrenals; orange is above the ovaries or testes; yellow is above the 
pancreas; green is above the thymus; blue is above the thyroid; indigo is above the pituitary 
glands; and finally, violet shines above the pineal gland. Now here was the link between the 
energy and physical body I’d been searching for! 

So, when I got back home, I decided to take a serious look at these two technologies. I began a 
series of case studies with my Immaculata music therapy students as volunteer subjects. Simply 
put, I did pre-test and post-test GDV measurements of the students after applying either the 
chakra sounds (root, sacral, solar plexus, etc…) OR the sounds of the colors (red, orange, yellow 
etc..) to the body and looked at the changes. There were many changes both to the overall 
bioelectric field and the sound energy being absorbed by the individual chakras. My intuition 
was that IF there really were these energy centers called chakras residing above the endocrine 
organs, and IF they really had different colors, then wouldn’t sending the right color to the 
corresponding chakra be good for the physical body in general, as a “health-generating” 
treatment? 

Thankfully for my mentor Sr. Jean and my lunch with a pioneering healer like Kay Gardner, I 
was prepared to meet the 4th influential person in this work, medical intuitive, Dwight Munson. 
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Dwight Munson 

Initially, Dwight Munson worked as an underwater construction diver for many years before he 
switched gears to study with Barbara Brennan and got into healing with subtle energy. Mr. 
Munson possessed certain isolated areas of ability. In our very first phone conversation, he 
mentioned he could “see” sound in his visual field. Right then, I felt a strong pull to meet this 
unusual man in person. By now, I could see I was becoming more curious, and less skeptical. In 
the summer of 2009, I travelled to his home in Silver Spring Maryland shortly after to meet him 
and his partner, Grace Miazza. Grace was our willing subject on this occasion. And I had 
decided to video record his comments the day we met. I began by telling him I that Mandara 
Cromwell, the creator of the device had found that the 129 commutations to improve circulation 
in the body’s extremities- and she had the thermography pics to back it up. I turned on 
commutation 129. When I applied the applicator to Grace’s chest, Mr. Munson closed his eyes, 
cocked his head, and extended his arm in the air. For a second, I began to wonder what I was 
getting myself into, until Dwight said the most amazing thing, “It (the sound) is out of rhythm 
with the heart, but now it’s integrating. The sound has entrained the heart. I’m seeing dilation. 
The vibration is being carried along the walls of the arteries. It’s not in the blood.” 

Dwight Munson Quote (on hearing Commutation 129 for the first time 7/29/2009) 

I was speechless. I had said nothing about Dr. Manner’s name of this specific commutation, but 
only mentioned its’ previously measured effect. As it turns out, Commutation 129 is called 
“Arteriosclerosis”. Now, I don’t know about you, but in my wildest imagining, if I wanted to 
design a sound that might ameliorate the medical condition of clogged arteries, would I not 
make a tone combination that dilates and vibrates the arterial walls and thereby dislodges the 
plaque? Absolutely. The fact is, there is no technology presently at our disposal - not even a 
functional MRI- that could “see” that happening to the body to that Dwight Munson could, and I 
was both amazed and excited. I finally, finally realized that the cymatics commutations of Dr. 
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Peter Guy Manners, at least according to Munson, is an incredible health-generating tool! When 
I turned off the machine, Mr. Munson exclaimed, “Where does he get this stuff !!!” Over the next 
few years, Dwight Munson helped me refine the Sound of Color protocol by examining hundreds 
of cymatics sounds and recording his intuitive observations to see what insights this man and his 
extraordinary gifts could offer. 

Sound of Color Protocol 

(Cymatics Commutation numbers) 

195 Root Chakra 

196 Sacral Chakra 

197 Solar Plexus Chakra 

673 Color Violet 

668 Color Blue 

362 Muscle Tone 

398 Nerve Tone 

My initial forays into this work showed that there were, in fact, changes in the energy of the 
chakras, but I really didn’t have the expertise to evaluate the results. That leads me to 
introducing my newest friend and research colleague, Mary Milroy. Mary is not only the 
uncontested American expert in the field of the Gas Discharge Visualization (GDV) camera, but 
also one of a handful of clinically trained colorpuncturists on the planet. She uses the same 
Chinese meridians that many acupuncturists use, but applies specific colors to these pathways 
instead of needles or hand pressure. Therefore, no one was more qualified to both implement 
and interpret the results of our pilot study using pre-and post Gas Discharge Visualization 
(GDV) camera. 

Before we look at the results of the SOUND OF COLOR pilot study, I just want to take some time 
to further describe the technologies of both the CYMA 1000 cymatics device - which was used to 
treat each member of the study by applying 3-minutes of the sound therapy protocol placed at the 
location of each of the 7 organs of the endocrine system as pictured below: 
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The CYMA 1000 and its applicator are pictured below. This device was first manufactured in 
2005 by Cymatechnologies based in Atlanta and headed by CEO Mandara Cromwell. The 
applicator was placed on the body where the 7 chakras reside. 

 

2015 GDVsource - Reprint Permission Required 6 
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As mentioned earlier, GDV pictures of the human energy field (HEF) were taken with a Kirlian 
camera designed by the Russian scientist and inventor, Konstantin Korotkov in 1995. It works by 
taking a picture of each of the 10 fingers. The individual finger “captures” are divided into 
sectors linked to specific organ systems and body parts based on traditional Chinese medicine. 
This is a marvelous blend of the old and new! Here’s a picture of the device: 

 

Now we can look at the results. 

First let’s look at an individual subject and see how her Human Energy Field changes from 
before and after the 21-minute SOUND OF COLOR Protocol: 
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Overall, the GDV Energy Field shows the collective measurements of the energy surrounding the 
fingertips as they are physically located on the body. In this image, the most striking feature is 
obvious to any observer. Before the treatment, many “breaks” are seen in the subjects’ energy 
field. After the treatment, her aura is significantly more energized. (NOTE: ALL subject’s post-
treatment GDV pictures were taken 30 minutes after they sat quietly in an adjacent room.) 
Another way to look at this same individual subject is by viewing the GDV Virtual Chakra 
pictures before and after the same 21-minute sound therapy session: 

         BASELINE           AFTER CYMA 

EMOTIONAL ENERGY FIELD 

2015 GDVsource - Reprint Permission Required 26 

CAPTURE #1 
BASELINE 

#2  
CYMA 

AREA 13,145 19,185 

SYMMETRY 74% 90% 
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The GDV Virtual Chakra program provides a deeper interpretation of the emotional states of the 
subject. Perfect alignment with one’s emotional state results when all the spheres are positioned 
on the center line and means that a person is satisfied with their emotional priorities. Smaller 
spheres indicate a loss of energy related to that specific chakra. Likewise, Chakra spheres 

GDV VIRTUAL CHAKRA (BASELINE) 
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GDV VIRTUAL CHAKRA (AFTER CYMA) 
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skewed to the left of the right indicate the person has a need to balance the inner and outer 
stressors in their lives. A comparison of these two images shows the chakra initially positioned in 
a “zigzag” pattern which indicates an elevated level of stress and emotional confusion. 
However, after the SOUND OF COLOR Treatment, the energy centers are much more balanced. 
Finally, let’s look at all six patients in the pilot study regarding the overall changes in endocrine 
system functioning before and after their first cymatherapy experience: 

 

(NOTE: Each “pair” of columns represents each of the study participants before and after their 
sound therapy.) The graph results speak for themselves. The treatments proved to be very 
helpful, at least in the short term, and initiated physical and emotional shifts for each person. All 
subjects showed excellent improvements, most notably in lowering their stress levels. The 
following percentiles are based on the six subjects used and reveal the improvements in specific 
areas: 

100%- Overall Energetic Improvement which is based on levels of improvement in all programs 
cumulatively (varies from slightly better to greatly improved). 

75%- Improved Stress Levels 

100%- Increased Emotional Energy 

25%- Increased Physical Energy 

© GDVSOURCE 2015. Reprint Permission Required. 

This graph shows the effect of the stress level of the Endocrine systems of all six 
subjects.  All subjects showed a decrease in stress level after one treatment. 
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In conclusion, this SOUND OF COLOR protocol study is only the beginning of what will be an 
expanded formal study using a larger sample size as well as a control group. Measurements will 
be made before, shortly after, and again at least 1-2 hours after using the CYMA 1000 in a quiet, 
clinical setting. In addition, measurements should also be recorded both over a sustained time 
interval (weeks-months) and with multiple treatments over an extended time as well. Finally, 
comparative studies of this depth would provide the scientific community with another valuable 
tool that promotes healing and balancing energy through cymatherapy.                       

                          

                                 

                              

 

 

                              

  

Mary Milroy, CEO    

Email: info@GDVsource.com    

Web: www.GDVSource.com 

Phone: +1-856-829-0992 

(cell) +1-856-776-0501 

 

 

Joseph Reilly  

Email: joereilly@tuneupnetwork.com 

Web: www.tuneupnetwork.com 

Phone: +1-610-389-3260 

 

For Further Information about CYMATICS & Music Therapy,  
please contact: 

For Further Information about the GDV Pro Camera and Energy 
Measurement & Research, please contact: 
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Chapter Twenty-Five 

Dr. Mitchel L. Gaynor 

My Hero 

No one is perfect, but some people are just truly wonderful, especially when 
they so willingly give their life for humanity. Although his death was labeled 
a suicide by police, those in the sound healing field know for certain this was 
not the case. He was scheduled to speak on September 11, 2015 at the 5th 
annual Globe Sound Healing Conference held by 
www.SoundHealingResearhFoundation.org . In the days leading up to his 
presentation, he was in constant communication with the host of the 
conference, David Gibson. Colleagues of mine were at the conference for the 
specific purpose of meeting Dr. Gaynor. I became familiar with his work from 
his many appearances on the Doctor Oz show. I did not know exactly how 
he was having such amazing results with crystal bowls that he spoke about. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/20/health/mitchell-l-gaynor-59-
manhattan-oncologist-and-advocate-for-alternative-treatments-dies.html 

This is the link to the New York Time story about him. If you are reading this 
in a printed version, please look that up on the internet to get a formal view 
of the modern-day saint. 

 

I was very impressed with the Peace Machine he presented on the Dr. Oz 
show and managed to reproduce it for about $100. I wanted to show it to 
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him. I could not attend the conference so my friends brought it with them to 
show him. It consists of a mini amp and two transducers that connects to an 
mp3 player with my frequency infused vibroacoustic music for delivery to the 
body. It is what I have referred to as the VibraSonic Pillows. In Dr. Gaynor’s 
book, “The Healing Power of Sound, Recovery from Life Threatening Illness 
Using Sound, Voice and Music”, he takes you on a comprehensive journey of 
all the techniques he was using; many of them he developed himself. As a 
famous Oncologist and the most highly trained and respected in his field, he 
broke all the rules to educate people to self-heal through sound. He used 
and taught toning and chanting in workshops as well as in the book. His 
visions, hopes, desires, techniques and knowledge are so powerful that, as 
you read the book, you can feel this special man sitting next to you. It is as 
if you get a Ph.D. from his soul from the moment you open the book until 
you finish it. I never put that book away. It is among my very few 
possessions that I can always see in my living room. 
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                              Testimonials 

Here’s a letter from Kathleen Haden: 

Baby Skye was born at home on a Tuesday on the full moon in a 
wonderful water birth. The home unit (amp & water speakers 
from Parts Express was used during birth with CD John made for 
Delivery including frequencies for stress, relaxation. By Friday of 
same week Skye began to show signs of Jaundice. By time he 
got admitted to hospital around 6 pm his count was 39, average 
is 3-4. They immediately told mom & dad he would need several 
blood transfusions, that he may go into a coma, and could have 
brain damage due to high numbers. We brought the same 
system but we had your MP3 player with Welcome to the World 
and whatever other music was on it from Baby Heart Beats, we 
were allowed to put it in the incubator and his first transfusion 
started at 10 pm and went till 4 am. At that time, his numbers 
had come down to 19 which they were amazed. They continued 
to watch over him. We came back at 10am and had mother 
record her voice onto player and her reading a story to him plus 
telling him how much he was loved and wanted. We did a lot of 
praying and calling on Mother Mary for a miracle. They continued 
playing for 2 hours on, 2 hours off. By Saturday night his 
numbers had dropped to 14. On Sunday, his numbers were 
down to 10 and mom was able to start nursing and holding him. 
He never got lethargic, nor lost his alertness. By Sunday night 
he was down to 8 and was able to go home on Monday with his 
number being 3…….The staff was amazed and what they noticed 
was all the other babies in the NNIC unit w3ere doing better. It 
was a miracle…….Then Friday after that Monday he got Pink Eye, 
the mom came over and I worked on his feet with essential oils 
and playing 204 frequency straight for over an hour. When he 
left the Pink Eye was gone and Baby Skye is thriving at 8 
weeks….. 
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Little Keaton was not crawling, walking, standing up, talking, or 
feeding herself at 17 months. Her mom had repeatedly told her 
Dr. about it, he finally sent her to a PT for an evaluation. She 
was told she had torticollis and therapy began. She was doing a 
little better and after 4 sessions the mom asked for a CD. We 
gave her Regina’s Autism Cd and after only 5 days, she began to 
crawl, stand up, feed herself and start saying words. It has been 
just over 3 weeks and the family just returned from a week at 
Disney where I was told how amazing Keaton was doing. They 
are still playing the CD 2x a day and Johns sleep CD at night. 
Their entire house has gotten calmer, everyone is sleeping 
through the night and all is great. 
 
So now we have CDs in an 89 year old woman’s house after just 
being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. Just in 3 days the 
woman is feeling so good and getting some energy back. She 
will start Chemo in a week and plans to take her music with her 
for her treatments. We also got her 2 daughters CDs for 
Pancreatic Support so if they have the gene for the cancer 
hopefully this will keep it at bay. 
 
Every day more and more people are asking us for CDs and we 
are getting amazing testimonials which I will send you as I 
receive them…..Much love, Kathleen 

Respiratory Relief Testimonials 

My niece was in ICU due to a lengthy battle with Chemical 
Poisons affecting her lungs. Her parents were told not to expect 
recovery and to prepare for her passing. I sent them the 
YouTube of Respiratory Relief that her parents played constantly 
and within 24 hours she was off the respirator. 

Angie Bergen 

 

My son was born at 3 lbs. and one month premature. He was put 
on oxygen because his stats were too low to breathe on his own. 
I played Respiratory Relief from the Mp3 setup given to me by 
Regina Murphy and he was off oxygen the next morning and 
graduated to a crib.  

Stevie 
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I discovered a water spa in Las Vegas (www.kaqun.eu) and I 
think they use a type of Heavy Water to cure cancer. I’m 
guessing about the heavy water theory based on my limited 
research about it. People with cancer take one-hour baths 3 
times a day for a specific number of days and then repeat the 
protocols. There are Spas in Hungary, Los Angeles, Las Vegas 
and Asia. In addition to the baths they also drink the water.  
After one visit my back pain was gone. I carry my 22 lb. one-
year-old granddaughter up and down the stairs all day and lift 
her constantly. I decided to try the Respiratory Relief music in 
my bath with waterproof speakers, and decided to infuse the 
frequencies into the water I drink, and not only has my pain 
remained gone but my husband’s Oxygen stays consistently at 
97.  He is on Oxygen 24/7 with severe COPD. That is a three-
point increase just since drinking the water treated with this 
amazing program. I even stopped treating the water and his 
oxygen went back down again. I just place a speaker on or near 
the water container and play it 2 times. The frequencies in water 
hold for 48 hours. In oil or gel they hold much longer. I also take 
baths with the Vitamin C program and treat my water with that 
as well.  

Regina 

(I wrote this prior to making the water programs with Oxygen, 
Hydrogen and the Sun) 
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Regina handed me the Respiratory Relief and was telling me 
the results people were having. At that time, I didn’t need to use 
it. About a week ago, today is March 22, 2013, my daughter 
started sneezing, coughing and had dark spots below her eyes. A 
friend said you might want to get her started on Claritin. I so do 
not like using meds! After getting home, I remembered 
Regina’s Respiratory DVD. So, I set it up in my bedroom and 
put the subwoofer on the bed and placed the 2 speakers on her 
chest under the covers. I played it twice before I went to bed. 
The next morning, when we went to my friend’s house, she said 
Kayden looks great! I told her what I did and I KNOW that the 
Respiratory DVD healed her of any sinus/allergy issues she had 
going on! 
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Sally
 

 

Autism Breakthrough with Sound Therapy DVD 

Father Joseph O’Brien, O.P., the Executive Director of the St. Therese HIV 
Outreach Program Las Vegas, shares about an Autism Breakthrough with 
Autism Sound Therapy DVD, https://youtu.be/EzSK8Nj7ktQ, or search on 
YouTube Regina Murphy Autism Breakthrough. He talks about how our 
sound therapy for Autism DVD has affected students in his cooking class. For 
those with Autism, he has seen increased focus, decreased behavior issues, 
increased calm, and decreased flatulence. It has also helped students 
following directions better, follow through and complete tasks, and has 
lowered ticks & outbursts from Tourette syndrome! 

We are very fortunate here at the St. Therese HIV Outreach 
Center to have Basic High School students come almost every 
day each week.  It’s the autism class, and the thing that is truly 
remarkable is that we have had the time to use sound therapy 
from the wonderful Sound for Self-Treatment. We have used 
these sound therapy programs with the students and some of 
the most remarkable things have happened. We have one 
student who has Tourette’s syndrome added in with autism, and 
sometimes she can scare us tremendously by bursting out with 
something. When we play the sound therapy treatments, the 
various ones, she is so calm; she never has any outbursts and 
she really works well. We bake on one day, and the students 
make cookies and a number of things. When we do cupcakes, 
she is so meticulous about the icing. She works so calmly when 
the music is playing and it’s really great. The only thing is when 
we do not play the sound therapy, it is chaos. She doesn’t want 
to decorate and she doesn’t want to do things with the cupcake. 
This is just one student. 

We have another student, he is an amazing guy, he’s like almost 
seven feet tall, and he’s a very big Pacific Islander. In his 
situation, he just really wanders around and does nothing; we all 
just sort of go with that and deal with that. When we are playing 
the sound therapy programs from Sounds for Self-Treatment, he 
is very focused and he will work. He will actually do things … the 
teachers will give him things to do and he will do it. It won’t be 
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something that they have to remind him, and remind him, and 
remind him. One funny thing though; it’s somewhat a little 
embarrassing to us, not to him. When there is no music and he 
is just wondering around, he passes gas. He can clear a room; 
however, when we play the sound therapy he doesn’t pass gas. 
The amazing thing is that he works, he does things, he’s 
focused, and he doesn’t pass gas when we play the sound 
therapy music. 

The teacher said, “Please give me a copy of that so I can play it 
in the classroom”; the teachers are using it and they’re very 
excited. It’s just a great program. Even for the staff; we use it a 
little bit when we have a lot of stuff going on. We’re sorting food 
at the moment in here; the staff is listening to the program and 
they loved it, and it’s good for them. It’s a great, great asset. 
They are calm; they are meditated and, even when the sound 
therapy program ends, we put it on loop. They are like, “Oh 
break’s over”, and they’ve been working the whole time. It’s 
exciting. A lot of remarkable things have happened. We are 
proud to be part of it and to have Basic High School students 
benefit from using sound therapy. The teachers are proud to use 
sound therapy as well. 

It just benefits a lot of people. It keeps giving, and giving, and 
giving. 

 

Exciting Results from Dolphin Cove 

I just wanted to share with you some exciting results from the 
Dolphin Cove last week. In an effort to improve the overall 
wellness of my staff at the autism center, as well as motivate 
them to use more services at the hospital, I encouraged my staff 
to try the Dolphin Cove. We set up a schedule with Tabby and I 
had 11 participants total. My results are listed below: 

 6/11 experienced a drop in systolic blood pressure 
 8/11 experienced a drop in diastolic blood pressure 
 5/11 experienced a drop in physical pain 
 6/11 experienced a drop in emotional pain 
 11/11 said that they felt more relaxed and calm as a result 

of using the dolphin cove 
 11/11 said that they would utilize the service again. 
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I thought that these were fantastic results and I look forward to 
continuing to use it with my staff.   

Jordan 

 

Thank You for Introducing Me to the Dolphin Whale Sound 
Therapy 

Regina, I would like to thank you for introducing me to the 
dolphin whale sound therapy; it has transformed my life. 

In 1999 four friends that I loved dearly were murdered. I had a 
complete breakdown. I had a great job, loved to snowboard, 
play pool, work out and have fun. 

I turned away from God, my family and friends, and went into a 
deep dark depression and drug abuse. I was having daily anxiety 
and panic attacks and could not leave my home without being 
heavily medicated. 

Then I was introduced to Regina Murphy by my Mom. Regina 
gave me the dolphin/whale sound therapy DVD on depression, 
addiction and PTSD. 

I had some very awesome experiences watching the DVD’s. My 
anxiety is under control, I have gotten off the drugs and started 
doing the things I love to do. I found a great therapist and I am 
working towards all of my goals that I thought were gone 
forever. 

Anyone who is going through a struggle in their life. I would 
recommend watching the dolphin/whale meditation DVD’s. I 
thank God for my sound therapy, I am reclaiming my power 
back!!! AM 

 

These ladies are great to work with! 

These ladies are great to work with; they really know what they 
are doing. I have several of their recordings and I love them. I 
listen to them and my own Rife frequencies daily, and I definitely 
am starting to feel better; I’m walking straighter, have more 
energy, and less pain, sleeping better, along with a feeling of 
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being lighter. Also, since playing the frequencies, my one dog, 
his eyes are clearing up. He went to a new home several years 
ago, but started to go blind and his eyes were runny all the time 
after the woman gave him his vaccinations. So, she didn’t want 
him anymore, so I took him back. As a small breeder of Maltese, 
I always stood behind my dogs. I don’t raise dogs any more 
though, because I can’t stand the way people feed them and fill 
them up with poison. My dogs eat an all natural diet. Anyway, if 
nothing else did, that convinces me that they work. Bless you 
ladies for the work you do. 

Dawn 

 

Angel Therapy Program  

I’m grateful to have the angel therapy program. I was very 
excited when I found it. This sound healing is amazing; the one I 
have for back pain is wonderful and helps so much. Thank you 
once again for all your help. 

Many Blessings, 

Pat 

 

Healing Regeneration and Wound Care Audio 

I need to thank you for your “Healing Regeneration and Wound 
Care” audio. I had been to the hospital the day that you 
introduced it for an ulcer on the bottom and side of my right foot 
that wasn’t healing, had become infected actually, perforating 
through the top of the foot, leaving a gaping open wound 
through the skin and susceptible to more infection requiring 
home care for the wound care. After playing the audio and 
leaving it on all night while I slept, I awoke to find it 
‘miraculously’ healed. I was shocked at the speed since I had 
been trying to heal it for at least the past 5 years, unable to out 
weight on that foot for the past 11 years. 

I can’t find the words to thank you or convey the extent of 
healing involved. 

Thank you, thank you, thank you. 
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Sending you many blessings….Laura 

 

Muscle Spasms 

I am paralyzed and suffer for muscle spasms in my back and 
bladder.  This is a miracle. ~~ Denis 

 

The Pain is Gone! 

I have had such stiffness in my back and nothing seemed to 
help.  After 2 sessions with the speaker on my back, the stiffness 
was totally gone. I use the speaker on my headache when 
nothing else works and the pain is gone is 30 seconds.  I also 
used the bone conduction headphones for resistant gum 
infections and within hours it was better. 

 

Respiratory Relief 

I played Respiratory Relief for my children with the flu, only 2 
times, and he was 90% better the next morning. Susan Goecke 

 

Lung Function Improved from 45 to 58 after using 
Respiratory Relief DVD 

I started to play the “Reparatory Relief DVD” when I read on FB 
that is was curing the flu. I played it 3 times a day without fail 
for a week. 

I had an appointment with the Lung Doctor and to my surprise 
my lung function improved from 45 to 58. 

This is not considered possible by the average medical doctor. 
~~ David 
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Improvement in Autism 

My 3-year-old with Autism improved in several areas in only two 
sessions with the DVD. Thank you so much.  ~~Anonymous 

 

Calmed my Children 

I play the DVD in my car before we go into the house for about 8 
minutes and my children are so calm. ~~ Christine (Mother of 4 
special needs children) 

 

Anxiety and Depression 
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Anxiety and Depression helped me cope with the loss of my 
daughter.  It is a Godsend.  ~~Maryanne 

 

PTSD to the Rescue! 

PTSD is just too good to be true.  ~~Anonymous Veteran with 
severe PTSD 

 

Depression and Anxiety and Heart Health 

I played Depression and Anxiety and Heart health when I was 
not watching TV. Within 3 days I called and said that I know 
something was happening. Thank you so much. Medical tests 
have proven this to be true. Go to the web site 
www.thesecretsofsoundtherapy.com to view the records.    
~~Randy P. 

 

Affirmations DVD 

I listened to the positive phrases DVD 3 times last night. What a 
blessing.   ~~Steve Gregg 

 

PTSD Helped my Husband Sleep Since his Return from 
Active Duty! 

My husband has not slept throughout the night in 8 years since 
his return from active duty. The first night we played it, he did 
not wake up screaming or sweating. You saved our life. PTSD 
has plagued our entire family for so long. ~~Anonymous 

 

The Rosary 

As soon as The Rosary started to play, I broke into tears. I could 
feel the healing power of the first prayer as it worked on my 
fear.  ~~Michelle O 

 

Hindu Chant and Gong Bath 
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The Gong Bath Entity Removal was a miracle for me. I believe it 
saved my life. ~~Chelle 

 

Dolphin Dream Changed Us 

I started playing the Dolphin Dream in the house.  Everything 
changed, even the way we all view life.  Thank you so much.  
~~Jennie M. 

 

 

Hip Pain 

I was using a portable speaker for hip pain and it went away in 
ten minutes.    ~~Kathleen G 

 

Lack of Sleep Due to Stress of Final Exams! 

I was unable to sleep due to pressure about final exams. As soon 
as I put the DVD on, I became calm and fell asleep and did great 
on my tests. You changed my life.  ~~Nick G 

 

Dementia 

My mother-in-law suffers from dementia. At one point, we were 
all up for five days and nights as she hallucinated and yelled 
24/7. In desperation, I put on a DVD that Regina gave us. The 
moment I put it on, the house became calm. My mother-in-law 
became lucid, and we all slept through the night. For us this was 
a miracle.  ~~Matisun 

 

Enlarged Prostate DVD 

I was urinary retention with an infection and enlarged prostate.  
All our trusted medical friends and professionals agreed that 
medication for the prostate was the only viable option.  My wife 
Regina asked me if I would be willing to try the Rife frequency 
program for enlarged prostate and stop the medication.  The 
frequencies had already stopped the infection when antibiotics 
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failed and the pain when pain meds failed so I said “absolutely”.  
Regina was slightly nervous about that but I felt confident.  The 
first treatment caused a great deal of heat as the speaker rested 
on my groin area, and when I stood up, I felt something move 
and from that moment on I had a normal flow.  I continued the 
recommended 30-day treatment and then stopped.  I have not 
done any follow up sessions at his time (5 months later).  The 
CT with contrast shows clearly that the prostate remains normal 
size. When I went to my eye doctor to schedule cataract 
surgery, I was told that because I had taken the medication for 
as little as one week that I was now going to have more risk 
from that medication.  After looking up why I read many scary 
things about this form of medication including FDA warnings and 
class action suits.  ~~David 
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PMS during Yoga!!! 

I played PMS during my most difficult Yoga class. It was as 
though everyone breezed through it. It was amazing.  ~~Susan 
G: Kundalini Yoga Instructor 

 

ADHD DVD 
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I play the ADHD all day in my Special Ed classroom. All the 
children except one had noticeable improvement. We love it and 
play it every day.  ~~Anonymous 

 

Using DVD for Infection, Acute Pain, Dolphin Dream and 
Enlarged Prostate 

I am familiar with the vibroacoustic therapy, as Regina is my 
wife, so you may find this result exaggerated or even hard to 
believe; however, it is true. 

I began feeling very sick and in pain on February 2nd, 2013. I 
thought it was a kidney stone because of the intense pain. I took 
an antibiotic for kidney infection beginning on Wednesday 
February 7th. I also began taking pain pills to relieve the 
discomfort, however they were ineffective. By Saturday morning 
February 9th, I ended up in the emergency room for Acute 
Urinary Retention (inability to urinate). I was sent home with a 
catheter, additional antibiotics and additional pain medication 
and was told to see a Urologist ASAP. 

The Urologist’s nurse told me there was a chance I would have 
the catheter for an extended period. The doctor prescribed a 
third antibiotic, more pain medication. I was to return a week 
later. My pain was intense and the swelling of my testicles made 
it hard to sit down without sharp shooting pain. My primary 
doctor scheduled many scans and other tests but left on a long 
trip returning after the middle of March. 

On February 16th, I was still so sick and in excruciating pain, my 
wife Regina took it upon herself to treat the pain with her 
vibroacoustic DVDs. She took a mini DVD player and put in the 
DVD for acute pain. She placed a small metal speaker on my lap 
down in the groin area; the area most affected by swelling and 
pain. By the time I went to bed 60% of the pain and all the 
swelling on testicle swelling was gone. In the morning, she did 
this again with the DVD with 727Hz embedded into the Ave 
Maria for 30 minutes. All my pain was gone and there was no 
need what so ever to take another pain pill. She then started 
putting pure frequencies for “Enlarged Prostate” on my lap in the 
hopes that the catheter could come out. 
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Sure enough, that Monday it came out. I continued to feel OK 
until the Antibiotics were finished and then I felt sick again and 
the pain and swelling returned and the urine flow slowed. Regina 
filled the antibiotic again right away and then found the 
frequencies on her own website for “Inflammation from Kidney 
to Bladder” and “General Infection”.  She realized that the 
antibiotics had not killed all the bacteria causing all the 
problems. They were helping but not quite doing the job. She 
put the frequencies for infection and inflammation on my lap and 
in a very brief time I could feel heat in the area. The next 
morning, I woke up very early for me and felt no pain, 
inflammation was gone and my energy level was through the 
roof. I continued with both for four day and then stopped the 
frequencies, but continued the antibiotics. Within one day, I 
began to slip again. And we restarted the frequencies. Again, the 
next morning I felt better than I had in years.  The antibiotics 
and frequencies continued until the prescription ran out on 
March 18th. 

Since then I have continued the treatments with the DVDs each 
night while watching TV. As of March 21st, my bodily function is 
fine and I have had no pain. 

~~ David 

 

Mother using Autism DVD 

Here’s another mother who is using the Autism DVD, she 
emailed a photo of her child, who loves when the DVD is played. 
He hugs the speaker the entire time.  This is only the 2nd day, 
but there is a great deal of hope for a positive change. - A happy 
mother 

 

News from Abroad on Autism DVD 

The results of the Autism DVD have been astounding!!! 

“After only two weeks the entire dynamics between my autistic 
son’s changes. Prior to playing the DVD my children never 
played with each other.  Now my older son is watching out for 
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my younger son and they play together.  The house is so 
peaceful when I play the DVD.” ~ Mother in England 

 

Another Sound Therapy story 
 
I received a call from the nurse at my daughter’s school. She 
said Kayden had shooting stomach pains, and proceeded to 
tell me there was a weird stomach bug/virus going on in the 
class and it started with sharp stomach pains.  
 
I said "WOW, that jumped on her quickly, she was fine when she 
got on the bus at 7:15." The nurse replied, "That is the way it 
has been working, it jumps on them quickly." The nurse called at 
8:30am and Kayden had barely gotten to school and started 
class.  
 
Once I picked her up from school, she proceeded to tell me 5 
kids were out that day, sick from this and one girl had been 
out for 5 days. The others were sick for around 3 days.  
 
Once we got home, her stomach started hurting with sharp 
stabbing pains, they reminded me of labor pains, as they 
would come and go.... 
 
I asked her if she wanted to use the sound therapy program for 
her stomach (which is Ave Maria and Miracle Chord - the ones 
that originally healed her stomach way back when I first met 
Regina) and she said, "Yes mom, I do."   
She is a believer in Sound Therapy!    
 
The pain was so bad, that every time it started, she cried and 
cried until it eased off. My daughter is not a sissy girl and I 
KNEW it was hurting her bad for her to cry like this. I did my 
part by sending her healing energies and invoking the angels to 
assist. Within an hour, she said mom I would like some saltines.  
 
We didn't have any so, we ran to the store, grabbed saltines and 
ginger-ale, as I was preparing for the "rest of the virus"...  
The nurse had said some kids had the runs and vomiting with 
it... 
 
Once we arrived home she had the urge to go to the bathroom... 
When she came out she said, mom, I feel so much better.... She 
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ate her saltines and drank ginger-ale, and the remaining of the 
day was like she wasn't even sick in the first place!!! I KNOW in 
my heart if I hadn't had the knowledge I have and the sound 
therapy programs that I have, it would have lasted a lot longer.  
 
I am so happy I have my arsenal or like we say our "First Aid 
Kit" or "Hospital on the Go" of Sound Therapy!  
 
Why this LONG Story... It's really to show you how POWERFUL 
these programs are and how a 10-year-old has the belief in 
these programs and energy work. She KNOWS they work!  
 
I know that if all the kids in her class had the opportunity to use 
these programs, then they would also have healed quicker. 

 

Kidney to Bladder and General Infection 

I woke up one morning with severe lower back pain, pain when 
urinating and blood in the urine, and just didn’t feel good. 
Having had one before, I felt like it was a UTI (urinary tract 
infection) – all the symptoms were there. It could have been a 
kidney stone, though I had never experienced one. I 
immediately grabbed my iPod and speakers and started to play 
kidney to bladder infection and general infection. I asked Regina 
was there anything else and added Ave Maria to the playlist also. 
I went to the bathroom one more time with lots of pain than I 
decided I’d lay down to try and go back to sleep. I place the 
speakers I had on my body close to the kidneys. I got up one 
more time after a while to go to the bathroom, and that time 
really hurt. I laid back down and fell asleep. I woke up around 4 
hours later to my amazement and had NO back pain, no pain or 
blood when urinating and felt great, like nothing was wrong in 
the first place. I forever grateful for meeting Regina and for her 
work! Since then I have TONS more stories of Sound Therapy 
working for me and my daughter! - Sally 

 

Pesticide Detox 

A few weeks ago, my roommate sprayed a pesticide for ants 
because we were having an ant problem. Out of the blue, 
throughout the day, I didn't realize this was connected, but 
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throughout the day I started having severe back pain, hip pain 
shoulder and neck pain and it was getting worse and worse. I 
took Advil it didn't help, I put magnets on it and it didn't help, I 
used essential oils and nothing touched it. I even drink some 
wine trying to relax the muscles and it still didn't help. I had 
some jewelry I was working on it and needed to get out that 
night so I wanted to put on some soft music from YouTube. I 
thought of Regina and was looking through her video list on 
YouTube and saw the pesticide detox and I thought this would 
be good for me since they just sprayed today. I put that on and 
instantaneously my body just relaxed from the irritation and 
agitation I was feeling, it dissipated immediately. I started 
working on my jewelry within 12 minutes my pain level went 
from about an eight to a 2 and I also noticed my dog, who had 
been sleeping on a nice soft bed over in the other room, came in 
the room and laid on the hard tile floor to be as close as he could 
to the video playing, and this was just playing on my cell phone. 
This sound quality wasn't fantastic but the results were amazing. 
It was so quickly and I was totally amazed. - Sherry 

 

Dear Regina: Attached is a limited summary of my life 
experiences. 

My PSA reading in January of 2015 was 30.6, and on June 3rd, it 
was 0.982  

In March of this year, the Urologist was concerned about my 
30.6 PSA reading, and in keeping with the traditional USA 
medical model, he thus gave me a Hormone shot that is to last 6 
months. 

Specifically, in this case pertaining to the drop of the PSA status, 
perhaps the following will explain my process regarding any and 
all physical encumbrances that I normally employ. 

1) Hormone injection. (Unusual for me to have done this.) 

2) Hands-on healing by my wife Helen. 

3) Personal prayer. 

4) Personal meditations. 

5) Personally applied process of imagery. 
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6) Homeopathic medication specifically for Prostate 
Cancer. 

7) The employment of Regina Murphy's CD for "sound-
healing" via specific musical chords. 

8) International prayer group as arranged by Lucie 
Blanchard. 

9) Facebook prayers as arranged by my wife Helen.  

10) Healing prayers-focus from the IHCI group of which I am a 
member. (Carol Druehl, Joan Halbert et al) 

11) Circa mid-May of 2015, Kirlian-based system of 
specific prayers from 

Bill Nolan. 

12) Circa beginning of May, four timed Monday-evening 
prayers by the 

Equilibrium (Dr. Bengsten) group out of Chicago. 

13) God's Will. 

It was when I began my own imagery and prayer process as 
girded by Helen's hands-on energy, plus the Murphy chording 
paradigm as outlined above, that I could feel/detect the healing 
process. 

Then an enhancement influenced by items #11 and #12. It all 
contributed.......Peace.......Stanislav 
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One woman with chronic shingles awoke the next morning free 
of this disorder. 

 

A medical doctor and acupuncturist who is the director of 
Integrated Medicine, said since sleeping with the MP3 case 
playing the vibroacoustic music, she no longer needs sleeping 
pills. 

 

A young girl was given antibiotics as a baby and it destroyed the 
healthy bacteria in her intestines. She lived with loose bowels 
and extreme pain, and nothing they gave her reduced the severe 
imbalance of bacteria caused by antibiotics. She put the MP3 on 
her stomach and finally had relief, both from pain and a return 
to normal bowel function. 

 

A doctor of Acupuncture and a senior staff member at the Kairos 
Institute is amazed by its effectiveness. 

 

The CDs have been used at the support groups for Suicide 
Survivors. “I just love the CDs” was the response of one of 
individuals in a group. 

 

A practitioner is a volunteer at “The Caring Place” for Cancer 
patients. I trained her on how to use the MP3 case, and gave her 
one for herself. She lets the clients use the IPod case for pain 
and anxiety while they are at the cancer facility.  One woman 
had such instant pain relief that she bought her own. She said 
she just had to have her own because of the relief it brought to 
her. 

 

“My mother in law has dementia and is staying with us. For four 
full days, she hallucinated literally around the clock- 24/7- 
needless to say we were all exhausted – we put Regina’s DVD on 
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and she literally calmed down, proceeded to sleep through the 
night and woke up with no hallucinations! It’s been 2 full days 
now with no hallucinations and 2 nights of sleep! We truly 
consider it a miracle and are so grateful sanity and rest has 
returned. Thank you Regina for your miraculous and to us 
lifesaving work! God bless you! Matisun, Author and Public 
Speaker. 

 

There are hundreds of testimonials on my Facebook page Regina Rose 
Murphy if you would like to continue reading. Not a day goes by that I do not 
receive a text or a phone call thanking me and telling amazing stories.  
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                     Product Recommendations and How I Make My Water 

 

If you have come this far in the book, I thank you again. 

I have thought long and hard about suggesting whole house filter systems and 
considered many of them. I feel there is so much information on that subject in the 
books, Dancing with Water, first and second edition, www.dancingwithwater.com.   
They are a must read as far as the love and research put into all areas of water 
and ways to make water and our lives better because of water’s ability to heal us. I 
thank them and feel that, as time goes on, they will be the experts to continue this 
evolving process. I am not an expert in water. I trust the author’s dedication to the 
truth, wisdom and love of water.  

This was taken from the Dancing with Water website. The links are live there. 

 

Adya Clarity – The Truth about how and why it works 

Adya Clarity is a patented (1) concentrated ionic mineral solution 
extracted from biotite mica with sulfuric acid. The process provides a blend of at least 
22 mineral salts in their sulfate form (ionically bonded to the sulfate ion, 
(SO4)2).  Sulfate salts have advantages over chloride salts (mineral ions bonded to the 
chloride ion) for a variety of reasons:  
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1. Sulfates have a stronger electrical charge. They break apart large mineral colloids 
(common in juvenile* water) so minerals are more biologically available. 

 

Sulfate ion 

2.  Sulfate ions (sulfur that is bonded to 4 oxygen molecules) have a tetrahedral 
structure similar to water. Because of their structure and strong electrical charge, 
sulfate ions hold water molecules tightly. They participate as “structure-making ions” 
helping to maintain water’s molecular structure to a greater degree than chloride-based 
salts. However, both are important for balanced water. Most unprocessed salts 
(especially Ocean Plasma) contain a balanced blend of minerals in the chloride, 
sulfate and bicarbonate forms. Read about the importance of salts in water. 
3.  Sulfur is an essential element. The requirement for sulfur is nearly twice the 
requirement for chloride in the human body. It is a component of many enzymes, 
amino acids, and vitamins; many people are sulfur deficient. 

*Juvenile vs. Mature water are terms used by Viktor Schauberger that refer to the 
structure and the state of the minerals in water. As water matures, large mineral 
colloids are broken down until eventually only individual ions remain. Ions (not colloids) 
support the structure of the water and its ability to transmit signals and other energetic 
information carried in water. Mature water is not hard water. The minerals in mature 
water do not form scale the way juvenile water does, and they do not accumulate as 
plaque in the human body. 

Adya Clarity is much more than a sulfate salt solution. When the highly-concentrated 
mineral blend is added to contaminated water, a number of reactions take place that 
mature* the water and neutralize every contaminant that has been tested to date. 
Click to see chemical reduction test results Press “back arrow” to return 
Click to see bacteria removal test results Press “back arrow” to return 

How does Adya Clarity work? 
1. When Adya Clarity is added to water, sulfate ions literally (and explosively) pull apart 
existing ionic bonds. The chloride and carbonate salts in water are freed and the 
individual ions have a chance to re-assemble to include sulfate ions. This matures* and 
helps structure the water. The strength of the electrical reaction forces a degree of 
ionization in the water itself (splitting water molecules into their ionic parts (H+ and 
OH-). Oxygen radicals are formed during the process as the solution attains and 
maintains equilibrium. 
2. Oxygen radicals, the strongest of which is the hydroxyl radical (OH), oxidize (break 
down/burn up) contaminants in the water by stealing electrons. Ozone is also produced. 
(2) Together these forms of oxygen destroy anaerobic bacteria, virus, and parasites in 
a manner similar to the way the immune system combats invading microbes. The 
process also breaks down harmful chemicals, solvents, pharmaceuticals, and even 
fluoride compounds. 
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3. The molecular structure of the water changes. Natural ionization is a factor in the 
structuring of water. It frees water (and mineral) molecules so they can assemble into a 
more organized geometric matrix. When water becomes a liquid crystal, it is no longer 
able to hold large particles (mineral colloids or contaminants). Anything that is too large 
to remain in the organized matrix eventually settles out. These can then be removed 
using inexpensive filters. 

The Japanese creator of Adya Clarity, Dr. Asao Shimanishi, had 
this to say about the Adya process: 
“Rather than working directly with dissolved oxygen [to eradicate 
contaminants] we thought of activating the oxygen in water to create 
radical oxygen, called OH, by introducing minerals in an ionized state. . . 
.Here, we need to discuss the subject of ions which are electrical energy. 
When this electrical charge is introduced to water, elements in the water 
will either be inactivated or activated. Mixed with water, our super 
minerals act to start and catalyze the process of changing oxygen in the 
water into activated oxygen, an extremely powerful oxidant.” 

The Adya process is enhanced by other reactions that take place due to the minerals in 
the solution. The minerals in Adya Clarity are extracted from a common silicate rock 
known as biotite—general formula K (Mg, Fe) 3AlSi3O10 (F, OH) 2. Like most silicate 
minerals (including many healing clays) biotite contains an abundance of aluminum and 
iron. These two elements (in their sulfate form) are the most common coagulants used 
in today’s water treatment systems. They are well known to neutralize many 
contaminants and to cause them to precipitate out for easy removal. The aluminum and 
iron are removed at the end of the process so excessive aluminum and iron are not left 
in the water. Here is how it works: 

 

Most contaminants dissolved in water have an electrical charge; they tend to repel each 
other. As a result, they stay dispersed and/or dissolved in water, as shown. Coagulants 
neutralize electrical charges. Once particles no longer repel each other, van der Waal’s 
forces (the tendency of particles to attract each other if they have no charge) make 
particles gradually drift toward one another. When enough have joined, they settle out 
as shown. 
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Coagulants such as aluminum sulfate and ferric sulfate (both abundant in Adya Clarity) 
are among the most commonly used coagulants in modern water treatment. Added to 
water, they furnish highly charged positive ions to neutralize suspended particles. The 
hydroxides formed during the process produce floc which traps bacteria and other 
contaminants as it settles. During the Adya Clarity reaction, the fact that oxidation 
occurs first, means that contaminants are rendered harmless AND then precipitated out 
for physical removal. Below are the two most common reactions that take place during 
coagulation. 

A12(SO4)3 + 3 Ca(HCO3)2   →  2 Al(OH)3 + 3CaSO4 + 6 CO2 
Aluminum sulfate + Calcium bicarbonate (in the water)  →  Aluminum hydroxide + 

Calcium sulfate + Carbon dioxide 

Fe2(SO4)3 + Ca(HCO3)2  →  2 Fe(OH)3 + 3CaSO4 + 6 CO2 
Ferric sulfate + Calcium bicarbonate  →  Ferric hydroxide + Calcium sulfate + Carbon 

dioxide 

Removal of arsenic and heavy metals 
While the reactions that take place during the neutralization of hundreds of 
contaminants have not all been identified, several are well known. One such reaction 
explains how Adya Clarity removes arsenic and other heavy metals from water. Heavy 
metals are attracted to ferric hydroxide. When they are present in treated water, both 
iron and heavy metals can be removed in the sediment.(3) 

Ferric hydroxide is also produced as iron rusts. In Nepal where arsenic is a big problem, 
water is poured through a bed of rusting nails where ferric hydroxide attracts arsenic. 
Subsequent filtering through sand removes both elements.(4) 

When iron is oxidized to form ferric hydroxide, it binds to a large number of 
contaminants. The orange stain left on a filter is an indication that this reaction is at 
work and is responsible (at least in part) for the removal of numerous contaminants 
from the water. 

Removal of fluoride 
Adya Clarity is one of few inexpensive methods for removing fluoride. It works because 
fluoride is attracted to aluminum hydroxide—similar to activated alumina. (Activated 
alumina is made by heating aluminum hydroxide.) While the activated form adsorbs 
more fluoride, aluminum hydroxide also works.(5) Adya Clarity has been shown to 
remove 50% of fluoride in fluoridated water within 15 minutes at the recommended 
dosage. Longer treatment time and increased dosage, improves the removal rate—up 
to 100%. Click to see test results 

Aluminum sulfate (alum) by itself can be used in some parts of the world to remove 
fluoride from water. Using a simple process known as the Nalgonda method, native 
populations in India and Africa have removed excessive fluoride from drinking water for 
many years. Alum, which can be purchased in any grocery store, is the basic 
ingredient. Alum acts as a coagulating agent, and the by-product of the reaction 
(aluminum hydroxide) grabs the fluoride. Both can be removed by simple filtration after 
the coagulant settles. The most limiting factor in the Nalgonda method is the level of 
bicarbonates (alkalinity) in the water. Without bicarbonates (found in hard water) the 
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process does not proceed. The second most limiting factor is pH which is best between 
5.5 and 7.5. The addition of a sodium or magnesium bicarbonate solution can be used 
to stabilize the pH in water with little alkalinity while providing bicarbonates to support 
the reaction. 

Adya Clarity can be a tremendous asset for anyone interested in a treatment system 
that inactivates contaminants and prepares the water for simple filtration and energetic 
enhancement. It circumvents the need for expensive and complex filtration systems. 

How to use Adya Clarity 
• To remove contaminants: Add 1 tsp of Adya Clarity mineral concentrate to each 
gallon of water. Within seconds you can often see contaminants that have been 
inactivated (oxidized) begin to gather in a cloudy haze. Once contaminants have been 
inactivated and had a chance to settle (this can take a few minutes to 24 hours 
depending on the degree of contamination), the water can be filtered using any simple 
carbon-based filter. 
• To remove fluoride from water: Add 1 tsp of Adya Clarity to 1 gallon of water. Let this 
sit for 24 hours before filtering. Adya Clarity removes fluoride in two ways: Adsorption 
to aluminum hydroxide (then filtered out) and ion exchange where the sulfate ion 
causes the fluoride ion to be released, leaving fluoride to associate with existing calcium 
in the water and/or to evaporate as a gas. Calcium fluoride is over 80 times less toxic 
than sodium fluoride. 
• As a vegetable wash: Add 1 Tbsp. Adya Clarity to a gallon of water and soak fruits 
and vegetables for 5 minutes. This draws pesticides and other contaminants from deep 
within food for a thorough cleanse. This same solution can be used over and over again 
for several weeks before discarding. 
• In the bath – use 3 or more Tbsp per bath. Soak as long as you can or until the bath 
gets cold. Wonderful for removing toxins through the skin. 
• In a spa or Jacuzzi – Adya Clarity will eliminate the need for chlorine and other 
disinfection chemicals. In a 500 gallon Jacuzzi, add 2-3 quarts of Adya Clarity – 
depending on your water. No need to change the water – just add more Adya Clarity 
after 6-8 months. 
NOTE: If you live in an area where the water has little natural alkalinity (East coast and 
Northwest coast in the US –and typically in areas where the soil pH is below 7.0) the 
addition of bicarbonates will assure that the reaction is complete. 

How to make and use a bicarbonate solution with Adya Clarity 
If you live in a area where your water is considered “soft” —without alkalinity—and 
generally with a pH under 7.0, then the addition of bicarbonates is recommended for 
the Adya reaction to work optimally (see equation above) . The addition of bicarbonates 
will produce a greater amount of precipitate, it will gather a greater number of 
contaminants, and it will help the aluminum (and iron) to be removed during filtration. 
Bicarbonates are usually found in water as calcium bicarbonate, but adding any 
bicarbonate (sodium, magnesium, calcium and/or potassium) will work. Sodium is the 
easiest to use since sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) is readily available. But 
magnesium bicarbonate is ideal since it does not leave excess sodium in the water and 
since magnesium has many other healthful benefits. Make and add either of the 
following to water treated with Adya Clarity. 
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Sodium bicarbonate (baking soda)  
To make a solution of sodium bicarbonate, add 3 Tbsp to 1 cup of distilled water and let 
this dissolve. This is your concentrated bicarbonate solution. (Dissolving the sodium 
bicarbonate first speeds the reaction.) Now, depending on the pH of your water, add 
between ½ and 1 tsp of the concentrated solution to each gallon of water before you 
add the Adya Clarity mineral solution. Stir slowly for several minutes, then leave to 
settle (24 to 48 hours). Filter using any carbon-based filter before consumption. 

Magnesium bicarbonate 
To make a concentrated solution of magnesium bicarbonate, follow the instructions in 
the article on the importance of magnesium bicarbonates. Add 1 oz. (2 Tbsp) of the 
concentrated magnesium bicarbonate solution to each gallon of water before you add 
the Adya Clarity. Stir slowly for several minutes, then leave to settle (24 to 48 hours). 
Filter using any carbon-based filter before consumption. 
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WHAT IS  SALT WATER SOLE? 

(Pronounced so-lay) 

Let’s begin by noting that I am not talking about table salt here, which is made up of 
only sodium and chloride.  What I am talking about is combining mineral-rich, 
unrefined natural salts and water to make an electrolyte-dense brine that is taken as 
a supplement every morning. 

An electrolyte is a compound that ionizes when dissolved in liquid, meaning it 
becomes a charged molecule.  Different types of electrolytes include sodium, 
potassium, chloride, bicarbonate, calcium sulfate, magnesium, and phosphate. 

When we combine natural salt and water, the positive ions of the salt surround the 
negative ions of the water molecules and vice versa, creating a totally new structure 
with an electrical charge that is more absorbable for the body.  When ingested into 
the body, the electrical charge of the solution helps the body to send electrical 
signals from one cell to another and assists the kidneys in maintaining fluid balances 
in the body. 

Two of the most common salts used to make sole are Grey Atlantic Sea Salt
(sometimes called Celtic Grey) and Himalayan Pink Salt.  There are, however, many 
other great mineral-rich salts to choose from.  I personally use Grey Atlantic Sea 
Salt because it has not been processed and contains all of its natural essential 
minerals. 

WHY I  DRINK SALT WATER SOLE 

1 .  D r i n k i n g  s a l t  w a t e r  s o l e  h e l p s  m y  b o d y  h y d r a t e  
w i t h o u t  b e c o m i n g  t o o  d i l u t e d .  

We are often encouraged to drink copious amounts of water to stay hydrated and to 
“flush out toxin.”  This, however, can be detrimental to our health.  Over-drinking 
and becoming over-diluted actually lowers our metabolism and stresses out our 
bodies.  Our bodies and our cells rely on a certain concentration of minerals and 
electrolytes to function properly.  When we guzzle large amounts of plain water, our 
extracellular fluid becomes diluted, causing a stress response in the body, activating 
stress hormones (like adrenaline) that are usually meant to deal with acute and 
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immediate stressors, and we all know that high levels of stress hormones are not 
good for anyone. 

Magnets for Health and Home 

www.biomagscience.net 

I have purchased many products from this site. This site gets my highest 
recommendation in all areas. 

Bone Conduction headphones with the correct polarity that I am aware of at the 
time of this publication is Elesound (wired with mic ) bone conduction headphones 
available on Amazon.com  

My final suggestion is to go as green as possible for cleaning products, especially 
anything that ends up in the water supply such as pest control, toilet bowl cleaners 
and anything you flush.  

 

Cookie Recipe 

You might wonder why I would include a cookie recipe in my book. When I decided 
to get and stay healthy, I knew I needed a cookie. I am the original cookie 
monster. This cookie is not only NOT BAD for you but it is actually very good for 
you. It has been my savior from a life-long sugar addiction. I have 2 a day, at least. 

Almond Flower Cookie Recipe  

The chocolate ship in the middle makes it look like a flower. 

 

Almond Flour Cookies – about 20 cookies 

2 cups of Almond Flour 

 ¼ cup plus 1 tablespoon of coconut oil room temperature  

1 cup of trehalose sugar 

 1 egg  

¼ teaspoon of baking powder 

 ¼ teaspoon of baking soda 

A dash of salt and some cinnamon to taste 
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 3 tablespoons of vanilla 

Optional: a little ground pistachio nuts 

How to combine: 

Mix almond flour, trehalose sugar, baking powder and baking soda salt and 
cinnamon 

Mix well 

Combine coconut oil, add vanilla and egg 

Mix well 

Combine wet and dry mix – then mix by hand with love 

Roll into 1-inch balls and press down gently on lightly oiled baking sheets – 
at least I inch apart. They are not easy to get off the baking sheets so I 
would try parchment paper, tin foil or silicone sheets.  

Other flavors: Instead of Vanilla and cinnamon try Zambuca or Limoncello to 
taste. I love them all and like the variety. These cookies keep me from 
snacking on unhealthy treats.  

Bake at 375 degrees for 10 minutes 

 

I freeze mine until the day I intend to eat them. It maintains the moisture 
better that way because there are no preservatives in them. 

Trehalose 

SOURCE: SuperFoods Trehalose is a white crystalline powder (trehalose 
dehydrate) produced from cornstarch by a patented enzymatic Hayashibara 
process. Trehalose is a naturally-occurring sugar energy source with forty-
five percent (45%) of the sweetness of refined table sugar. So, one may 
need to use about twice as much as normally used to get the same 
sweetness. It is one of the good sugars. 
 
There are no side effects of taking Trehalose. A clinical study performed in 
the UK showed that ninety-eight percent (98%) of the population had no 
problems or side effects using trehalose. 
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Why use SOURCE SuperFoods Trehalose?* 

What makes Trehalose so special is that it acts like a sugar but it’s not really 
a sugar like table sugar, which is a Monosaccharide. Trehalose is a 
Disaccharide, with two glucose units. Trehalose releases two molecules of 
glucose, which can help with extended energy requirements of endurance 
athletes. This is double the efficiency of normal Glucose. 
 
Trehalose is thought to have the ability to protect the cells from dehydration by 
transforming into a gel phase as cells dehydrate, which prevents disruption of 
internal cell organelles, by effectively splinting them in position. Rehydration 
then allows normal cellular activity to be resumed without the major damage 
that would normally follow a dehydration/rehydration cycle. 
 
Because Trehalose protects the cells from extreme temperature changes by 
hydrating the cells it acts as an age reverser or beauty enhancer and is used 
orally as well as topically for such purposes. There is no question that Trehalose 
protects the cells from stress. Trehalose also has the added advantage of being 
an antioxidant. 
 
Research reveals Trehalose may help diabetics since Trehalose has only 45% 
sweetness of sugar, many people double-up portions of Trehalose when using it 
in cooking or beverages because it does not have the harmful side effects that 
sugar has. Trehalose is considered a prime way to sweeten foods, without 
triggering the blood sugar levels, and it also enhances the flavor of food. 
Although studies do not endorse Trehalose directly in connection with diabetes, 
they do acknowledge that it reduces insulin resistance, and blood sugar levels 
are substantially lower than with sugar or artificial sweeteners. 
 
Trehalose may improve neurological disorders. Although research is not 
conclusive in this area, there are many indicators that Trehalose is very 
effective in helping individuals who suffer with nervous system disorders. 
Improvements such as better muscle control have been documented with 
conditions such as Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s, and 
other neurological disorders. 
 
These studies are not absolute because researchers are unsure of the 
mechanisms that make Trehalose beneficial in helping these disorders. Since 
Trehalose is simply a food, there is no documented research that suggests using 
Trehalose to manage an ailment, but studies do not deny noticeable 
improvements. There have been several studies which have also demonstrated 
Trehalose's anti-inflammatory effects. 
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How does it work? 

This disaccharide is enzymatically hydrolyzed by the enzyme trehalase in the 
small intestine into two glucose subunits which are subsequently absorbed and 
metabolized in a manner similar to maltose. Common disaccharides, such as 
sucrose and lactose, are digested through the same physiological process. The 
sugar provides approximately 4 kcal of food energy per gram as do other 
digestible sugars and starches. The enzyme trehalase is found in human 
intestinal system and kidneys although its activity varies and it may be missing 
in some people. Studies have shown that when subjects are provided with 
Trehalose mixed in a 5 to 10 % solution, significant benefits were nonetheless 
realized via upgrading autophagy and mitigating insulin resistance. It is widely 
believed that 20gms of Trehalose 2 to 3 times per day is a safe amount for 
human consumption. 

Suggested Use - How to take SOURCE SuperFoods Trehalose?* 

Take 1 to 2 scoops (10 to 20 grams) mixed in water, juice or other beverage, 2 
to 3 times daily. May be taken with or without food. 
Continued use is necessary to maintain the benefits the benefits of SOURCE 
SuperFoods Trehalose. 
Caution: Insulin-dependent diabetics and pregnant women should consult their 
physician before use. 

 

FDA Statement 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent 
any disease. 
 
†Manufactured from corn grown in the USA, which has been certified Identity-
Preserved (IP) and has NOT been genetically modified by bioengineering 
technology. In order to ensure that it is IP and GMO-Free, purchasing is done 
through contracts with farmers to buy corn which has not been genetically 
modified by bioengineering technology. Each lot is accompanied by proper IP 
documentation (signed certificate of handling that the Corn was IP at all times, 
and a signed certificate of origin listing location, producer, and seed corn 
brand). The corn is further tested by the ELISA (Enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay) procedure to screen for bioengineered genetic modifications if any, and 
PCR (polymerase chain reaction) test method, by independent laboratories to 
ensure integrity of the production run. This is a quality product with great 
intrinsic value for athletes. 
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QELBY - Quantum Energy Beneficial Microbes in ceramic 

(set of 12, 15 mm ceramic balls) 

 

Beneficial organisms play a role in water purification and in the natural development of full-

spectrum living water.The presence of beneficial microbes balances the water terrain (similar 

to balancing the microbial flora within the human body).  Their presence also brings Earth 

resonance to water—a missing factor in “empty” and treated water.  
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QELBY ceramics are an ancient colony of microbes, encapsulated in clay. They are similar 

to the EM (effective microorganisms) discovered by Dr. Teruo Higa.  These organisms can 

survive severe conditions and temperatures which means they can be embedded in 

ceramics and survive the firing process. The geometry of the clay provides a protective 

enclosure; organisms survive in a dormant state. When hydrated and given adequate 

growing conditions, they awaken. Even though mature microbes are permanently embedded 

within the ceramic, they are able to populate their surrounding environment. Read more  

 

During rigorous testing, the QELBY microbial colony has shown great promise for amending 

soil and water. QELBY microbes add infrared wavelengths that bring natural structure to 

water; they draw in hydrogen (as protons), and attract photonic energy due to the presence 

of DNA. QELBY ceramics are a wonderful amendment where water will remain still for an 

extended period of time (overnight or longer) and a great way to help condition “empty” water 

(water without minerals).  

 

Add 3-5 ceramic balls to a water bottle, pitcher or other water container and leave overnight 

or longer. May be used in aquariums and in the soil of potted plants. Good for continual use 

up to 2 years - then retire to a compost pile or potted plant. 

 
 

 

 

CUSTOMER REVIEWS  
 

 

Healthy Probiotic Stones 

  

These stones are a great way to add natural probiotics to your water. I added these in my 

5 gallon glass dispenser and it keeps my water free from harmful bacteria and structures 

my water. For only a few bucks you can have clean structured water for up to 2 years. 

Highly recommended. 
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CUSTOMER REVIEWS  
 

 

 

   

 

   

 

Anchi Crystals 

ANCHI Crystals come to us from the beginning of time as a rare offering from the Earth. As such, 
ANCHI Crystals hold the Codes,  Wisdom  
and Alignments of the Original Plan. They are capable of enhancing one's ability to live in an 
Optimum State. This Optimum state is a  
combination of many factors. In today's world, few of us have a lifestyle that creates and nourishes 
this state of being. External stress, as well  
as internal stress is an everyday fact of life. Even if we had the perfect stress-free lifestyle, the 
Earth's electromagnetic fields, with which our  
personal electromagnetic fields interact have been compromised by changes since the beginning of 
the electronic age.   

www.anchicrystals.com   
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Vibroacoustic Massage Table Conversion DIY 

Vibroacoustic sound therapy has proven to have meaningful results 
benefitting human health, both physiologically and mentally. The low 
vibrations increase cellular movement, thus increasing energy and cellular 
regeneration in the body. Consequently, inflammation and pain are reduced 
because of this treatment. With the addition of music, patients can have an 
increase in relaxation and decrease in psychological disturbances, such as 
depression, anxiety, and nausea. Furthermore, individuals with behavioral 
impulses and autism are found to have a decrease in aggressive outburst 
and actions. If these results are consistent in future studies, vibroacoustic 
therapy can replace pharmaceuticals and eliminate the potential side-effects 
that arise from usage. This is an innovative approach that combines 
vibration and music to tend to human health. Not only should this therapy 
be integrated in medicine, but it should be accessible to anyone experiencing 
physical or psychological distress. 

http://www.emotionalsoundtechniques.com/dl/vibroacoustics.pdf  

The above link is a wonderful research article on my older site 
www.emotionalsoundthechniques.com  

With so many healing centers and spas throughout the world, it seems 
logical to me that many would want to convert their massage tables into 
vibroacoustic tables as sound therapy becomes more and more mainstream. 
Many may think that this would be a very expensive proposition. I believe 
that it might be much easier than you think and certainly much less 
expensive. It would cost approximately $3000 - $12,000 to purchase a 
Vibroacoustic Sound Table or Sound bed. I asked a friend of mine, Rand 
Porter, to convert a massage table for me. The sole purpose is to be able to 
assist anyone who wants to convert their massage table without such a 
prohibitive cost. I included a parts list and a video on my YouTube channel. 
Search Regina Murphy DIY Vibroacoustic Massage Table. Rand will also make 
them for you if he has time in his schedule. His contact information is: 
Rand Allen Porter: randallenporter@gmail.com.  

This is a parts list available from www.part-express.com in the US and 
www.Daytonaudio.com  globally.  
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Parts list 

1. Dayton Audio APA150 Model:APA150 Part # 300-812 150W Power 
Amplifier $158.88 

2. 2X or 4 Dayton Audio Model:BST-1 Part # 295-244 Tactile Bass Shaker 50 
Watts $29.90 

3. 2X Gold Plated Dual Banana Plug -Black Parts Express Part # 090-467 
$1.99 

4. 2X Gold Plated Dual Banana Plug - Red Parts Express Part # 090-470 
$1.99 

5. Talent 16AWG 2-Cond Speaker Cable 100ft. Model:SC16100 Part # 101-
311 $31.48 

6. 2X Gold Plated Banana Speaker Wire Binding Post Part # 260-302 $2.88 

7. Tube of LIQUID NAILS Multi-Purpose Construction Adhesive caulk $2.52 

8. Sheet of 3/8” or 1/2 “plywood that you can cut (2) 14” x 14” pieces $7.63 

9. Small box of ¾” wood screws  

 

As you can see the total cost is less than $400.00, plus a massage table and 
labor costs, depending on where you live in the world, should be less than 
$400.00  

Including the cost of a massage table, the entire cost could be less than 
$1000.00 

Imagine how wonderful a Reiki session or massage would be with the added 
benefit of Vibroacoustic therapy.  
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About the author  

 

Regina Rose Murphy is the producer of Sound Therapy, musical and 
frequency content, and inventor of VibraSonic Pillows. She has been a 
Provider for the National Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage 
and Bodywork since 2011 in the subject of Energy Psychology and 
Sound Therapy. She has volunteered since 1997 in schools, hospitals, 
assisted living facilities, adult day care centers, and HIV and AIDS 

outreach centers in Las Vegas, employing massage, Energy Psychology, BodyTalk 
and Sound Therapy. She made all her programs free and easily accessible 
anywhere in the world that has internet access. Regina makes no claims about the 
benefits of what she has produced. She explains it with complete transparency and 
hopes her contributions empowers everyone to heal themselves. Regina Murphy is 
retired in Las Vegas. 


